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This research examines the problem of Information Overload (IO) and give an overview of 
various attempts to resolve it.  Furthermore, argue that instead of fighting IO, it is advisable to 
start learning how to live with it.  It is unlikely that in modern information age, where users are 
producer and consumer of information, the amount of data and information generated would 
decrease.  Furthermore, when managing IO, users are confined to the algorithms and policies of 
commercial Search Engines and Recommender Systems (RSs), which create results that also add 
to IO.  this research calls to initiate a change in thinking: this by giving greater power to users 
when addressing the relevance and accuracy of internet searches, which helps in IO.  However 
powerful search engines are, they do not process enough semantics in the moment when search 
queries are formulated.  This research proposes a semantic selection of internet sources, through 
SWRL enabled OWL ontologies.  the research focuses on SWT and its Stack because they (a) 
secure the semantic interpretation of the environments where internet searches take place and (b) 
guarantee reasoning that results in the selection of suitable internet sources in a particular 
moment of internet searches.  Therefore, it is important to model the behaviour of users through 
OWL concepts and reason upon them in order to address IO when searching the internet.  Thus, 
user behaviour is itemized through user preferences, perceptions and expectations from internet 
searches.  The proposed approach in this research is a Software Engineering (SE) solution which 
provides computations based on the semantics of the environment stored in the ontological 
model. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of Information Overload (IO) (Bawden et al., 1999)is not new, it is a 
complicated issue that continually grows and becomes difficult to manage.  From one 
century to another, IO manifested in many aspects of our daily lives.  Throughout time, 
researchers have attempted to find solution for IO.  However, these solutions were 
temporary and did not last long.  The nature of IO has changed through time.  Therefore, 
it is comprehensible that solutions to IO throughout time cannot be an answer to modern 
IO.  Furthermore, most researches suggest to cope with IO, rather than try to eliminate it.  
Hence, we have to agree that IO is part of our lives and not a problem that cannot be 
solved. 
Users are bombarded with excessive amount of search results and retrieved internet 
sources of information – by both search engines and RSs (Resnick and Varian, 1997 ).  
Thus, users feel confused and overwhelmed, and not sure which internet source is most 
relevant to their queries.  The confusion is prolonged to the point that users are unsure 
whether the chosen information sources can offer relevant information or whether they 
are required to seek information from other sources.  Furthermore, the huge list of 
retrieved information sources can negatively influence users’ decision, in the sense that 
they are not sure when to stop reading and what is the right amount of information to 
satisfy their information needs. 
Researchers addressed IO through RSs, which have been the focus of interest of the 
research community since late 90s.  They have become famous because they deploy 
Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based Filtering (CBF) techniques (Goldberg et 
al., 1992) in order to guide users in their personalised way to interesting “items” in a 
large space of possible options. 
Search Engines and their techniques (Seymour et al., 2011) were also exploited to 
understand the causes of IO.  Studies indicate that information retrievals from the internet 
are worsened by either excessive amount of search engine results or caused by a mashup 
of search engine techniques to provide new search results.  Thus, many researchers 
believe that a lot must be done in this area in order to remedy some of search engines 




The investigation of IO in this research indicates that it is necessary to initiate a shift 
in thinking when addressing modern IO.  IO that is caused by advancements in 
technology on the internet and information seekers/users of these technologies in the 
process of creating and retrieving information on the internet.  Hence, this research 
suggests that it is very important to first understand the semantics of the environment 
where the selection of information sources happen.  Secondly, it is equally important to 
consider the information seeker/user’s role and influence in the process of information 
creation on the internet.  Thirdly, to provide “a moment” of internet searchers based on 
similarities between information seekers/user queries and characteristics of information 
sources on the internet.  
In this research the environment can be defined as the problem domain which is 
investigated in the process of selecting information sources according to information 
seekers/users’ queries.  In the environment, different situations of information seeking 
can happen.  Hence, it can change according to information seekers/users information 
needs.  For example, early experiments in this research investigated information sources 
in the domain of social intensive environment on the internet in general (SDPS 2011).  
The investigation was extended to understand certain information needs of information 
seekers/users in the domain of healthcare (SDPS 2012).  By modeling the environment 
and information seekers/user preference, the proposed computational model delivers “a 
moment” of internet searches.  Each “moment” of internet searches can change based on 
the characteristics of the situation. 
Therefore, this research proposes a generic model that will collect the semantics of 
information sources and user preferences on the internet to deliver most relevant search 
results according to the semantics of “a moment” of internet searches.  The deployment 
of the proposed generic computational model utilises Semantic Web Technology (SWT) 
and its Stack (Horrocks et al., 2005).  This is to reason upon the semantics of internet 
sources and information seeker/user preferences through SWRL (SWRL, 2004c) enabled 
OWL ontologies (OWL, 2004b). 
The implementation of the proposed solution is a SE solution because: 
1. Ontologies are defined as a formal specification of conceptualisation.  This 




views of concepts and their interrelationship.  Therefore, ontologies provide 
formal representation of consensus of domain of discourse(Gruber, 1995) 
2. Ontologies plays an important role in SE because they can become a source 
of precisely defined concepts and provide shared understanding of certain 
domain of interest (Gruninger and Lee, 2002) 
3. If a domain of interest in an ontology was well defined, then it can allow re-
usability as present in formal ontologies.  
4. Ontologies are largely used in the domain of Artificial intelligence (AI) 
(Shapiro, 1992)and knowledge representation and sharing.  
The connection and role ontologies play in SE field is basically as follows:  
 The relation of ontologies in the SE process is depicted in the ways they are 
used to reduce the complexity of a system such as business process, 
organisational structure, IT application and so forth.   
 The distribution, reuse and integration of software components and systems 
is some of the priorities of SE issues present in the process of developing 
different types of ontologies.  
 In SE solutions Entity Relationship (ER) modelling (Barker, 1990)and Object 
Oriented (OO) modelling (Jacobsen et al., 1992) were used to describe the 
relation between class and objects of diagrams.  The same principles can be 
followed in the modelling of ontologies because both ER an OO allows the 
description of entities and association and includes the description of 
behaviour expression as well (Hesse, 2005). 
There are different types of ontologies that are developed for certain reasons.  
Therefore, the categorisation of ontologies differs in the research community.  For 
example high-level ontologies describe general concepts such as space, time material and 
objects.  Domain ontologies provides vocabulary related to domain such as Information 
Systems (IS).  Task ontologies describes vocabulary of tasks or activities and so forth.  
Some other ontologies groups the earlier mentioned ontologies which involves role of 
domain entities.  Furthermore, there exist heavy and light weight ontologies which 




This chapter, provides an overview of the proposed solution in this research. Thus, 
it starts with a short description of the problem domain (see section 1.1), research 
motivation (see section 1.2), research objectives (see section 1.3), and contributions can 
be found in (see section 1.4).  A list of the research limitations is present in (see section 
1.5), section 1.6 describes the research methodology.  This chapter is concluded with the 
thesis structure (see section 1.7). 
1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
An empirical analysis of IO and its different types was conducted in this research to 
understand its causes.  This by investigating previously proposed solutions to reduce IO 
in environments where internet searches happen, such as education, business, and 
healthcare.  The investigation also included modern IO caused by technological 
advancements.  Thus, an itemisation of technologies was needed to understand the core 
of the problem.  Based on the investigation, this research proposes a generic 
computational model that will collect the semantics of internet sources and users’ 
preferences and provide most relevant search results on an ad-hoc basis. 
1.2 RESEARCH MOTIVATION  
This research was initially interested in investigating methods to discover 
information sources on the internet that can help information seekers/users who attempts 
to maintain their competency level to achieve certain lifelong goals.  Unfortunately, it 
was very difficult to find learning sources on the internet required in various situations of 
lifelong learning (LLL) (Almarri et al., 2012b) (Almarri et al., 2013).  Subsequently 
information seekers overload themselves with excessive amount of retrieved information 
sources, because they are not clear about what they need.  Consequently, generate un 
required IO (situations that is caused by information seeker/user).  The domain of LLL is 
a typical example of IO, where a learner in LLL environment is not able to get and choose 
relevant, or at least the best possible, learning sources on the internet, based on current 
mechanisms offered by search engines, including those customised.   
This therefore was a motivation to study IO and the nature of the information sources 
the information seeker/user is surrounded with on the internet.  This accompanied 




IO is in information seekers/users everyday life.  Consequently, information 
seekers/users are bombarded with wide range of problems in their professional, personal, 
or educational life on a daily basis, which results into IO.  Thus, information seekers/users 
find themselves still confused and not able to make appropriate decision.  Moreover, 
information seekers/users feel that they lack knowledge to solve problems in certain 
situations.   
In all experiments in this research, IO manifested in search results in variety of 
situations.  Furthermore, most of the attempts resulted into an appropriate search results 
because of either their irrelevance or the excess amount of them.  Currently, information 
seekers/users first port on the internet is search engines.  Information seekers/users submit 
to search engines simple questions which might create unintentional IO.  If information 
seekers/users are not clear about what they want, then it is a typical consequence to suffer 
from IO.  information seekers/users expect that search engines can understand the 
meaning behind their queries.  Consequently, most of search engines problems 
manifested through their attempts to process search queries and utilise filtering and 
ranking techniques to deliver search results.  Google’s ranking (Su et al., 2010), for 
example, in all explorative studies, did not help and even created more problems in terms 
of judging how relevant search results were and how they are prioritised (Yong et al., 
2008). 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  
(OB 1) Propose (define and create) a computational model that will address IO in 
modern retrievals, i.e. internet searches and take into account the need to tailor the 
organization of search results, personalize search processes and influence the way 
algorithms are used to deliver search results. Hence, the model must clearly define 
what is needed for computations to be performed and which output is expected from 
it. 
(OB 2) Give more power to users. Because users are the one who are producers and 
consumers of information at the same time.  Therefore, the proposed model must 
demonstrate how and where user take over in order to address the problems of 




(OB 3) Address “a moment” in a particular situation when internet searches 
happen.  This immediately implies that the proposed model might not be interested 
or involved with “the past”.  It would build computations based on capturing as 
much semantics as possible in that “a moment”.  The reason for that is simple, 
remembering the results of retrievals from previous “moments” might not be 
advisable because  
a. (a) each “moment” carries different semantics in terms of the reasons 
and needs for retrieval and  
b. (b) users very often change their mind while searching the internet.  
Therefore, the proposed solution avoids storing the semantics of the results of past 
retrievals, because it may be wrong for the next “moment”.   
(OB 4) The proposed generic model in this research utilise the SWT stack because 
it allows to interpret the meaning of a particular situation where retrievals happen.  
Furthermore, exploit a set of rich languages which gives the opportunity to reason 
upon the semantics of the situation in a particular internet search as mentioned in 
(OB 1).  Therefore, SWT stack was used as a technology of choice when deploying 
models from (OB 1) above, because most of its components can be modelled 
through SWT.  Obviously, the computational model deployed with the SWT would 
be a step forward in ensuring that the exact understanding and interpretation of the 
environment where internet searches happen: thus model the semantics of these 
environments, secure reasoning upon them, whilst taking into account objectives 
(OB 2) and (OB 3) above.  This emphasises that the computational model, which 
is based on reasoning, will secure that the user receives the most relevant search 
results.   
Consequently, SWRL enabled OWL ontologies might be suitable for implementing 
the computational model that could be deployed in any Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) for Java and Android based platforms.  A software application which 
houses the proposed computational model has been developed and tested.  The issues, 
which are solely associated with its implementations, are as follows: 




(a). modern and intelligent interfaces (i.e. smart phone app which are built to 
collect user input) would allow information seekers/users to input their 
search query of the required information sources and infer/deliver 
information sources based on seeker/user preferences and the 
characteristics of information sources or 
(b). a set of drop-down menus in traditional User Interface (UI) that determine 
the format and content of user’s inputs (search query) to extract 
information seekers/user preferences and reason upon the semantics of 
information sources. 
For the purpose of testing the proposed generic computational model, a 
manual input of domain knowledge into the ontological model is followed.  This 
to demonstrate that the proposed ideas and concepts work, but it is possible to 
direct the results of this research towards highly pervasive environments where 
voice and multimedia inputs are equally welcome as inputs planed in (a) and (b) 
above.  In such cases, an interdisciplinary team is needed to combine multiple 
technologies and connect hardware and UI advances with application 
implementation. 
The proposed model is solely placed upon internet search results in order to 
make them more relevant to the user’s preference.  However, it is important to 
assess how efficient the same model can be within any search engine in order to 
improve current ranking of search results.  Therefore, it is suggested to use the 
model upon ranked results because it might allow the selection of more relevant 
results.  However, what would happen if the result of ranking does not give a 
single relevant result? There will be nothing to select. This is an unusual situation, 
but it may happen.  Therefore, the model should be completely effective as a part 
of any search engine or RSs.   
(OB 5) Conduct an empirical investigation of the environment where the selection 
of internet sources happens.  Furthermore, provide a chronological literature review 
of previous work in the areas of IO, Search Engine results, RSs and their techniques.  
The investigation also covers User Behaviour (UB) on the internet that influences 





 The novelty of the proposed solution in this research is in the automated 
selection of internet sources based on the semantics of the environment where 
selection happens. This research promotes decision making upon the most 
suitable internet source(s) based on reasoning process depicted in figure 4.6 (see 
section 4.3.3).  One promising way of building such a tool would be to use the 
Semantic Web Technology stack (Horrocks et al., 2005) which produces a 
computational model based on SWRL (SWRL, 2004c) enabled OWL ontologies 
(OWL, 2004b) (see sections 5.1.3) 
 The illustration of the proposed approach in this research is focused on specific 
domain situation where internet searches results into excessive amount of 
information sources.   
 Earlier experiments (Binghubash and Juric, 2011), (Almarri et al., 2012b) in this 
research indicated that SWT stack (SWT, 2004) as technology of choice can 
help address users’ preference extracted from search queries when either 
creating search engines/ Recommender Systems or tailoring (filtering / ranking) 
search result (user queries might not be sufficient!).  Hence, utilising SWT to 
model user’s intentions, expectations and demands, would definitely be seen as 
“sine qua non” when proposing a new solution in this research.  This means that 
through the choice of SWT languages the model: 
(I).  capture and manipulate the semantics of the environment where 
internet searches happen and  
(II).  include in it users’ expectations, intentions and demands.   
 The proposed approach in this research is a SE solution that focuses on the 
selection of internet sources for “users” from dissimilar education level, age 
range, experience in handling advanced technologies in both forms (software 
and hardware), purpose of learning or retrieving the information and 
preferences.  Moreover, it provides better approach to alleviate modern IO and 
minimise the problems in previously existing solutions.  Furthermore, the 
proposed approach emphasise the importance of providing the users with results 




providing results based on past behaviour and stored demographic information 
of users. 
 This research contributes with a rich investigation and analysis of main aspects 
of the research problem domain.  Chapter 2 of this thesis, covers important 
events of causes of IO, enriched with range of examples from domains where 
IO happens.  It also provides a chronological order of events and developments 
in the area of Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-
Neto, 1999 ), RSs, Search Engines and their techniques. 
 This research also contributes in itemising: 
o IO’s causes and problems, 
o Proposed solutions to IO, either by using RSs or search engines, and their 
techniques, 
o The shortcomings of these techniques, 
o Users’ role in IO and proposed solutions to improve the performance of 
user based solutions to alleviate IO. 
Consequently, the proposed approach deals only with the information that is 
important in a certain “moment” when the internet search happens and help in delivering 
relevant internet searches according to the captured semantics of the environment and 
user involvement. 
1.5 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 
Some of the limitations in this research are the assertion methods of feeding the 
ontological model with domain-specific knowledge.  At the time this research was 
conducted I was not aware of any existing technique which will collect domain 
knowledge in the process of constructing the OWL model and its components.  Therefore, 
in this research, a manual assertion domain knowledge was followed to construct 
concepts of the computational model. 
Furthermore, it was very difficult to obtain commonly utilised system and query logs 
in the process of extracting and analysing the behaviour of both IRS and information 
seekers/users on the internet due to privacy and confidentiality issues. and automatically.  
Hence, the collection and extraction of domain knowledge for the propose of examining 




(social networks, websites, blogs, online social media) and how these information sources 
delivers domain specific information to information seekers/users on the internet (such 
as patients, students, service providers, and manufactures in the domain of healthcare).  
Although this research investigates RSs and search engines problems in the process 
to deliver recommendations/search results to information seekers/user.  It is important to 
note that it is impossible claim that the proposed solution in this research can address all 
discussed problems of RSs and search engines and their techniques.  This is due to time 
limitation, manpower and resources.  Furthermore, RSs and search engines employs a 
wide range of techniques in the process of information retrieval which requires team work 
in order to enhance and solve such problems.  
1.6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
This section, highlights some important aspects and methodology followed in this 
research.  Firstly, this research is conducted on the basis of the combination of two 
distinctive methodologies: theoretical and experimental methodology.  The decision 
behind this choice is that the proposed solution in this research is done in two stages. 
The theoretical approach was selected to develop logic and prove the correctness of 
the proposed solution, define the limits of computations and computational paradigms, 
and model new systems. 
Theoretical Methodology:  
 Helps researchers identify/understand research problems, 
 Helps in the setup of the research objectives, 
 Helps to identify the methods and techniques to start the research 
investigation and data collection, 
 The analysis of the collected data for the purpose of producing new 
knowledge, 
Experimental Methodology: 
To examine the proposed solution, the experimental methodology allows researchers 
to show through experiments and extract of results from real world implementations. 
Thus, it serves to: 
 Test the veracity of theories,  




 Test the accuracy of the results and their reproducibility.  
By combining these techniques, a strict process is followed in both data collection 
and the implementation of the proposed solution.  Thus, main research components is 
conducted as follows: 
1. A thorough investigation of the impact of IO when retrieving information from 
the Internet. 
The investigation provides a definition of IO in different problem domains such as 
education, business, government, and healthcare.  Furthermore, the investigation will also 
provide the readers with an overview of different types of IO in different problem 
domains.  Furthermore, investigation highlights the sequence of providing the reader with 
a brief history of IO and go through a series of events that lead into listing modern IO 
problems.  Last but not least, this thesis briefly elaborate on information Underload and 
its causes and impact on information retrieval on the internet. 
2. Provide an overview of existing solutions in the domain of internet retrieval 
systems in association to the proposal in this research. 
IO is not a new problem; much work was done to remedy and alleviate IO.  it is 
important to note that this research deals with modern IO caused by retrieval systems on 
the internet.  Consequently, investigation on internet retrieval systems is limited to search 
engines, RSs and their techniques only.  Thus, this research attempt to itemise problems 
of existing solutions to alleviate IO. furthermore, understand the reasons behind the 
creation/ development of these solutions.  Hence, provide a sequence events of research; 
that starts with a brief history of IRS, list distinguished work in the area of RSs and their 
techniques.  Users also heavily rely on search engines to retrieve information on the 
internet.  Therefore, it is undeniable to investigate its role in modern IO; thus start from 
the history of search engines and go through important events in the timeline of search 
engines development.   
Not all technologies/solutions discussed in this research are directly related to IO.  
the reason behind selecting these technologies and solution is either related to their role 
in the improvement of these technologies or their existence solve different problems in 
certain domains.  Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 provide an explicit review of these 




3. Further extend the investigation in this research to understand the role of UB 
on the internet. 
Technologies listed in 2 above were also concerned with the user’s role in the 
improvement or development of all these solutions. Hence, it is very important to define 
the user’s role in both increasing modern IO and users’ continued disappointment in 
existing information retrieval systems and their techniques.  
4. The buzz word Web 2.0 (O'Reilly, 2009)enabled users to become creators and 
consumers of information on the internet.  Sometime later, Semantic Web 
Technology (SWT) surfaced and enabled software engineers to develop web 
contents that can be interpreted by both humans and computers at the same time.   
This research is interested in solutions in relation to IO and connected to information 
retrieval methods on the internet.  Therefore, investigates SWT solutions, such as 
Semantic Search Engine (SSE) (Khan et al., 2014), that aims to improve search results 
based on the semantic specification of information sources. Thus, elaborate on SWT 
solutions in sections 2.5  
5. The proposed generic computational model in this research defines three 
important concepts: i) the semantics of users’ role in internet search retrievals, 
ii) the semantics of internet sources and iii) a moment of internet searches.  
The proposed model in this research is generic in the sense that it: 
 Can be used in different problem domains. 
 Can provide results based on the characteristics of information sources on 
the internet and user preferences. 
 Provides results in an ad-hoc basis; results are deleted at the next moment. 
 Become domain specific once a domain of interest is present. 
6. The illustration of the proposed generic computational model in this research. 
The generic model is illustrated by developing an ontological model based on SWRL 
enabled OWL ontologies, that examines the proposed generic computational model in 
this research and follows a strict rule: 
 Collects data about the problem domain manually and stores them in a 
spreadsheet.  
 We then create an ontological model which will store the semantics of the 
domain. 
 The ontological model then collects the semantics of the environment and users’ 




where the selection of Internet sources happens, to model the semantics of the 
problem domain.  Secondly, we design a competency question that will provide 
a scenario of user preferences and present as case studies. 
1.7 THESIS STRUCTURE 
The Thesis is Laid out as Follows: 
Chapter 2, is literature review that provides an overview of IO and approaches to 
addressing it.  The chapter spans the published work over a few decades and focuses on 
the latest attempts to manage diversity, relevance and amount of search results given by 
modern retrieval systems (see section 2.2).  This chapter also provides an investigation 
and elaboration on Information Retrieval systems and their role in managing and finding 
relevant information based on users’ queries (see section 2.3).  furthermore, provide a 
discussion of Recommender Systems and their techniques, Tagging, Annotations and 
Folksonomies on the internet (see section 2.4).  Search Engines one of the tools that are 
directly associated with modern IO.  Therefore, an in-depth investigation of search 
engines and their techniques and their progress through time is present in this 
research (see section 2.5). Furthermore, this research also highlights some of the 
well-known search engines techniques such as the ranking of internet searches, which 
have become an important vehicle in managing enormous amounts of information on the 
internet though search engines.  This section also explores the role of users when 
retrieving information on the internet (see Section 2.4.4). 
Chapter 3, go through potentially related work which offers’ approaches that either 
investigate IO or solutions that consider SWT.  Furthermore, discussion on the listed 
work in this chapter is supported with comments and personal opinion is present.  This 
to discuss the similarities and differences in these works to the proposed generic 
computational model in this research.  This chapter paves the way to setup the problem 
in this research as described in chapter 4. 
Chapter 4, starts by systemising and setting up the research problems encountered in 
the literature review (see section 4.1).  It also addresses method to achieve the research 
objectives from chapter 1 (see section 4.2).  furthermore, this chapter introduce the 
proposed generic computational model and justify reasons behind the technology of 
choice in this research (see sections 4.3).  This chapter discusses a novel computational 




Chapter 5, presents an illustration of the proposed generic computational model in 
this research.  The illustration examine the proposed generic model in a domains-specific 
situation of information retrieval on the internet.  This chapter also provides an overview 
of the domain of interest (LLL in healthcare) (see sections 5.1).  The illustration shows 
how the generic model is defined for domain specific situation, and how the reasoning 
upon these models delivers a moment of internet searches.  The illustration shows how 
the semantics of the environment is modelled, the process of collecting the semantics of 
users’ request and preferences, and how the ontological model performs the selection of 
internet sources.  
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and discusses/comments on the 
research approaches and achievements of the research objectives (see section 6.1 and 
6.2).  Thus, provides a detailed evaluation/impact of the proposed approach.  
Furthermore, elaborates on possible extensions or future work of this research (see 





CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 1, gave an overview of topic of discourse in this research, the motivation 
behind choosing the certain research topics in relation to the research problem such as 
understand the IO phenomena throughout the past 3 decades and its role in modern IO 
and information retrievals from the internet.  Consequently, to understand modern IO it 
was essential to investigate how information seekers/users’ behaviour and interact with 
modern technologies on the internet.  Hence this encouraged the investigation of the two 
well known information retrieval techniques on the internet; search engines, RSs and 
their techniques.  furthermore, chapter 1 also provided the reader with a detailed list of 
the research objectives, contribution, limitations and the methodology that was followed 
in this research and was concluded with the thesis structure. 
The reason behind introducing different types of IO in this research is to provide an 
overview of IRS which were created to help information seekers/users to easily find 
information, itemise information retrieval problems and categorise systems and 
technologies used to both search and retrieve information and that possibly create IO in 
“a moment” of internet searches.  A sequence of intensive work in the domain of IRS 
provided solutions to traditional IRS.  Hence, it is important to highlight that not all IR 
systems and IO problems are applicable to modern IO but they somehow participated into 
it. 
 Quality and quantity of information on the internet is effected by information 
seekers: 
Almost three decades ago, information creation was exclusive to information 
owners, knowledge or service providers only (educational buddies, professionals from 
businesses and organisations who provide services to people, healthcare buddies who 
spread awareness and informative sources of information such as encyclopaedia and so 
forth).  However, advances in technology enabled information seekers/users to become 
creators and consumers of these services.  This role influenced users’ everyday life, 
because they became participants in creating different types of contents on the Internet.  
Users are from different backgrounds, knowledge, level of education, age, gender, 
interests.  Hence, creates and views information on the Internet accordingly.  On the other 




information seekers/users on the internet.  moreover, variety of tools and technologies on 
the internet Consequently, information seekers/users on the Internet started to suffer from 
modern IO.  Therefore, service providers and researchers felt the urge to develop systems 
that can manage the excessive amount of information on the Internet.   
 Insight on traditional and modern systems and technologies in the process of 
information retrieval: 
Attempts to provide information seekers/users with relevant information started 
almost three decades ago with the introduction of IRS for libraries.  A sequence of 
improvements followed to further include accuracy and precession and other traits in the 
process of information retrievals.  The birth of networks, hypertext and the internet 
required new methods of information retrievals from the internet.  Hence, search engines 
surfaced to help ease the process of information search and retrievals on the internet.  
Unfortunately, early search engine solutions carried some problems in search results.  
Some of these problems are related to keyword matching, spelling, indexing, and 
information structure.  Hence, searcher engine developers attempted to solve these 
problems through many well known techniques such as storing problems, web crawlers, 
hotbots, phrase recommenders and so forth.  Most of these problems does not exist 
anymore, but it was worth mentioning to show sequence of improvements in search 
engine through time.   
The rapidly changing internet environment allowed the introduction of online 
services such as e-commerce.  Hence, new ways of information presentation can be 
generated by both service providers and users of these services.  In e-commerce, the 
famous technique of information retrievals can be found in the domain of RSs and their 
techniques such as CF and CBF.  These techniques were originally developed to solve 
the problem of IO in business and organisations in early 90s.  Developments in RSs 
resulted into combining CF and CBF to create a hybrid recommendations.  Hybrid RSs 
rapidly advanced to include many other traits such as profiling of both information 
seekers/users and items, demographic data, location and so forth.   
Both search engines and RSs were improved to provide better search results 
according to the environment such as education, businesses, healthcare, e-commerce and 
entertainment.  Furthermore, a mash up of both search engines and RSs techniques were 




user behaviour.  The way users create information, the different types of information and 
the ease of accessing them through linked data forced researchers and service providers 
to combine techniques in order provide better representation of information and services.  
Consequently, it was very difficult to separate search engines and RSs information 
retrieval problems and solutions.  Therefore, it was essential to provide an overview of 
both search engines, RSs and their techniques in order to help the read understand the 
contribution of the proposed solution in this research. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 covers a chain of events of IO, its 
types, and solutions that have attempted to solve the problem of IO in the past three 
decades.  Section 2.2, provides an overview of IRS and their role in solving the 
problem of IO in the 70s.  Section 2.3 covers RSs and their techniques and the impact 
of developing RSs that is built on top of Collaborative Filtering (CF) (see section 
2.3.2.1), Content Based Filtering (CBF) (see section 2.3.2.2) and Hybrid Filtering 
techniques (see section 2.3.2.3).  This section also provides an empirical analysis of 
other RSs techniques, such Tagging, Annotations and Folksonomies (see section 
2.3.2.4).  Section 2.4 starts by providing the readers with an overview of the 
chronological order of the development of search engines (see section 2.4.2).  
Subsections of this chapter analyse some of the search engine techniques that 
influenced the development of search engines and improved their search results.  The 
widely used technique Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) (see section 2.4.3.1) and 
User Behaviour (UB) on the internet (see sections 2.4.4) on the Internet.  This chapter 
also includes investigation SWT (see section 2.5), solutions which claims the use of 
SWT such as Semantic Search Engines (SSE) (see section 2.5.2) The chapter is 
concluded with discussion of relevance in query results (see section 2.6) and 
examples from both RSs and search engines, and relevance and accuracy’s role in 
search results. 
2.1 INFORMATION OVERLOAD 
2.1.1 OVERVIEW OF INFORMATION OVERLOAD 
In the digital information age, IO (Toffler, 1970) (Schick et al., 1990) (LaPlante, 
1997) (Bawden et al., 1999) (Himma, 2007) (Bergamaschi et al., 2010) (Vossen, 2012), 




users.  Since users started to produce excessive amount of information on a daily basis, 
IO problem continually inflate.  In order to manage information, users heavily depend 
on search engines that are supposed to help in retrieving the right information at the 
right time.  At the same time search engines overload users with multiple search results 
that do not necessarily meet their expectation (Doomen, 2009) (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 
2010) (Lincoln, 2011) and contribute towards IO in any environment.  Furthermore, IO 
also exists everywhere and it is not confined solely to retrievals from the internet 
(Farhoomand and Drury, 2002) (Lee and Lee, 2004) (Lohr, 2007) (Russell et al., 2007) 
(Baez et al., 2010) (Simperl et al., 2010) (Ulijn and Strother, 2012).Next section, provides 
a definition of common terms in this research (information, information Sources, and IO), 
give a comprehensive and chronological order of the events of IO and examples of 
multiple environments where IO happens.  Moreover, this chapter introduce some of the 
most popular technology solutions that aimed at identifying causes of IO in different 
environment and on the internet in specific.  Further discuss some of the previous 
solutions to solve information retrieval and IO problems in domains such as e-commerce, 
businesses and organizations, healthcare and online learning communities which are user 
intensive environment on the internet. 
The next section begins with an attempt to define the term “Information” and 
followed with a detailed description of IO, its causes and previously proposed approaches 
to IO.  furthermore, discuss technology role in both providing users with information 
sources and at the same time overloading them with excessive amounts of information.  
Hence, provide discussion to support it with examples of IO in two important online 
environments; healthcare and business that allows intensive exchange of information and 
can create IO for a variety of reasons.  Lastly, the influence of perceived IO on users’ 
participation and knowledge construction in computer-mediated communication (Chen 
et al., 2012). 
2.1.2 CONCEPTS OF INFORMATION 
It is common that people confuse the meaning of Data, Information and Knowledge.  
Therefore, it is necessary in this research to clarify this confusion and provide the reader 
with a definition of these three terms and use them accordingly in this thesis.  The figure 





FIGURE 2.1THE HIERARCHY OF DATA, INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE  
(FROST, 2010). 
Data are unorganized collections of conditions, ideas, or objects.  To be able to use 
data, they must go through the process of polishing them to be accurate, presented in a 
timely manner, specific, organized for a purpose, presented within a context that gives it 
a meaning and relevance, and can lead into understanding.  If data fulfil these conditions, 
they become information (BusinessDictionary, 2016) (Cooper).  Ackoff described data as 
row that exists and has no signifies beyond its existence, and can exist in any form and 
has not meaning (Ackoff, 1989). 
The term Information was originated in late Middle English age, and was known as 
the formation of mind and learning (Oxford Dictionaries, 2016).  Information was studied 
for many centuries, the study of information is known as “Information Science” (Borko, 
1968) which is focused on the analysis, collection, classification, manipulation, storage, 
retrieval, movement, dissemination, and protection of information (Borko, 1968), (Stock 
and Stock, 2013).  Information can also affect behaviour, decision and outcome.  
According to Oxford Dictionaries, information is the representation of a sequence of data 
in a particular way; it is facts about something or someone.  Thus, researchers from the 
information science discipline agreed that information science is a multidisciplinary 
science which is associated with a wide range of other sciences.  Some of the many fields 
heavily studied in correspondence with information science are Information Access, 
Information Architecture, Information Management, Information Retrieval, Information 




and Janowitz defined information as a set of data that are organized in a way that makes 
sense; thus, always depends on the purpose they are created for (Königer and Janowitz, 
1995).  Cooper defined information as data together with a context that results into a 
meaning.  Thus, information answers the “who, what, where, and when”(Cooper, 2014).  
Ackoff also described information as data that has been given some meaning that can be 
useful (Ackoff, 1989). 
Knowledge, according to Ackoff is the appropriate collection of information that are 
useful and requires a true cognitive and analytical ability to process information for a 
given problem (Ackoff, 1989).  Cooper also defined knowledge as information that is 
structured and organised and can be processed; thus answer the “how” questions(Cooper, 
2014).Hence, knowledge is the outcome of information seekers (people in general or 
users on the internet) ability to understand the collection of information they obtained 
through available means of information retrieval (in hard/softcopy); and transferred into 
skills, experience and education acquired from certain information (Oxford-Dictionaries-
Language-matters, 2016).   
In research community, Simpson and Prusak work implies that information exists to 
serve the needs of a function, or to provide more reasonable thinking of business process 
or customers.  Thus, value of information is reflected in the process of creating new 
knowledge and benefiting from it (Simpson and Prusak, 1995)  
From this point forward the report will use these three terms as defined above.  The 
following sections in this chapter (2.1.3 to 2.1.9) will discuss some distinctive opinions 
and definition of IO and categorise IO according to users’ involvement and environment 
where IO happens. 
2.1.3 KNOWLEDGE OVERLOAD 
While a variety of opinions exist on what knowledge brings to people, some 
researchers labelled information as “Information Glut or Smog”.  these are terms which 
rise controversial arguments when describing and characterizing information quality.  
These two phrases are associated and paired with modern information age (Denning, 
2006), (Shenk, 1998), (Fox, 1998) that involves information retrievals through modern 




As discussed in the previous section (Concepts of Information), knowledge is the 
outcome of users ability to process information.  This to gain skills or experience that 
will help them to fulfil and achieve pre-set goals or help them to complete a task or 
business process and so forth.  What if the knowledge users seek is the cause of their 
anxiety and deterioration in their progress at work, school or their day to day tasks?.  
This section discusses the negative impact on user of knowledge disseminated in two 
knowledge intensive environment (academia and workplace).  The discussion looks at 
the unexpected information that resulted into Information Pollution and knowledge 
Overload (KO). 
Concerns of information pollution and KO loom as pair in the modern information 
age.  Bray in his work examines IO from a different angle, and questions whether ISs 
professionals can think of a method that will help them address the challenge of 
information pollution and KO. Bary investigated the problem of Knowledge workers, 
who are victims of IO at workplace (Bray, 2008).   
Studies indicates that in 1900 there were 9000 scientific articles published, in 1950 
the number of articles is 10 times more (90000 article in a year) and by the end of the 20th 
century 900000 articles were published.  All these articles are digitised to allow easy 
access to information.  Hence, Bray presents an interesting argument in his article that 
claims information pollution is viewed as “positive global movement empowering 
individuals to access and produce knowledge globally”.   
Consequently, any individual can find any information on the internet and analyse it, 
and produce a mix of new media or a bit of information (Bray, 2008).  Thus, the slight 
change in the original piece of information created new information that will trigger 
information consumers to think that they need to obtain this new information to feed their 
knowledge.  Therefore, users pollute their cognitive ability with additional information 
processing that they believe they need. 
For several years ISs professionals were occupied by their obsession to design 
usability and user expectations, in insure successful transaction of knowledge and 
organizational performance.  The dissemination methods of information was the main 
cause of information pollution.  Therefore, at workplace KO resulted into lost 




Accordingly, Bray suggests to study ISs artefacts and not only include augmented 
effects on the cognitive capabilities of individuals, but also those of groups and 
organizations must be taken into account.  Thus, detail aspects of the IS artefact that 
conserve memories and process capabilities of individuals.  Furthermore, Bray advices 
to utilise IS in better ways of use and design to attract human interactions and decisions 
when confronted with knowledge overload (Bray, 2008). 
Controlling the flood of incoming information is very challenging in the 21st century.  
The available range of information on thousands of news websites, blogs, forums, 
photo/video sharing websites, academic journals, and the non-stop google digitalized 
books creates a huge pile of unread information.  Moreover, new inventions, online 
services, the influence of major sources of information (email, Youtube, Facebook, e-
flibraries) on users’ daily activities of information retrieval and new mobile technologies 
(Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram) makes it impossible for anyone to stay current. 
The accommodation of web 2.0 tools enabled information to be available at a blink 
of an eye.  Ken Coatos in his work raised some concerns about academics who struggle 
to stay current in their discipline.  It is very rare to find a discipline that is not affected by 
the massive growth of information.  Thus, academics in any given discipline suffer from 
inability to keep current and it is even more challenging to those in multi-disciplinary or 
inter-disciplinary areas.  As a result, reading level goes down, the academics becomes 
more focused on selected readings that will participate in their career rather than keeping 
up with the latest academic publications (Coates, 2009).   
A very simple answer to IO in academia was to rollback to previous methods of 
knowledge acquisition; (old-knowledge system such as academic journals, books and 
conferences).  Coates suggests to shift users attention from keeping current to focusing 
on publications in academia to control Knowledge Overload.  Although, this solution can 
work well for academics the problem prolongs because of annual national and 
international conferences that range in quality, type of audience and attendees results into 
producing new findings in academia.  The point is that such events overload the reader 
with knowledge and with current technologies. Proceedings of these events are 
immediately indexed and can now be viewed instantly by reader.   
To sum up, knowledge overload is mainly caused by the avalanche of low quality 




the reader.  It’s even more disappointing, says Ken Coatos, “how we currently research 
without having impact, speaking but not being heard, and writing without being read.  
Even worse is our capacity to read deteriorated we read indexes rather than journals, 
abstracts rather than papers, review essays rather than books” (Coates, 2009). 
This section covered two important groups of users of environment where intensive 
information dissemination caused by modern technologies on the internet.  The reason 
behind choosing these two examples is that academics and workers are victims of 
knowledge they produce.  Furthermore, KO is directly related to utilisation of modern 
technologies.  Last, this research aimed to discuss different type of IO and its influence 
on information retrievals from the internet. 
2.1.4 TECHNOLOGY OVERLOAD 
The previous section slightly mentioned users who uses technology in general and 
specifically on the internet and suffer from KO.  Technology enabled instant information 
creation and retrieval, allowed users to connect in unprecedented ways i.e. through SNS, 
email, skype and devices like smart phones, tablets and computers.  Hence, information 
travelled smoothly and effortlessly from one user to another.  However, this created 
unpleasant feeling of Technology Overload (TO).  Therefore, this section attempts to 
discuss TO that is caused by information dissemination and retrieval and discuss the 
impact of rapidly changing mean of communication.  
In 1989 Roe in his article “letters” described IO as a common phenomenon caused 
by the evolving technological society (Roe, 1989).  The abundance of information was a 
sinister sign that carried serious economic and social implications.  Collecting data 
became a habit of many readers, learners, and researchers.  Roe thus aimed to raise 
awareness to the few important problems such as (gathering information, storage, 
retrieval, analysis, interpretation and usage of data). 
Technology solutions to resolve IO included IR systems in early 70s.  IR systems 
attempted to solve IO in libraries and helped in organization and sorting of books, 




Hypertext technology is yet another technology which aimed to make information 
handy to user at any time. And was followed by many attempts to filter and retrieve 
information sources on the internet (Wittenburg, 1996).   
Search engines were the next generation of technology solutions that aimed to 
retrieve information sources on the internet.  Mitchell et al., in “Fishing for Information 
on the Internet” discuss continual growth of the internet and online resources.  The 
amount of information user can access nowadays becomes increasingly vast.  All these 
technologies added positively to users capabilities to teach ourselves and answer users 
questions with a huge list of results.  Thus, users are now able to view more information 
through online resources than they expect in the blink of an eye (Mitchell et al., 1995).   
Technological developments aimed to ease people’s lifestyle; thus, sequence of 
developments resulted into devices that allows the delivery of multiple functionalities to 
the users in an easy way.  To survive the high market competitions, manufacturers 
develop new technology in no time.  Hence, all these technologies and gadgets 
overwhelm the users with multiple ports of incoming information which was not expected 
or aimed to achieve on the first place.  Grandhi et al., in his work claims that this can be 
considered as TO accompanied with the cognitive and physical burden placed on users 
who use these technologies in their everyday activities (Grandhi et al., 2005).   
Mitchell et al., research was concerned with quality of the information on the internet 
and time needed to go through the huge list of retrieved results (Mitchell et al., 1995).  
Wittenburg highlights the problem accompanying hypertext technology (the web).  
Although hypertext technology enabled the growth of WWW and ease to publish contents 
on the web, it also participated in information inflation problem.  Information far exceeds 
individuals or organizations processing capacities’ (Wittenburg, 1996).  Grandhi et al., 
criticized the non-stop advances of technology because the development did not take into 
account any systematic process determine which features and functionalities should be 
placed in which device/s in order to reduce TO (Grandhi et al., 2005). 
Levy in his discussion of the consequence of IO on our daily lives argued that: 
although technology tools made information accessible by people equally; it also reserved 
a vast amount of their daily time invest in new knowledge obtained through flood of 




To overcome TO, Mitchell et al. introduces search visualization tool called FISH 
(Forager for the information Super Highway) that provide the users with better visualized 
search outcome and will allow the user to view refined list of contents once they click the 
search results (Mitchell et al., 1995).  Wittenburg work attempts to find strategic 
directions for the future of Human Computing Interaction (HCI), for two reasons: 1) to 
find ways to use computers to allow people collaborate with each other to accomplish 
tasks and 2) to integrate search, browsing, and filtering technologies that were in isolation 
so far and means of accessing information on the digital age (Wittenburg, 1996).   
To sum up, many researchers defined IO and its problems according to the 
environment where IO happens.  TO is one way of IO to manifest.  New technologies 
enabled users to access information instantly and permitted the them to easily participate 
in the creation and generation of information through the many available collaboration, 
sharing and discussion platforms (Wittenburg, 1996).  ‘21st century technological 
revolution’ also made it possible to find what users want as technology (features and 
services) all in one device.  Users of these technologies i.e. non-professionals are now 
able to contribute to knowledge just by single button click to either capture a scene or 
video, create an instant power point or poster and use these materials in an ad-hoc bases.  
A mashup of technology is provided in smart phones which integrates functionalities and 
requires minimum effort when users produce information (Grandhi et al., 2005).   
2.1.5 COMMUNICATION INFORMATION OVERLOAD 
This section provides analysis of two distinctive works that illustrate the problem of 
Communication Information Overload (CIO).  This type of overload can result from any 
information dissemination means i.e. traditional means such as TV, Radio, Mail Post ads 
and Banners.  It also includes modern ones such as websites, blogs and social media tools 
on the internet.  Furthermore, CIO is also the consequence of the existence of business 
services, e-commerce, marketing, decision making and which were carried to the internet.  
The reason behind this choice is their connection to Technology Overload (TO) and 
because they investigate CIO in two social intensive environments (marketing and the 
internet as the host of marketing and technologies that allow information dissemination).  
In the first example, Van Zandt attempts to defines CIO in relation to users and 




2004).  Whereas the second example, Jonathan’s work discusses the impact of modern 
communication methods that may result into IO (Jonathan, 2014).  
Van Zandt experimental research highlights the problem of low cast of generating 
and transmitting information; thus, proposes a model to analyse the behaviour of targeted 
communication among senders and receivers of information in a university environment.  
This research attempts to understand the interests of senders and receivers of information 
who are not fully aware of the contents of a communication (message). Furthermore, 
study a network of targeted communication rather than broadcast based on individual 
target.  Therefore, the constructed model consists of a finite number of senders, indexed 
messages, and large population of receivers.  The scenarios examine the reaction of three 
groups of senders and receivers in different situations through intramural mail or email. 
Given the main elements of the model, the experiment collects and analyses both the 
sender’s and receiver’s interactions with the system.  The outcome of the experimental 
work indicates that the senders are not able to observe which messages a receiver would 
be interested in and.  Furthermore, the model base assumptions on collected demographic 
and marketing data. Thus, creates a receiver’s profile based on types, sets and interests 
(Van Zandt, 2004).  
Jonathan in his article quoted Tony Robins when he said that: “the quality of our 
lives is in direct proportion to quality of our communication” (Jonathan, 2014).  Users 
depend on many communication means to deliver information to audience.  Thus, they 
write, speak and use visual methods to leave a lasting impression on the audience.  
Therefore, researchers investigated IO caused by modern communication methods.   
Mass communication is yet another form of IO which was carried from traditional 
means of communication to the internet.  Consequently, users are overwhelmed and not 
able to focus on all incoming information.  If users begin to discard or delete emails 
without viewing or watch a TV program and tune out in unprecedented rate, then these 
are signs of being bombarded by too much information.  Hence, almost all users suffer 
from CIO symptoms.  Jonathan supported his opinion on CIO by claiming that plots in 
movies always have some information conveyance problems that leads to 
misunderstanding a situation.  Thus, misuse of communication tools can create 




Consequently, Van Zandt attempted to define IO as “IO is the consequence of the 
strategic interaction among senders of a messages and that they also are directly 
harmed by their collective overexploitation of the receiver’s attention”(Van Zandt, 
2004).  Hence, Jonathan comments on CIO (in the age of information, users avoid facing 
IO problems and resort to continues attempts of information filtering (Jonathan, 2014). 
In addition to the two examples of CIO in this section, it is important to note that, 
modern technologies that allow users to create information instantly on the internet 
further worsened the problem of CIO.  The amount of information on the internet keeps 
growing whereas quality of information is not to the standards.  Quality of information 
on the internet is huge problem but it is out of scoop of this research (Oliver et al., 1997, 
Library, 2009). 
2.1.6 INFORMATION OVERLOAD IN BUSINESSES AND 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Management Information Systems (MIS) (O'Brien and Marakas, 2007) were 
developed to help employees manage and organize internal and external communication 
for businesses and organizations.  MIS solution was followed by many other attempts 
that shard common target -overcome IO in business environment- such as controlling 
decision making, project management, finance and accounting, and human resource 
management and later were packaged into Enterprise Management Planning (ERP) 
systems (Ragowsky and Somers, 2002).  IO in professional environment is mostly the 
consequence of market competition, work load and pressure from upper management.  
Hence, employees at work place start to seek for more information to match work 
demands.  In addition, employees are also overload by both internal and external 
communications whither they are business related or not the employee is required to go 
through all communications to make sure that he/she is not missing out any important 
business related information (Denning, 2006). 
Information seekers who belong to the businesses and organisations environment are 
another group of users who are heavily involved with information creation and 
dissemination to accomplish certain business task, process or for decision making 
reasons.  In early 90s the internet witnessed revolutionary e-commerce industry which 




the transmission of business and organizations services from real life into the internet.  
Hence, in addition to ERP systems, businesses and organizations conduct almost all 
communications and information generations and distribution through adapted new 
technologies such as emails and social media tools on the internet.  Therefore, businesses 
and organizations are two vulnerable domains where users may suffer from IO 
Information seekers who suffers from IO at organizations or any other environment 
such as healthcare and online learning are always full of complaints about service 
providers’ information representation techniques.  furthermore, information seekers 
criticise the amount of information received on daily basis that requires immediate 
processing and their inability to do so (because they are confined by a strict timeline 
followed with deadlines).  Receiving information through multiple channels of 
communication -such as emails, newsletters or read circulars from the management- are 
useless, time wasting tasks and add more to their to-do-list (Königer and Janowitz, 1995). 
In the domain of e-commerce, Lee and Lee described the impact of IO on online 
consumers’ decision making (Lee and Lee, 2004) and Ulijn and Strother tagged users of 
online retail websites as “DROWNING IN DATA” (Ulijn and Strother, 2012).Russell et 
al., further claims that IO in business manifests through incoming information from 
external sources such as emails; thus, employees starts to suffer from IO (Russell et al., 
2007).  Lohr highlighted the negative impact of IO on organizations financial situations 
(Lohr, 2007), Janssen and Poot labelled societies that suffers from information overflow 
from multiple sources as information intensive society (Janssen and Poot, 2006),.and 
Farhoomand and Drury brought forward the problem of IO in managerial decision 
making in business (Farhoomand and Drury, 2002). 
Shenk claims that user of technology and communication means are disadvantages.  
For instance: 1) users can access news 24/7, but are still uninformed, and 2) users miss-
use technology by sending spam and scam emails, viruses, hijack websites by ads, and 
phishing.  Nevertheless, users continue to seek for more with claims that it is needed for 
performance purposes, functionality and business requirements (shenk, 1997). 
The Lueg and Fisher further criticised the advances of technology used to spread 
awareness, such as CSNET (NSF) and discussion systems such as USENET.  Many of 




to them and start figuring our way to use them beneficially, we end up adding more to 
our load of to-do list (Lueg and Fisher, 2003) 
Denning argues that employees of all hierarchies at companies and organizations 
suffers from IO as a chronic disease.   The desire to obtain more technology solutions 
such as management systems and software resulted into electronic junk and 
uncontrollable growth of business related reports.  Even worse is keeping up-to-date with 
frequent software updates that further demand training to insure proper user of the 
tool/software for business requirement (Denning, 2006).   
Hence, approaches to resolve IO in businesses and organizations involved an 
intensive work to highlight main causes of IO as follows: 
Simpson and Prusak’s research explore three important aspects of information in 
professional environment to understand reasons of information detention and inability of 
managers to benefit from information available through MIS systems.  The influence of 
IO on employees and failure to create high quality information and how can managers 
utilise information for profit making? (Simpson and Prusak, 1995). 
Janssen and Poot investigates Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) which are 
main sources of industrial information which grows constantly.  Hence, employees are 
expected to face abundance of information that creates IO and may slow down work 
productivity.  This triggered the management attention to the problem of IO at workplace.  
Thus, they requested to investigate and analyse this problem to eliminate the cause of IO 
(Janssen and Poot, 2006).  
Denning research was triggered by his inability to coop with nonstop information 
flow through emails from multiple senders.  Furthermore, all attempts to filter/sort emails 
on daily basis and redirect the important ones to the responsible person to process the 
contents of the email.  Denning still suffered from IO attacks. Moreover, piles of unread 
reports that continually grow on his workspace (either printed from email attachment or 
circulated in hardcopy) even worsened the situation (Denning, 2006). 
Whereas, Simperl et al., work investigates the impact of IO on knowledge workers 
who are central to an organization's success.  Furthermore, discuss the possibilities of 
exploiting the enterprise information to increase productivity knowledge works (Simperl 




Consequently, some of these researchers attempted to propose solutions that will 
help users in the domain of businesses and organisations to cope with IO.  Simpson and 
Prusak for example, proposes a conceptual model based on a combination of value added 
models of information.  The Model consists of five universal elements of value in 
information (Truth, Guidance, Scarcity, Accessibility and Weight) and utilise business 
application and context.  The model take in to account to role of i) information sources 
in business communities and ii) the role of creators and consumers of the information. 
Last, the model provides decision making process that requires data collected from top 
and middle layer managers (Simpson and Prusak, 1995). 
Hayes-Roth purposes to utilise Valued Information at The Right Time (VIRT) 
(Hayes-Roth, 2006) concept and combine workflow systems and decision making to 
bring human dimension IT; thus, aimed to reduce IO.  furthermore, add (Push/Pull and 
Smart Push) techniques of online subscriptions to deliver the required piece of 
information created by the producer to the right consumer at the right time.  According 
to Hayes-Roth, VIRT can control IO that grows with advanced technologies (Hayes-
Roth, 2006). 
Janssen and Poot work proposes to examine the impact of IO on daily work 
productivity of employees from different hierarchy and measure employees’ perception 
and ability of information intake.  Hence, utilised critical incident collection technique 
and textual interpretation and the affinity diagram technique to establish interview 
questions and collect data about frequency of IO manifestation in managers’ daily work, 
approaches to resolve it and potential solutions to it.  General data includes employees 
job-related information, role, tasks, responsibilities, experience, number of team 
members, frequency of direct reports and business trips, and description of several 
situations of IO (Janssen and Poot, 2006).   
Whereas, Simperl et al., proposes The Active Project approach to address the 
challenge of IO through an integrated knowledge management workplace in three steps.  
First, sharing information through tagging, wikis, and ontologies.  The second, prioritize 
information delivery by understanding users' current-task context.  Third, leverage 
informal processes that are learned from user behaviour (Simperl et al., 2010). 
Simpson and Prusak’s investigation indicates that the problem of IO was generated 




suffered from underloaded.  On the other hand, employees at the same suffers from IO 
because the available information exceeds the ability of employees of information 
processing.  Simpson and Prusak also complained that although the so called electronic 
service “THE EMAIL” aimed to provide a solution for IO in businesses.  It actually 
worsened the situation and increased IO in commerce, marketing, floods of internal 
resources of information, and later e-commerce (Simpson and Prusak, 1995). 
According to Janssen and Poot data analyses, IO is caused by a) ambiguous emails, 
b) email cascades and avalanche, c) email workload, d) poor accessibility to information 
sources and e) fragmentation, too many information exchange either internally and/or 
externally.  Few participants mentioned social pressure, inefficient meetings and 
unwelcome notifications.  Further examination of IO resulted into employees being 
annoyed rather than suffering from real problems. 
The outcome of Janssen and Poot research indicates the severity of IO at work place 
differs based on employee’s hierarchies an job responsibilities and decision making 
techniques.  Hence, suggests to: 
1. Enforced communication rules which deals with email communication, i.e. TO 
is for action and the CC is to inform only.   
2. Increased problem awareness will help in measurement and giddiness of people, 
awareness and contribution to IO.   
3. Training/coaching and procedures to release stress caused by IO, improve 
information management skills and encourage face-to-face meetings 
4. Better Tooling involves improved use of organization tools (intranet, knowledge 
exchange communities, and remote collaboration tools) and personal information 
management tools (email, file and task management) (Janssen and Poot, 2006). 
2.1.7 INFORMATION OVERLOAD IN HEALTHCARE  
In healthcare domain information availability is not an issue anymore, thus 
information seekers can retrieve information instantly with minimum efforts.  Gregory 
the editor of physical therapy in sport highlights the importance of healthcare information 
dissemination across the internet.  Hence, the use of advanced technologies on the internet 
eased the process of offering users on the internet with plethora of journals and other 
published media easy to access.  However, searching for information can be a tedious 
task to most academics.  Furthermore, searching in the wrong direction can make us face 




In scientific communities IO manifests through the non-stop publications and new 
additions of previously published books. (Baez et al., 2010).  Many researches in 
healthcare investigated the symptoms of IO for almost 4 decades even before modern IO 
manifestation.  Thus, indicated that IO in healthcare is the consequence of the lack of 
time management and continuous increase of information volume.   
Healthcare is one of the crucial environments on the internet where information is 
published rapidly and is used by a wide range of information seekers from different 
background and educational level.  Hence, this section discusses IO in healthcare 
environment and its influence on healthcare information seekers. of high priority.  In our 
research, we would like to highlight some of the published work in healthcare IO.    
Therefore, IO in healthcare can be divided into two categories: first, traditional IO 
problems caused by (i.e. books, published conference and journal papers, medical reports, 
handouts, and healthcare technologies).  Second, role of technology and ISs in the 
available of healthcare information on the internet. 
Lock work investigate the problem of publication avalanche that exceeds the ability 
of the enthusiastic reader, inferior papers buries vital ones and explore methods to raise 
awareness to set a limit to the frequency of articles or journals publications. 
Hence, lock emphasise to focus on quality rather than quantity pointing out few 
techniques such as (scanning relative journals, supplementing review articles citation 
lists, printouts, and conversations with colleagues) (Lock, 1982).  These techniques were 
also suggested by Bernal and Fox to control exponential growth of publications and apply 
better divisions of journals and archival methods.  Thus, suggested the replace traditional 
journals with distributing systems that would provide an abstract form of the article.  IO 
in healthcare also prevented information seekers from crossing the boundaries of on 
discipline to another.  This therefore, restricted information seekers from enriching their 
knowledge with research outcome from cross disciplines (Lock, 1982). 
Another interesting attempt to minimise IO in healthcare was to control research 
publication through peer reviewing.  This attempt aimed to prevent the avalanche of 
inferior papers and give change to vital ones.  Hence, enforcing strict evaluation criteria, 




The progression of IO continues, and information seekers are still struggling with 
floods of publications in both forms (hard/soft copies).  In the editorial message, Faber 
highlights his dilemma of not being able to keep informed with current research and 
findings his own discipline but also general knowledge in healthcare literature.  
Furthermore, Faber complains that information seekers in healthcare data will never be 
able to keep current with floods of information unless they are retired.  Faber concluded 
his discourse by sharing his experience in coping with IO; thus, says that he only keeps 
records of three important journals of healthcare and gives out the other journals or throws 
them away (Faber, 1993). 
In the next addition of BMJ, Westerman et al., revisits Faber article (Faber, 1993) 
and reopen the discourse on IO in healthcare domain.  Although technology can solve 
some of IO problems in healthcare, the digital age it is very difficult to try to stay current.  
The rapid publication of knowledge in periodical timeline in parallel with one’s 
responsibilities makes it difficult if not impossible to stay current. 
Westerman came up with two possible solutions to IO.  Information seekers in 
healthcare can use remote access to a DB that contains an abstract of all articles.  
Alternatively, use “Mentor” a decision support system that allows access to information 
sources and provides a summary of a summary, prioritise/ filter results into top five 
important topics to minimise time sent on information seeking (Westerman et al., 1993).  
Information seekers in healthcare can range from being doctors, nurses, patients, 
insurance companies, pharmaceutical industry, equipment suppliers, medical students 
and so forth.  Mikulencak and Turner in their investigation focused on the impact of IO 
on nurses who are bombarded with information from multiple sources (newspapers, 
journals, postal and electronic mail, and the internet).  Therefore, the American Nurses 
Association (ANA) suggested to collect data of its users to create a profile that will help 
improve services and provide better techniques and research topics based on interests and 
preferences (Mikulencak and Turner, 1997).  
On the other hand, Lyons and Khot in their investiagiton highlighted the problem of 
General Practitioners (GP) who complains about their inability to access accurate 
information sources to support clinical practices; thus, affects daily tasks progress.  
Therefore, Lyons and Khot suggest to develop an electronic directory which would 




Library software (www.medinfo.cam.ac.uk/wax) that will allow access to shared 
information (Lyons and Khot, 2000). 
which was created for primary care in the first place.  The tool uses a combination 
of multiple existing repositions and mostly newly created data.  Some of the issues the 
authors complained about are: an abundance of poor quality information, lack of 
awareness of the importance of quality of information in healthcare, lack of trust from 
beneficiaries, hesitation of recipients to share information among themselves, and lack of 
computerization of information in general. The system was examined among a group of 
users and, according to the authors, the testing was successful and the users were satisfied 
with the services and contents of the system.  Using the directory helped in improving 
shared information among its users (Lyons and Khot, 2000). 
2.1.8 MODERN INFORMATION OVERLOAD  
Many solutions aimed to solve IO through time, researchers resorted to books and 
encyclopaedias and, later, data bank.  Still, IO is worse than ever.  So, where do sufferers 
go from this point? (Lock, 1982).  So far, research in the domain of information Science 
(Borko, 1968), (Stock and Stock, 2013) indicates that although many available solutions 
were provided to solve IO, the flood is increasing and researchers are not able to control 
the problem. 
Locks complains are still valid because information seekers are now in even more 
critical situations when seeking for information on the internet.  IO has been a problem 
for few decades. Many people suffered, and many are still suffering.  In the past decades, 
IO manifested itself in many ways, it ranged from simple issues of being overloaded with 
information, and also include serious problems such as inability to cope with information 
floods.  Hence, information seekers always feel the anxiety of not having enough 
knowledge to fulfil certain information need.  
Technology advancements in the 21st century have certainly been vast: being able to 
access information anytime on the go in an ad-hoc basis exceeds what Bush’s envisioned 
in his article “As We May Think” (Bush, 1945).  Information seekers are now able to 
access any type of information instantly; thus, sharing information is even easier than 
imagined.  Cutting edge technology changes in the blink of an eye, competition in 




made on a weekly basis which makes it hard if not impossible to keep up.  All these 
advances are good, but increased the pressure on information seekers’ ability to process 
the incoming information through all these communication means and channels.  Hence, 
information seekers suffer more of IO than ever.  
This leads the discussion to new type of IO “Modern Information Overload (MIO)”.  
MIO eliminated the bounders between different types of IO; thus, MIO include all of 
them and adds them problems of information retrieval techniques on the internet.  It 
further includes information (knowledge representation, education, healthcare, 
businesses and services) transformation into the internet. 
Hence, researchers attempt to resolve this problem includes investigating the domain 
where IO happens, characterise causes, understand the behaviour of the effected group of 
information seekers and most importantly investigate the short comings of technology in 
use to either improve it or propose new solutions. 
Bawden and Robinson attempts to identify potential factors of modern information 
communication and the role of pathologies of information in the quality and quantity of 
available information on the internet.  Furthermore, the investigation also includes the 
impact of quantity and diversity on IO and information anxiety, and changing information 
in parallel with advent web 2.0 tool.  Results indicate that these factors directly influence 
the quality of generated information though modern communication tools, thus, issues 
such as identity and authorship, novelty, and impermanence of information cannot be 
guaranteed (Bawden, 2009). 
Williamson and Eaker, work describes the relationship between IO and 
psychometrics science, which studies and measures mental capacity and process of 
information seekers with regards to demographic data such as gender, age, and life 
satisfaction.  The investigation examined information seekers (librarians, information 
science and psychology students) ability to manage information, mental states of feeling 
overwhelmed, focus and attention to process huge amount of information or learn new 
topics, decision making technique in the process of choosing topics of interest, the role 
of technology (email, fax, phone, messages) which creates floods of information, sheer 
volumes, continuous development in domain of expertise and search results that pressures 




Results indicated that information seekers tend to demand especially when they 
progress in academic settings.  Most of the information-related demands are associated 
with increasingly complex assignments or job environment.  Therefore, it is normal to 
experience higher levels of IO (Williamson and Eaker, 2012).  
Technology brought a lot of benefits to information science.  Hence, IT, IS, and 
information communication in parallel enhanced the way information can be searched 
and retrieved.  The improved information communication techniques -which can be 
found in the domain of search engines, RSs web 2.0 tools and social media on the internet- 
further participated in speeding up the process of information creation, dissemination, 
retrieval and availability.  Hence, information seekers live in an information centric age.  
An information explosion that exceeds information seekers ability to process.  Therefore, 
Modern Information Overload (MIO) is associated with four important aspects of 
information: storing, sorting, selecting and summarizing.  If existing tools and 
technologies are not able to provide information seekers with search results with regards 
to these aspects, then information seekers will be overloaded with un required 
information.  Consequently, MIO occurs through abundance of accessible information 
that or not organized, filtered, or presented in an appropriate way to maximize access to 
accurate and relevant use of this information (Alexander et al., 2016).  Therefore, 
researchers still show interest in exploring the phenomenon of IO.  many studies indicate 
that IO affects information seeker productivity when learning and/or at work. 
There are many approaches that address modern IO. The most influential are 
algorithms behind search engines such as Google (https://www.google.co.uk), Yahoo 
(http://uk.yahoo.com/), Bing (http://www.bing.com/), Semantic Search Engines (SSE) 
CarrotSearch (http://search.carrot2.org/stable/search), Clusty (http://clusty.com/), and 
Yippy (http://yippy.com/).  They have various mechanisms and utilities embedded 
techniques in them, which generate search results according to user’s queries (i.e. 
keywords).  It is difficult to find their search algorithms, because they are business secrets 
of these companies.  However, there are numerous works which improved the 
performance of search engines through either new algorithms, or ranking and filtering of 
retrieved search results (Baeza-Yates, 2006) (Cortes et al., 2007) (Baeza-Yates et al., 
2007) (Su et al., 2010).  Approaches also include RSs found in e-commerce such as 




to improve RSs performance though CF, CBF and Hybrid filtering techniques (Zhao et 
al., 2011b) (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007) (Herlocker et al., 2004) (Burke, 2002). 
2.1.9 INFORMATION OVERLOAD OR UNDERLOAD 
The previous sections provided an insight on different types of IO and variety of 
situations when IO occurs and examples of problems information seekers who suffered 
from IO face when attempted to search and retrieve information.  furthermore, pervious 
sections also described some of the proposed solutions to solve IO.  The discourse in this 
section attempts to deliver a contradicting opinion on IO; the influence of IO on 
information seekers information acquisition, information processing and decision 
making.  Hence brings forward the problem of Information Underload (IU) instead and 
possible causes.   
IO is a two-faced coin, being overloaded with information is one extreme and being 
under loaded is the other extreme of information seekers problems.  Many researchers 
adapted the problem to locate the core of the predicament information seekers face when 
searching for information.   
Königer and Janowitz work “Drowning in Information, but Thirsty for Knowledge” 
discuss IO and IU in organizations.  This research was triggered to itemise causes of IO 
in organization.  Surprisingly the investigation indicated that information seekers at 
organizations do not only suffer IO, but also IU.  Information seekers complained that 
“Too much information is thrown at us” and “We are not receiving enough information” 
at the same time.  Some suffered from abundance of information and others suffered 
limited access to required information (Königer and Janowitz, 1995). 
Janssen and Poot attempts to investigate IO at businesses and organisations also 
indicated that low hierarchy employees suffer from IU rather than IO.  the analysed 
interview data claim that about 17% of employees of the complained about their inability 
to access the right information at the right time or not knowing that the information exists 
on the first place (Janssen and Poot, 2006). 
Information seekers in organizations suffer from IU is justified by mangers complain 
about the quality and lack of adequate knowledge in the delivered information.  




information, ordinary workers who feel that they are badly informed.  IU also participate 
in the work progress i.e. secretaries who feel stressed when they need to learn how to use 
new technologies to process their daily tasks, and require help with running their word 
processor (Quirke, 2007).  
Alexander et al., defined IU as information seekers inability to process retrieved 
information; thus, suffer from being un informed.  IU is also influenced by irrelevant 
information that obscure the one information seekers need.  Furthermore, IU can also 
mean that information seekers were not able to reach the needed information for variety 
of reasons (does not exist, not supplied, lack of access or inability to discover information 
even if they exist). Hence, IU is the consequence of under delivering meaningful 
information and mostly occurs between scholars, academics and the public information 
seekers (Alexander et al., 2016). 
All the above listed situations either shows overload or underload of information and 
shows underutilisation of information.  However, in both situations, information seekers 
find it necessary to stay informed in one way or another.  
Therefore, a common conclusion of both IO and IU are caused by the lack of 
information structure, and not the results of the amount of information.  Moreover, 
technology participated in adding to the problem.  When information and technology 
loses its harmony, this is an indicator that there must be a problem somewhere in the 
process of information delivery.  Hence, requires immediate action to avoid further 
complications that could result in problems such as financial loss, especially for profit 
making organizations that are entirely dependent on information quality and decision 
making (Königer and Janowitz, 1995) (Janssen and Poot, 2006) (Quirke, 2007) 
(Alexander et al., 2016).   
These two contradicting problems of information retrievals can be simply solved by 
reducing the amount of information people create in daily activities to help control IO.  
Königer and Janowitz also argues that creating more information may help those who 
suffer from IU but add more into the load of employees who already suffer from IO.   
Königer and Janowitz attempts to solve IU and IO by occupying four universal 
information structuring dimensions (selection, time, hierarchy and sequence) to improve 




2.1.10 SUMMARY  
In this section, the discourse started with defining three interchangeable terms people 
use when describing “Information” (see section 2.1.2).  For the purpose of this research, 
it was necessary to clarify this matter before discussing main issues of IO in general and 
on the internet.  Sections 2.1.3 to 2.1.9, provided an empirical investigation of the 
different types of IO: Knowledge Overload, Technology Overload, IO in business, IO in 
the healthcare domain, and Modern IO and was concluded with opinions on IO or IU.   
The discussion on IO and IU remains open, in both situations information causes 
dilemma to information seekers.  The vouge impact of IO is caused by amorphous piles 
of documents in both forms soft/hard copies which complicates the situation even more.  
Therefore, negatively influence peoples’ decision making ability, task prioritisation and 
adequacy of processed tasks quality.  Advanced technology enabled information 
transparency, one bit of information leads to another information (can be same or related 
information and interlinked).  Hence, structured information is heavily recommended by 
researchers in early problems of IO and was labelled as “An Information Paradise” 
(Königer and Janowitz, 1995).  Unfortunately, such an ideal information society does not 
exist, but putting bits and pieces of information into a structured form can make sense 
and help reduce the load of information the information seekers suffer from (Königer and 
Janowitz, 1995). 
All the work that was done in the domain of Information Science aimed to provide 
better ways of information representation to information seekers.  Even though, people 
continue to suffer from IO in both personal and professional life.  For this reason, many 
researchers attempted to examine the problem of IO to figure out the causes and 
consequences of IO.  To sum up, most of these research outcomes either led to identify 
IO problems or to propose a solution which will help in minimizing it.  Therefore, this 
research provides the readers with a view of different types of IO, its causes, how IO 
influenced the people’s everyday life and thus, helped in forming a definition of IO. 
Definition 1:  
IO is controlled by user’s desire to obtain information, and process it to gain certain 
knowledge that the user needs to either solve a problem or fulfil certain learning 




exactly needed to solve the problem or satisfy learning reequipments to accomplish 
certain tasks. The user starts a random information seeking process; thus, create un 
intentional IO.  Another factor which participates in IO is the information seeker 
educational level and background.  Information seekers are confused and not clear about 
their information needs, this results into retrieving information more then what is needed 
and creates crucial IO.  Therefore, no matter how experienced are information seekers 
they are always attempted to retrieve and store the information keeping in mind that they 
might need the information sometime.  Consequently, the information seeker’s 
unconscious mind creates anxiety and stress that leads to think that there exists an 
information that he/she still did not read.  This led to define knowledge overload that 
influences the information seeker cognitive ability to control information floods.   
Definition 2:  
IO is also associated with technologies that are used as means of information 
management, information retrieval and information dissemination.  These technologies 
were originally developed to help information seekers to search and retrieve information 
in an organised manner.  Unfortunately, these technologies created IO to the information 
seeker in two mays.  First, the information seeker is now able to view information easily, 
but at the same time views a huge range of the retrieved information (which is the 
consequence of search techniques).  Second, because information seekers are from 
different educational level and background, their ability to cope with technological 
features differs.  Furthermore, technology overload also manifests in new versions of 
software and hardware.  This is one of the most annoying types of overload to information 
seekers because rapid development results into adding new features and services that 
requires from information seekers to learn additional skills before they can properly use 
the tool that is used for information retrieval.  Hence, this technology overload is a 
combination of overload caused by traditional IO and adds to its technology overload 
problems. 
Definition 3: 
IO also involves information communication problems.  This type of IO is dependent 
on information distribution strategies.  Modern communication methods on the internet 




internet; thus, resulted into information explosion that is out of control.  This type of IO 
can only be controlled by users of information (audience of information). 
To conclude modern IO is a combination of all previously mentioned types of IO.  
furthermore, it belongs to social intensive environments on the internet.  Furthermore, the 
definition presented in section 2.1.8 is very relevant to problems discussed in this 
research.  As described in (Alexander et al., 2016), IO can be a two faced coin.  If 
information seekers/users and information/ services providers are obsessed with 
controlling IO, they may end up suffering from UI.   
Next sections of this chapter, will provide an empirical analysis of early techniques 
of IRS (see section 2.2).  discussion on RSs and their techniques will be provided in (see 
section 2.3).  This section will be followed by investigation of search engines and their 
role in providing the users with excessive amount of retrieved information sources on the 
internet.  Discussion on search engines and search results will be enriched by analysis of 
techniques that attempted to provide relevance in search results (see section 2.4).  
Information seeker/user behaviour and their role in enhancing search engines techniques 
to provide improved search results.  section 4.5 discuss semantic web technology and 
delivers an elaboration of some of the researches that aimed to accommodate SWT to 
enhance search engine performance  
2.2 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 
Information Retrieval systems (IRS) were used by libraries to help people in finding 
books from the library catalogue in the 70s.  Through time IRS went through intensive 
work to deliver to information seekers/user efficient query results, accuracy and 
relevance.  To deliver relevant material IR systems collects metadata such as (title, year, 
author, publisher, subject etc) about each source of information such as (books, journals, 
conference proceedings, video/ audio records, and so forth). 
Online libraries were the next step in IRS.  They became web-based, deliver 
improved catalogue features based on keyword and Boolean functions, and became 
widely spread and available to information seekers/users in late 80s (Antelman, 2006).   
Ballard labelled classical catalogues as inventory of items and described some basic 
problems of traditional IRS such as complex search Interfaces, limited scope, in-ability 




results, limited search techniques, and isolation from modern computing such as (social 
networking and so forth).  Furthermore, provided a description of Next-generation 
catalogues which aimed to avoid classical catalogues ways of information indexing.  
Hence, basic functionality of any next-generation catalogue depends on discovery 
platforms (Ballard, 2012).  Moreover, deliver user friendly, simple interfaces, improved 
query results and refined ranking of query results to insure relevance of retrieved 
information.    Some of them support social integration, data visualization and some of 
them aims to mimic popular search engines such as google and Amazon to attract users 
(Ballard and Blaine, 2011).  
Next-generation (NG) products cover the above listed classical catalogues problems. 
Some of the popular NGs are Ex Libris’ Primo, WorldCatLocal (Breeding, 2007), Serials 
Solutions’, and AquaBrowser (Karr-Wisniewski and Lu, 2010). Each provides a variety 
of features, most of them are open source applications, aimed to innovative features. As 
mentioned previously, some NG’s mimics search engines in the sense of provided search 
results, this making use of text indexers projects. NGs enrich its contents with data such 
as (indexing images, cover art, and cases), table of contents, summaries and reviews, links 
to external sources such as google books, list results based on tags, and facet functionality 
to narrow results by (author name, topic, subject).  
To survive the high competition in the modern digital age, NG catalogues adapted 
some of search engines features (keyword matching) into their solution such as 
AquaBrowser (Karr-Wisniewski and Lu, 2010), Koha, Evergreen, Web Voyage, Primo 
(Breeding, 2007).  Enocre pioneered in delivering relevancy ranking in query results by 
embedding RightResults to refine query results. Endeca combined priority of library 
specification to form relevancy in their results, Primo sort’s dates instead of relevance, 
and WorldCatLocal gives additional weight to items in local libraries.  
Enocre and Koha also utilised spell check technique which appears as “Did you 
mean” option if proceeded query returns null.  Endeca utilised similarity 
recommendations that features a “more titles like this” tool.  Primo, Koha, 
WorldCatLocal and Encore took the challenge and embedded web 2.0 or Social network 
features into NGs to allow information seekers/users to supply the catalogue with tags, 




During the past 20 years libraries expanded its services to embrace as much as 
possible collection of sources.  However, they were not able to included electronic 
contents in their search techniques. Therefore, AquaBrowser (Karr-Wisniewski and Lu, 
2010), Koha and Evergreen (Breeding, 2007) started to deliver additional service through 
linking to external resources (to incorporate article contents, provide local and remote 
access to electronic information).   
Hence, IRS reached perfect results and is now matured system (LibraryOfCongress, 
2006).  However, with all advances and new technologies IRS lost its value and declined 
usage of IRS was noticed especially with the arrival of modern IRS on the internet 




2.3 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 
Another approach to addressing IO today can be found in Recommender Systems 
(RS) (Ullman, 2012) (Felfernig et al., 2007) (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005), which 
have been in the focus of interest of the research community since late 90s.  They have 
become famous because they deploy CF and CBF techniques (Zhao et al., 2011b) 
(Pazzani and Billsus, 2007) (Herlocker et al., 2004) (Burke, 2002) in order to guide users 
in their personalised way to interesting “items” in a large space of possible options (Lops 
et al., 2011b).  It is obvious that RSs were launched in parallel with e-commerce 
applications, where information seekers/users (i.e. buyers) were guided on how to buy 
items of their interest.  However, RSs helped providers of “items” to manage their own 
IO through RSs techniques in order to target each customer with adequate “items”.  RSs 
have penetrated many aspects of information seekers/users lives today and the use of their 
techniques has spread outside the e-commerce domain, particularly in situations when 
information seekers/users can minimize IO through filtering (Ricci et al., 2010).  One of 
the most obvious domains where RSs is currently thriving is the field of entertainment, 
which heavily relies on RSs techniques in order to manage excessive information (which 
can be viewed as IO!) when seeking music (Braunhofer et al., 2011) (Koenigstein et al., 
2011) (Celma and Lamere, 2011), videos (Davidson et al., 2010), news (Mayer et al., 
2010) (Prawesh and Padmanabhan, 2011), places of interests when travelling, social 
relationship and many more (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007) (Lee and Lee, 2011). 
Section 2.3 and its sub-sections provides an overview of RSs, issues RSs solved and 
a range of examples and implementations of RSs in a variety of environments on the 
internet (see section 2.3.1).  furthermore, discussion on CF technique that gained the 
attention of many researchers for its distinctive role in improving RSs (see section 
2.3.2.1).  Section 2.3.2.2, discusses CBF technique and supported with examples of the 
advantages and usage of CBF to improve RSs and understand the contents of the web.  
This is to provide better recommendations of users of SNS on the internet.  Moreover, 
explore Hybrid filtering techniques and the benefits it brought to RSs (see section 
2.3.2.3).  Last section discusses Tagging, Annotations, and Folksonomies and their role 




2.3.1 OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 
RSs are popular because they are heavily used for information filtering and retrieval 
on the internet.  Hence, one of the most exploited solutions which have addressed modern 
IO in the last 2 decades and were created to help users find items of interest.  Early RSs 
application in mid 90s were developed to help both information seekers and providers to 
manage information and services in the domain of e-commerce. Therefore, many RSs 
utilise range of modeling techniques of information. items, and services to derive refined 
recommendations to the information seeker/user.  Hence, attempts to improve RSs 
performance covered many of basic information retrieval techniques and were used in 
variety of situations where information seekers/users’ need items, services and 
information to be recommended (Felfernig et al., 2007).   
RSs became popular because they were based on well known information filtering 
techniques (CF and CBF) which were developed to manage IO in businesses in early 90s.  
Hence, many solutions in the domain of RSs utilised CF and CBF (Adomavicius and 
Tuzhilin, 2005) (Ullman, 2012).  Both techniques solely depended on interpretations of 
user profiles and interactions with other users or the system.  Therefore, both filtering 
techniques utilise information seekers/ users and items/services modeling techniques to 
deliver filtered recommendations (Felfernig et al., 2007).   
Some of the heavily used models of both user and item profiling in RSs can be found 
in the work of Felfernig et al. that utilised nearest-neighbour method for ratings matrix 
(Felfernig et al., 2007) (Bourke et al., 2011), Top-K model to profile users activities 
(Tayebi et al., 2011), close proximity model for co-occurrence of names (Kautz et al., 
1997), prediction models for business process (Ullman, 2012), probabilistic model user 
profiling on SNs (He and Chu, 2010), learn and aggregate the weighted average of ratings 
model (Hoens et al., 2010a), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model and unified 
probabilistic model for topics discovery and prediction of missing data in user profiles 
(Hariri et al., 2013).  Vector space similarity model (VSSM) is a CBF based content 
model that index terms (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007), Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
model (PCCM) in hybrid RSs (Yu et al., 2011), user learning model (Pazzani, 1999). 
Other than RSs in e-commerce, attempts to deliver recommendations to information 




investigates RSs to solve problems of domain specific recommendations (Adomavicius 
and Tuzhilin, 2005).  Felfernig et al. examines the role of RSs in IO manifestation in 
situations where excessive and complex amounts of information are available and outstrip 
the user’s capability to go through them and reach a proper decision (Felfernig et al., 
2007).  Similarly, Ricci et al. also investigates the relation between IO and RSs and their 
techniques in a range of domain specific situations (Ricci et al., 2010).  Ullman attempts 
to enhance RSs belongs to distinctive online communities: news article and item 
recommendations in e-commerce (Ullman, 2012).  Hornung et al., research of RSs 
attempts to model list of correct process fragments for business process modelling to 
reduce frequency of structural errors in business processes and minimise manual process 
modelling time (Hornung et al., 2007).   
He and Chu collects social intensive environment (SNs) data to deliver enhanced 
RSs recommendations with personalised contents (He and Chu, 2010).  Similarly, Bourke 
et al. attempts to generate recommendations by incorporating social information in their 
recommendation process (Bourke et al., 2011).  Whereas, Nunes and Hu investigates the 
role of personal information in RS (Nunes and Hu, 2012). 
Continuous development in the domain of RSs also included security and privacy of 
information seekers/ users.  Since privacy is a crucial issue when delivering personalised 
contents on the internet.  Hence, Hoens et al. research of healthcare information sources 
on the internet pressures to consider information seekers/ users privacy as top priority in 
the process of recommendations.  Likewise,  Tayebi et al.’s extends the research on RSs 
to investigate potential crime suspect in cybercrimes (Tayebi et al., 2011). 
There are also many attempts to create group RSs.  Jameson and Smyth, for instance, 
investigates RSs techniques to understand essential requirements to model user centric 
RSs (Jameson and Smyth, 2007).  Whereas, Guzzi et al also explores possible methods 
with regards to information seekers/ users preferences and similarity between group 
members to improve RSs recommendations (Guzzi et al., 2011).  Furthermore, Seko et 
al., extends the investigation of RSs by analysing user to user interactions to model group 
recommendation (Seko et al., 2011). 
Gradually, RSs advanced to include patterns of usage (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007) in 
the process of recommending mutual friends (Felfernig et al., 2007), contextual 




Moreover, RSs recommendation process was extended to include items, services and 
information rating, tagging, and annotation of (Zhao et al., 2011b), similarity traits 
(Herlocker et al., 2004), and so forth. 
RSs also played a crucial role in the delivery of personalised contents and services 
to information seekers/ users on the internet.  Therefore, users’ activities and query logs 
on the system were collected and analysed to identify information seekers/ users interest.  
Consequently, RSs take into account demographic data of users in the process of 
recommendation.  Modern technology on the internet changed the nature of information 
creation and dissemination on the internet.  Therefore, RSs developers showed some 
interest in analysing contents on (SNs, social media and collaborative methods) to deliver 
better recommendations.   
Hence, cross dicipline paragdims discussed above indicates that RSs can be used to 
solve many informtion filtering issues in domains other than e-commarce.  Consequently, 
reseachers suggested variety of solutions to informtion filtering based on problems and 
situations.  For instence, Adomavicius and Tuzhilin proposed approach aimed to improve 
RSs recommendations by interpreting users-items relationship and include contextual 
information, layered rating criteria and deliver more flexible recommendations. 
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). 
Ullman introduced the long-tail model which is based on CBF and CF functionalities 
to enhance the performance of RSs.  The model utilise utility matrix of items and user 
preferences in online communities to assign value and marks of degree of preference.  
The recommendation process takes into account user-items rating information and 
sparsity in utility matrix.  Hence, utilise prediction techniques in such situations.  
Furthermore, the long-tail model in this proposal was used to help in the decision making 
process. to deliver popularity in an online communities (Ullman, 2012).   
Thus, Ullman’s RS model adopted the long-tail to enforces online communities to 
recommend items to individual users.  The proposed solution in the work of Ullman can 
be applicable in domains where RS can recommend  products, movies and news article 





FIGURE 2.2 THREE MAIN ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED NSRS MODEL IN 
(ULLMAN, 2012). 
Hornung et al., proposed method enforces transparency of business process models 
when defining process elements and must be correlated to the choice of fitting process 
fragments to reduce modeling time.  Furthermore, allow flexibility in the process of 
selecting fragments and consider user competency level to deliver flexible 
recommendations (Hornung et al., 2007). 
To guarantee information seekers/ users’ privacy, Hoens et al. proposed to include 
aspects of trustworthiness and relevance in recommendation process through controlled 
shared personal information on online SNs (Hoens et al., 2010a).  Hoens et al. further 
extended the investigation on privacy to healthcare information seekers (patients) in the 
process of recommending appropriate physicians to diagnose and treat medical condition.  
Hence Hoens et al. two frameworks Secure Processing Architecture (SPA), to secure 
submission process of patients ratings and Anonymous Contributions Architecture 
(ACA) to hide patients identity in the rating process (Hoens et al., 2010b). 
He and Chu’s proposed a probabilistic model that profiles users on SNs to deliver 
personalised recommendations and help in the process of product marketing.  And further 





Bourke et al. proposed to utilise neighbourhood formation approach to incorporate 
social information to guarantee accuracy in the recommendation process.  to do so the RS 
will allow to select users through manual selection of friends from social graph, 
communication frequency will create simple metric to automatically select users through 
frequent communication patterns and similarity among targeted users, and global 
similarity corresponds to the neighbourhood formation approach.  (Bourke et al., 2011).  
While, Tayebi et al. proposed to utilise Top-K model potential suspects with the 
association of rule-based methods to secure accurate recommendations (Tayebi et al., 
2011).   
Jameson and Smyth proposed to take into account in the process of recommendation 
the characteristics of members of a group to address decisions problem in RSs (Jameson 
and Smyth, 2007).  Whereas, Guzzi et al proposed an interactive multi-partying critique 
for group recommendations.  This technique learns about individual preference in a group 
of users and makes recommendations based on similarities among other group members 
(Guzzi et al., 2011).  Seko et al. suggested to use behavioural role, tendency and power 
balance between group members to create group recommendations.  Therefore, the 
proposed RS algorithm to estimate appropriate or novel content for groups of people 
(Seko et al., 2011). 
Scarceness of information were one of the early problems of RSs.  He and Chu 
experimental research attempted to improve prediction accuracy of RSs, and cold start 
issues from CF technique (He and Chu, 2010) Whereas, Tschersich’s research 
investigated the role of unavailable, inaccessible, or incomplete user information and 
include location information in an ad-hoc basis.  this to locate causes of inaccurate and 
reduced quality recommendations in mobile group RSs (Tschersich, 2011).  Hariri et al. 
exploited the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to collect user-item data and 
unified probabilistic model to interpret the data in the process of latent topics discovery 
and prediction of missing data in user profiles  (Hariri et al., 2013). 
It is very difficult to define context in modern computing because it is not solely 
confined to a location which requires to run context aware applications.  Therefore, 
information seekers/ users’ queries have become an important source of contextual 
information for creating context aware recommendation.  Hence, utilisation of contextual 




e-commerce service personalization, information retrieval, ubiquitous and mobile 
computing, data mining, marketing, and management (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2008). 
Abowd et al., attempted to improve RSs analysed information seekers/ users role in 
mobile and ubiquitous computing (Abowd et al., 1999).  Anand and Mobasher also 
emphasised on important role of contextual information and takes into account long and 
short term memory in modelling user centric RSs (Anand and Mobasher, 2007). 
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin extended their recommendation techniques to include 
context aware models to deliver highly relevant items recommendations based on 
personality traits utilised in the RSs (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2008).  Similarly, 
Adomavicius et al. investigates relevance levels in RSs recommendations.  Hence, utilise 
several context aware model to enhance RSs performance (Adomavicius et al., 2011).  
Therefore, Abowd et al.’s proposed a framework for the development of context-
aware applications that interprets users profiles in the process of recommendations 
(Abowd et al., 1999).  Adomavicius and Tuzhilin proposed three different algorithmic 
paradigms – contextual pre-filtering, post-filtering, and modelling – for incorporating 
contextual information in the recommendation process (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 
2008).  Adomavicius et al. suggested Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS) 
applicable in variety situations which requires contextual information in the process of 
recommendations (Adomavicius et al., 2011).  Whereas, Hariri et al., proposed a model 
that integrate user profiles, item representations, and contextual information to compute 
the probability of each item and user profile for music recommendations (Hariri et al., 
2013).    
In addition to the above mentioned RSs solutions, researchers also considered adding 
prediction of recommendations (Bellogín, 2011), (Bellogín and Castells, 2010), (Hauff 
et al., 2008), (Katz et al., 2011), testing the RSs on missing data (Steck, 2010) and solving 
the problem of diversity, similarity and accuracy in RSs (Zhou et al., 2010), (Jojic et al., 
2011) to recommending item popularity (Steck, 2011) and interactions between users and 
RSs (Knijnenburg et al., 2011). 
This section, provided an overview of RSs in general and gave examples of 
distinctive researches that attempted to identify RSs applications in multiple problem 




Furthermore, it also described successful implementations of RSs solutions that aimed, 
somehow, to solve modern IO, by either incorporating information seekers/users and 
domain information, users’ interaction with other users and user-items relationship on the 
system into the recommendation process.  Hence, the presented review in this section 
highlighted some of the main problems of information retrieval on the internet and the 
solutions RSs offered, such as: 
 enhance RSs recommendation process by utilising of CBF and CF 
techniques. 
 deliver relevance in recommendations based on user-item profiling.  
 Take into account privacy and security of information seekers/ user.  
 Improve accuracy of recommendations based on contextual information.  
The next subsections of this chapter, will provide an elaboration on RSs techniques 
that heavily participated in the proliferation of RSs in many disciplines.  Therefore, the 
next section, 2.3.2 itemise RSs techniques into four main sub sections; section 2.3.2.1 
will give a detailed description of Collaborative Filtering (CF), section 2.3.2.2 will 
provide the reader with detailed descriptions of CBF, section 2.3.2.2 will provide the 
reader with detailed descriptions of Hybrid Filtering, and section 2.3.2.3 will discuss 
Tagging, Annotations and Folksonomies role in RSs. 
2.3.2 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS TECHNIQUES 
The previous section provided an overview of research in the domain of RSs in 
domains other than e-commerce.  It briefly highlighted that almost all RSs are solely 
based on CF and CBF techniques deliver recommendations to information seekers/ users.  
Furthermore, RSs were also used to alleviate modern IO.  However, they were also used 
to filter information in intensive social communities on the internet.  Therefore, this 
section like to start with discussion of three popular RSs techniques that occupied two 
decades of intensive research in the domain of information filtering and recommendation 
on the internet.  The reason behind the selection of techniques was based on our research 
objectives in section (1.3); thus, encouraged the investigation of the role of RSs and their 
technique in the creation and retrieval of information in modern IO.  Therefore, the 
following subsections, will provide the reader with an overview of RSs techniques, 
problem domains, technologies used to improve RSs and the short comings of these 




2.3.2.1 COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 
At the heart of all these RSs are various techniques, often associated with the filtering 
of data.  One of the most famous and frequently used is collaborative filtering (CF) which 
was developed to solve the problem of data flow through emails (Goldberg et al., 1992).  
Goldberg et al. was concerned about the excessive amounts of e-document circulation 
among people that created unnecessary IO.  Hence, suggested that IO can be controlled 
by identifying the role and influence of users who create and distribute e-documents.  
Consequently, introduced CF technique to understand the information seeker/user’s role 
in the process of information dissemination in electronic environments (The Email) 
(Goldberg et al., 1992). 
Goldberg et al. pioneered in developing the first RSs that is based on CF 
recommendation technique for information filtering in the workplace.  Hence, defined 
CF as: 
“people collaborate to help one another perform filtering by recording 
their reactions to documents they read. Such reactions may be that a 
document was particularly interesting (or particularly uninteresting).  
These reactions, more generally called annotations, can be accessed by 
others’ filters. One…” (Goldberg et al., 1992). 
Therefore, CF technique participated in developing Tapestry Mail System (TMS) 
which identifies the relationship between minimum of two documents on the system 
(email and reply).  The tapestry architecture components of documents modeling are 
“indexer” that reads documents from external sources and pars them into indexed fields 
for query reference.  “Document store” is a DB that stores and maintains indexes of 
documents.  “Annotations” stores document annotations, tags and implicit feedback for 
the recommendation process (Goldberg et al., 1992). 
In parallel to the development of CF technique in (Goldberg et al., 1992).  Kautz et 
al. proposed ReferralWeb, an agent-based programs that addressed practical 
communication needs and allow the reconstruction of the web to improve visualization 
and searching the contents of the social web (Kautz et al., 1997). 
The ReferralWeb allowed the identification of existing SNs and creation of new 




of colleagues.  Furthermore, ReferralWeb also enabled searching people who are closely 
associated with some known and trusted expert on the system.  Co-occurrence of names 
in close proximity in documents publicly available on the Web were utilised in relation 
to sources (links, authors, publications, citation) in the recommendation process (Kautz 
et al., 1997).  
The successful implementation of CF in TMS and ReferralWeb triggered 
researchers’ interest to further exploit CF in other information intensive environments on 
the internet (Kautz et al., 1997).  Furthermore, CF technique was also used to improve 
information representation (Schafer et al., 2007), and was combined with knowledge base 
information to deliver similarity (Tran, 2007). Automation of CF techniques was another 
attempt that involved prediction of user-item level of interest (Herlocker et al., 
2000),(Herlocker et al., 2004), Shared CF that takes into account shared rating and 
annotation and privacy of users at the same time (Hu and Pu, 2011) (Zhao et al., 2011b), 
improved accuracy (Lathia et al., 2009) and incorporate tagging, annotation and 
folksonomies information to deliver personalised recommendations in SNs (Kim and El 
Saddik, 2011).   
Although CF technique was developed to manage information problems in email 
systems, it was also one of the early techniques used to control IO problems in e-
commerce.  Hence, researchers utilised CF techniques with other information storing, 
presentation and retrieval methods.  Tran research investigates the possibilities of 
exploiting CF to identify similarity between users and knowledge based approaches (to 
reason whither a product can meet user requirements) to deliver better RS that will help 
narrow selection options to buyers in e-commerce (Tran, 2007).  Moreover, Kautz et al. 
investigate CF technique to ease the process of information retrieval on SNs (Kautz et 
al., 1997).  Whereas, Schafer et al. adopts CF to personalise web contents and enhance 
information representation (Schafer et al., 2007).   
Herlocker et al. investigates methods to utilise CF technique in the process of 
identifying user-item relationship and model predictions level of users interest in 
particular item (Herlocker et al., 2000).  Furthermore, to measure the quality of CF based 
predictions Herlocker et al. investigate the role of user tasks and datasets to deliver 




Hu and Pu investigates cold start, sparsity problem, lack of user rating and new user 
problem which prevents RS from delivering personalised recommendations (Pu et al., 
2011). Likewise, Lathia investigates the possibility of utilising CF technique and 
Adoptive Information Sources (AIS) to solve the problem of sparsity (Lathia et al., 2009).  
Whereas, Zhao et al. investigates CF technique to utilise shared information in the 
recombination process (Zhao et al., 2011b).   
Hence, a sequence of intensive research on CF technique aimed to deliver solutions 
for many information filtering problems.  Schafer et al., for instance, proposed a system 
that analyse users interactions in online communities and allows to create user profiles 
that describe users’ involvement with the system, analyse the contents of users’ pages, 
and identify the relationship between users and the rating of items (Schafer et al., 2007). 
Tran proposed an architecture design for hybrid RS that will take into account users 
and products information from collaborations on the system and add to it ratings and 
description of products from the knowledge base to provide buyers with shortlist of 
products based on similarity between interest profiles of users. (Tran, 2007). 
Whereas, Herlocker et al. RSs proposed to utilise CF to develop Automated 
Collaborative Filtering (ACF) systems and design user-item prediction system.  It also 
takes into account user-item relationships, users’ interest level an item to calculate 
similarity interest among users (Herlocker et al., 2000) (Herlocker et al., 2004). 
Instead of building new RS, Zhao et al. suggested to build a Shard Collaborative 
Filtering (SCF) that utilised user-item profile model (item neighbourhood), user matrix 
model (users shared rating and annotations of items) and prediction algorithm to 
overcome sparsity of data.  Hence, utilised data from other parties (contributors and 
benefactors) participated in improving CF performance and took in consideration privacy 
traits of other parties at the same time. (Zhao et al., 2011b). 
Pu and Hu proposed a model is a rating-based CF that incorporate both linear user 
personality information, rating information and cascade mechanism to leverage resources 
and enhance RSs performance and recommendations.  Furthermore, major similarities 
between users and rating prediction by collecting neighbourhood formation and compare 





FIGURE 2.3MAIN COMPONENTS OF RATING-BASED CF RECOMMENDATION 
MODEL (HU AND PU, 2011) 
Lathia et al. suggested to mine web data collected from external data sources to 
eliminate the sparsity problem and categorise users based on external communities to 
generate accurate recommendations for users of video streaming websites.  Hanc, 
improve predication accuracy and data quality in parallel (Lathia et al., 2009).  
Kim and El Saddik proposed to utilise CF technique to interpret the semantics of user 
collaborations in SNs where tagging and annotation is implemented to deliver 
personalised tagging and annotation based recommendations in folksonomies (Kim and 
El Saddik, 2011).  
To sum up, CF technique were heavily exploited due to their role in reducing 
excessive amount of information traffic caused by early technology solutions such as 
email systems.  Therefore, CF build users profiles by utilising profiling model (see 2.4.1) 
that allow to collect data of users and help enforce criteria that majors similarity traits 
between user to user, user to items/services, and items to items on the system.  Hence, 
RSs based on CF techniques creates user and items/services profiles which contains 
explicit interaction details.   
User profiling models mainly contains data such as demographic information, 
viewing patterns, rating, tagging, and annotation of items, and so forth.  Whereas, 




description, viewing time, number of clicks, and information about users who viewed 
common items/services.   
By profiling users and items/services the RSs analyse the profiles for future 
recommendations.  Hence, CF technique relays on users’ past behaviour to recommend 
new items by comparing two users who rated the same item and so forth.  This technique 
is also known as similarity based recommendations (Herlocker et al., 2004), (Zhao et al., 
2011b). 
2.3.2.2 CONTENT-BASED FILTERING 
Content Based filtering (CBF) technique is another RSs essential method of 
information filtering and retrieval in the process of recommendation.  CBF was discussed 
in many scientific research but was properly defined for the first time in Goldberg et al. 
(Goldberg et al., 1992).  The discussion in Goldberg et al. also introduced CBF as RSs 
technique which indicated that CF technique utilised CBF technique.  Anther root of CBF 
technique can be found in Balabanović and Shoham which Proposed Feb a content based 
collaborative recommendation RS that aimed to eliminate many weaknesses found in CF 
and CBF approaches.  Furthermore, help information seekers/users (online readers) cope 
with the massive content available on the internet.  Hence, Balabanović and Shoham 
delivered new opportunities to reduce IO (Balabanović and Shoham, 1997). 
Similarly, Pazzani and Billsus proposed a CBF based RS that recommended items 
based on their descriptions and utilised user profile in the process of recommendations.  
Pazzani and Billsus claimed that the proposed RS was experimented in a variety of 
domains (e.g., Cuisine or Service, news article, book, and entertainment) to examine its 
applicability in understanding domain specific item recommendations.  Hence, CBF can 
be a common mean to create profiles of users and items because CBF is based on models 
that are able to analyse not only structured data as presented in DB, but also its ability to 
draw conclusions from contents such as rating, user comments and feedback, etc.  
Therefore, CBF RSs process three main elements to guarantee successful 
recommendation as follows: 
 collect knowledge of an item and how its represented, 





 collected information on items and users are analysed to feed the machine 
learning model to create user model.  
 clusters and groups data from the user model. 
 runs the nearest neighbour algorithm of similarity model to find users with 
similar profiles. 
 utilise the Vector model algorithm is then used to major relevance feedback 
(Pazzani and Billsus, 2007). 
Hence, CBF technique was originally developed to help information seekers/ users 
in early systems such as (email) and later in SNs to:  
1. solve problems of an experienced information seekers/users when 
searching for information (i.e. short queries which resulted into too much 
results or long queries which eliminates everything). 
2. Deliver filtered information based on utilised user and items information 
from past activities to model diverse aspects in the process of 
recommendation and reduce IO. 
2.3.2.3 HYBRID FILTERING 
Filtering techniques have also been combined to improve the retrieval, organisation 
and management of information in Social Networks (SNs) and on the internet in general.  
Almost all previously discussed RSs in (see sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2) delivered 
Hybrid RSs because both early attempts described in (Goldberg et al., 1992) build a CF 
Recommendation based analysed data collected through CBF technique. Similarly, 
Balabanović and Shoham also combined CF and CBF to enhance recommendations and 
reduce electronic IO caused by email and online information resources (Balabanović and 
Shoham, 1997).   
Hence, this section elaborates a little more on few other Hybrid filtering based 
techniques in RSs which placed CF and CBF together in various frameworks to deliver 
improved RSs recommendations. 
Researches interested in RSs and their techniques attempted to develop Hybrid RSs 
which can be used in diverse situations when recommending items and services to 
information seekers/users on the internet.  Pazzani investigates available information on 
the internet to evaluate whether a webpage or news article can be recommended to 
information seekers/users to help minimise IO (Pazzani, 1999).  Burke explores possible 




large repositories in the domain of e-commerce and address information seekers/users 
preferences in order to find the right product (Burke, 1999).  Burke extends the 
investigation on hybrid RSs to test whether they can be altered to fit the process of 
recommending restaurants (Burke, 2002). 
Whereas, Tran attempts to investigate ways to assist the online buyer in decision 
making in the process of selecting the preferred product from a massive collection (Tran, 
2007).  Yu et al. attempts to investigate the possibility to enhance recommendations in 
SNs.  Hence, incorporates CF algorithm with similarity models (VSSM) and (PCCM) to 
guarantee successful recommendations based on user preferences (Yu et al., 2011). 
All solutions in the domain of RSs meant to enhance the understanding of 
information in relation to information seekers/ users preferences, similarity to past 
behaviour, activities, viewing and so forth.  Accordingly, researchers and service 
providers focused on profiling users and items, products and services on the internet. 
Hence Pazzani proposed to utilise models that mine webpages contents, item rating 
by users, and user demographic data to improve the performance of the RSs to 
recommend webpages and news articles (Pazzani, 1999).  Pazzani extended his work and 
attempted to examine the proposed solution in the domain of online recommendation of 
restaurants to information seekers/users (Pazzani, 1999). 
Burke proposed EntreeC Hybrid RS that guaranteed successful recommendation, 
based on minimum data collected by both techniques (Burke, 1999).  Furthermore, Burke 
extended the proposed model to include semantics of ratings obtained from KB technique 
to fit in online restaurants recommendation based on CF and a knowledge-based 
technique (Burke, 2002). 
Hence, Tran proposed an architecture design that utilised CF and a KB technique 
which can be applicable in variety of information, service and product recommendation.  
The Hybrid RSs selects one of the two techniques in the recommendation process after 
examining user’s behaviour to support to enhance recommendations (Tran, 2007). 
Yu et al.’s proposed using an Adaptive Social Similarity (ASS) function based on 
the matrix factorization technique (Koren et al., 2009) deliver improved item prediction 




Researchers also combined filtering techniques for the purpose of solving domain 
specific problems.  Borger and Bosch proposed a hybrid filtering technique based on the 
two famous techniques – CF and CBF – to allow users of Delicious, CiteULike and 
BibSonomy to manage their social bookmarks of websites.  This was to allow information 
seekers/users to store, organize, and search the bookmarks of preferred webpages.  This 
proposal was developed and employed in the domain of tagging/ annotation, to 
understand information seekers/users’ decisions when tagging/annotating their favourite 
bookmarks. 
Another example of hybrid filtering in the domain of tagging is the work of Wu et 
al., which utilized CF technique to create a new filtering technique – Collaborative 
Tagging Systems (CT) – to support knowledge management activities in the domain of 
tagging.  Moreover, the hybrid CT systems will allow information seekers/users to search 
content previously tagged by the information seekers/user, find users with shared 
interests, and explore tags created by other users on the system. 
2.3.2.4 TAGGING / ANNOTATIONS AND FOLKSONOMIES 
The pervious section briefly mentioned attempts that took into account modern 
information filtering techniques more responsive to information seeker/user queries 
(Tagging and Annotations) in the process of delivering Hybrid RSs.  They come in the 
format of Tagging of things in internet sources and allows grouping and categorisation to 
make contents easy to view by topic.  Tagging was originally inspired by the traditional 
document repositories or digital libraries method of organization and assignment of 
keywords.  Tagging/ Tags are metadata keywords used to describe, identify or classify 
items on the internet and are usually informal or personal description of the content 
creator.  Tags are commonly used to label online contents such as blogs, webpages, 
pictures, videos, users, topics and so forth.  They are used almost everywhere on the 
internet, and can be linked to allow the search of similar contents.  Publicly available tags 
can act as bookmarks allowing the indexing of web links of these tags with common 
acronyms or numbers.  Many online platforms provide tag service to their users as 
sidebars or tag clouds for easy content discovery.  Tagging/Tags are also known as Blog 
Tagging, Social Bookmarking (Marinho et al., 2011), Social Tagging (Belen et al., 2010), 




Folksonomies are collection of user annotated resources with their tags, network of 
interrelated users, resources and tags, which is very valuable for understanding the nature 
of internet sources (Mathes, 2004). 
Tagging/ Folksonomies, in general, appeared as a consequence of having Web 2.0 
(O'Reilly, 2009) applications.  The influence of web 2.0 technologies (wikis, blogs, 
podcasts, folksonomies, mashups, SNs, virtual worlds, and crowdsourcing) on 
information seekers/users everyday live is obviously undeniable.  Web 2.0 technologies 
eased communication and collaboration in online environments, especially businesses 
and rapidly paved their way into corporate technologies.   
However, concerns always accompanied these web 2.0 technologies that directly 
deal with information on the internet.  Andriole suggests that it is important to examine 
these technologies thoroughly before introducing them as tools to represent, manage and 
retrieve information to organization to insure full utilisation of the tool(s) (Andriole, 
2010).   
A survey on web 2.0 technologies that was conducted by Andriole indicates that 
tagging is a solution that could positively affect productivity (Churchill, 2009), 
(Wrightemail et al., 2008), where users are becoming both producers and consumers of 
information on the Internet. 
Almost all Web 2.0 platforms allow information seekers/users to post various 
resources and tag them freely according to their own perception of “what an appropriate 
tag is for a particular internet source”.  However, technology can also deliver numerous 
problems.  Free tagging allows tags to have multiple meanings, they are affected by 
synonymies, and they confuse different levels of abstraction of specific topic.  Despite 
these issues, tagging is useful when satisfying information seekers/user’s needs when 
publishing and retrieving information from the internet.   
Hence, researchers examined the role of tagging in the process of information 
delivery to information seekers/users on the internet.  Golder and Huberman, attempts to 
analyse the structure of CT systems such as (Del.icio.us platform ) as well as their 
dynamic aspects, user activities, tag frequencies, types of tags used and popularity in 




Tags were also utilised to deliver Personalised Tag Recommendation (PTR) as 
described in Landia and Anand.  The usefulness of PTR is that they are utilised by 
document management application and social bookmarking websites.  Hence, they are 
heavily indexed by systems or generated to deliver new document (Landia and Anand, 
2009). 
Similarly, Musto et al. investigates tag RSs, indexed resources, methods of retrieving 
information based on similarity and relevance, and techniques to exclude irrelevant tags 
to enhance delivery of relevant recommendations of keywords for annotation (Musto et 
al., 2009). 
Whereas, Zhao et al. investigates user profiles and tagging techniques that allows 
semantic description of shared resources to enhance CF based recommendations in social 
intensive communities on the internet to major similarity of rated items (Zhao et al., 
2008).  Troussov et al., encouraged to interpret the domain where recommendations are 
needed to improve the quality of recommendations (Troussov et al., 2009). 
Thus, they proposed a dynamic model of CT that predicts the relative proportions of 
tags patterns within a given URL and relates them to imitation and shared knowledge 
(Golder and Huberman, 2006).  
Landia and Anand proposed to utilise clustering of existing documents in order to 
identify sets of similar documents and as a result identifies sets of users whose tags may 
be propagated to the current target user-document pair (Landia and Anand, 2009).   
Hence, Musto et al. proposed Tag RSs (STaR) which suggests a set of relevant 
keywords for annotation based on two assumptions: 1) the more resources, the more 
similar to share common tags, 2) TR should be able to exploit and extract tags from 
previously used tags by the users (Musto et al., 2009).   
Whereas, Zhao et al. proposed collaborative RSs which interprets semantic distance 
among tags assigned by different user to improve the effectiveness of neighbour selection 
in social platforms.  Thus, calculates the semantic similarity of tags and produce 
similarity metric to deliver refined recommendation to information seekers/users (Zhao 
et al., 2008). 
Spreading Activation (SA) model interprets human semantic memory (Quillian, 




employed SA to model users as nodes in directed graphs and links, sparsity problems in 
CF, and the development of an SA based algorithm that gives better results than the 
traditional memory-based approach.   
Similarly, Hussein and Zigler investigates SA techniques to understand the semantics 
of the environment and information seekers/users and attempts to model interests and 
weights for relations (Hussein and Ziegler, 2008). 
Hence, Troussov et al. proposed SA approach that utilised the asymmetric measure 
of relevancy (proximity) of two nodes, weight of multiple connections between two nodes 
and included paths and graph-structure to connect the nodes (Troussov et al., 2009). 
Whereas, Hussein and Zigler proposed SPREADR a model-based technique that 
creates context-adaptive web applications and utilised SWT ontologies to stores concepts, 
instances of the domain, context factors (such as location, time, and user role) to form a 
semantic network based on SA approach.  The figure 2.4 below depicts the process of 
modelling the collected semantics of the environment to trigger an activation flow 
through the network and generate a website and control the adaptive behaviour of the 






FIGURE 2.4 DEPICTS THE MAIN CONCEPTS AND INSTANCES OF SPREADR 
MODEL. 
The hierarchical nature of Social Tagging systems (ST) used in RSs might not be the 
best counterpart to traditional RSs techniques (Marinho et al., 2011), (Milicevic et al., 
2010).  Hence, Bar-Ilan et al. attempts to examine structured and unstructured tagging of 
images in situations which allows users to either use existing tags or insert pre-defined 
metadata elements to describe them (Bar-Ilan et al., 2008).   
The research community also attempted to extend user-item environments towards 
the contexts that requires more attention to their interconnectivities and create some kind 
of semantic relationship between users and items.  
Belen et al. investigates possible methods to take advantage of the Web 2.0 
applications and ST data and regarded as folksonomy that describes users interactions on 
the system (Belen et al., 2010). 
Belen et al. proposed Queveo.tv RS that utilised both CF and CBF techniques and 




viewing and VSSM to measure users-program similarity.  Hence, generate CB 
recommendations to improve the coverage and diversity of the suggestions of digital TV 
systems and deliver customised TV content recommendations (Belen et al., 2010).   
Another stream of tagging is present in the research of Collaborative Tagging (CT).  
Since CT is associated with folksonomies and mostly considered as an additional 
mechanism of sharing, annotating and information discovery on the internet.  Hence, it 
was in the focus of many researchers who attempted to enhance RSs performance because 
CT (Wal, 2007). 
Therefore, the possibilities of using CT are numerous.  Gemmell et al. investigates 
CF techniques and CT to enhance graph based recommendation (Gemmell et al., 2009a).  
Whereas, Macgregor and McCulloch explores methods that aims to use CT as a 
knowledge organisation and resource discovery tool (Macgregor and McCulloch, 2006).   
Whereas, Zhao et al. investigates the possibility to employ users tagging and 
annotation data collected from webpages contents to enhance ranking algorithms and 
deliver personalisation based tag-annotation aware search engine results (Zhao et al., 
2011a). 
Hence, Gemmell et al. proposed Hybrid TRS that utilised item based CF, user based 
CBF, informational channel in folksonomies, item popularity to deliver enhanced 
recommendations (Gemmell et al., 2009a). 
Hotho et al. investigates information seekers/users ability to retrieve relevant 
information and FolkRank algorithm to deliver personalisation based on ranking of items 
from folksonomies and recommend users, tags and resources (Hotho et al., 2006b), 
(Hotho et al., 2006a)..  
Furthermore, Folksonomies and CT enabled information seekers/users to share, 
annotate and search for information sources on the internet.  Accordingly, Gemmell et al. 
investigates methods to simplify the annotation process and promote tagging to reduce 
noise in data and eliminate discrepancy in redundant tags, and avoid ambiguous tags 
(Gemmell et al., 2009b). 
Whereas, Borgers and van-den-Bosch investigates folksonomies to predict hidden 
bookmarks users might like based on the user profile to recommend items in social 




Hence, Hotho et al. proposed a formal model algorithm that collects data and models 
the relationship of a folksonomy tuple and utilised PagRank a search algorithm to develop 
FolkRank technique. FolkRank exploited structure of folksonomies to determine overall 
ranking, specific topic-related rankings to discover communities within folksonomies and 
structure search results (Hotho et al., 2006b), (Hotho et al., 2006a).  
Whereas, Gemmell et al. proposed to utilise K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm and user 
modeling techniques to incorporate users, resource and tag information and calculate 
similarity among users.  Hence, promote users, boost tags and improve the coverage and 
accuracy of K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm (Gemmell et al., 2009b).  
Limpens and Gandon suggest to employ formal languages and ontologies from SWT 
to overcome problems in folksonomies (Limpens et al., 2008). Whereas, Wu et al. 
proposed a model that extends existing CT systems capability and address methods to 
identify communities of users who share common interests and create scalable structures 
to overcome IO (Wu et al., 2006).  Borgers and van-den-Bosch proposed to interpret 
Folksonomies and item metadata to waver CF algorithms problems, tag overlapping to 
deliver recommendations based on the difference between two probability distributions 
of data and calculate user/item similarities (Bogers and van-den-Bosch, 2009). 
Web 2.0 tools delivered a mashup of technologies which became a common practice 
in Computer Science (CS) and ISs in the process of information representations, 
management, retrieval and information discovery information seekers/users on the 
internet. 
Nowadays, information seekers/users mostly acquire reading material from 
information sources on the internet.  Hence, service providers heavily relayed on 
annotation for information discovery.  Hence, RSs employs multiple approaches such as 
tagging that resulted with the emergence of a multitude of solutions to improve RSs 
services.   
Web 2.0 allowed social tagging to rapidly spread, creating an additional dimension 
to the world of RSs techniques.  The traditional two dimensions (user-items) have been 
augmented with “tags” as a third element, i.e the third dimension, which converted RSs 




By paying more attention to CT/annotations on the web, researchers significantly 
reduced the time information seekers/users required to retrieve relevant information and 
address IO.  Hence, CT based RSs enabled intensive users’ participation in exciting, 
highly interactive online services, which also demonstrated possible user role in the 
creation and organization of knowledge and construction of controlled vocabularies in 
resource discovery.   
It is also worth mentioning that RSs techniques may be used for a range of 
predictions in RSs: from creating domain- specific and mediated predictions (Rosenthal 
et al., 2010), rated predictions (Tang et al., 2013), (Steck, 2013), (Campos et al., 2011) to 
predicting personalised item distribution (Koren and Sill, 2011), social tags for cold start 
book recommendations (Givon and Lavrenko, 2009) query intent prediction (Baeza-
Yates, 2010) and predicting the desirability of social match (Mayer et al., 2010) and 
personality traits (Gao et al., 2013a).  However, in this research predictions in RS systems 
are out of scoop. 
Although Tagging, CT and folksonomies were helpful in enhancing RSs some 
researchers criticised TRSs because they were unable to exploit social tagging and 
folksonomies and claimed that: 
 Structured tagging were not well-defined, caused confusion and hold 
several meaning (Golder and Huberman, 2006) (Bar-Ilan et al., 2008).   
 Tagging suffered from complex discovery and retrieval of information.  
 Tagging lacks quality in its contents (Bar-Ilan et al., 2008). 
 Tagging also suffered from duplications (Bogers and van-den-Bosch, 2009) 
 Tags can be ambiguous and suffer from spelling errors.  
 Folksonomies are difficult to use in order to retrieve or exchange 
information (Limpens et al., 2008).   
 CT systems lacks the ability to extract social knowledge from tags identify 
communities in social intensive environment. 
 CT creates unintentional IO because of its structure (Wu et al., 2006). 
 CT is far from being a good technique for knowledge organisation and a 
resource discovery tool on the internet. 
 CT, as noted, has low precision and lack of collocation comparted to 
Metadata or structured data created by professionals.   





 CT is inadequate to scale and sustain long term the level of user confidence 
or be considered as general resource discovery (Macgregor and McCulloch, 
2006). 
Information seekers/users also participated in degrading possibilities of utilising 
tagging, annotations, ST and CT in RSs for the follows:  
 information seekers/users’ willingness to participate in public annotations 
and share personal annotations in online collaborative environment.  
 influence of information seekers/users educational level and background in 
the quality of annotations. 
 Lack of annotations include anchors and are more public commentary than 
other types of annotations 
 Frequency of changes personal annotations undergo before and after 
publication influence their applicability to be shared publicly (Marshall and 
Brush, 2004). 
2.3.3 SUMMARY  
RSs and their techniques discussed in section 2.4 are directly involved in the process 
of information presentation, management, retrieval and filtering on the internet.  hence, 
participated in identifying some basic problems and the shortcomings of these 
technologies and their influence in inflating modern IO on the Internet.   
To sum up early RSs attempted to: 
 weaver the IO problem in electronic mail systems in the 90s (Goldberg et 
al., 1992). 
 CF allowed RSs to learn from others’ experiences rather than relaying 
recommendations on missing or inaccurate content-analysis methods. 
 CF managed to recommend items to users who did not rate the same items.  
 CBF allowed items discovery by other users.  
 created profiles from extracted contents of items to improved 
recommendations to users without depending on similarity of users.  
 Personalization can be achieved by utilizing group feedback (Balabanović 
and Shoham, 1997). 
 control excessive amount of information by developing a variety of models 
to profile both information seekers/users and products, services and 
information sources. 
 Incorporate information seekers/users activities, views and relationships to 
deliver personalised recommendations. 




Still, RSs and their techniques suffered from problems in the process of delivering 
recommendations to information seekers/users itemised as follows: 
 It delivered shallow analysis of items. 
 Difficulty to extract features of some domain items, and in some cases 
extracted features are not enough to improve recommendations.  
 IR techniques ignores the quality of retrieved items. 
 Over-specialization can be a major problem of CBF recommendations; this 
can be the result of recommending items scoring highly. 
 Elicitation of user feedback (Balabanović and Shoham, 1997). 
 Inability of RSs to recommend new items to a user due to lack of item 
information and users’ ratings and lack of common items features of profile 
of a similar item.  
 Inability of RSs to recognise items which users did not rate. Thus, the system 
will not be able to create a user profile and match them to items on the 
system, leading to poor recommendations (Balabanović and Shoham, 1997) 
This section, provided an overview of RSs and variety of implementation of RS in 
the domain of e-commerce, and e-marketing (see section 2.3).  the discourse was further 
extended to include itemisation of most commonly used RSs techniques.  Section 2.3.2.1, 
discussed CF technique and its types, methods to enhance of CF and existing issues of 
CF technique.  Section 2.3.2.2, discussed CBF technique and its implementations to 
reduce IO in email systems, news and article recommendation and enhance information 
recommendation in the domain of SNS.  Section 2.3.2.4, discussed research community 
and service providers’ attempts to combine RSs technique to deliver hybrid RSs to 
improve the performance of RSs recommendations.  The discussion on RSs and their 
techniques is enriched with researchers attempts to incorporate web 2 tools and 
technologies such as tagging, annotation and folksonomies techniques to enhance RSs 
and used specifically for recommendations of the contents of social intensive 





2.4 SEARCH ENGINES 
This section, provide a comprehensive history of search engines and their techniques.  
furthermore, it also give examples of different types of existing search engines, and list 
some of the attempts to solve different issues with search engines.  This section also 
investigate the role of semantic search engines in improving search engine results.  
Furthermore, discussion on user behaviour is present in section 2.4.4 from two different 
views: psychological studies of user behaviour and CS empirical analyses of user 
behaviour on the Internet. 
2.4.1 OVERVIEW OF SEARCH ENGINES 
In 1999 only 3 million websites existed on the Internet.  Today, (InternetLiveStats) 
statistics indicate that the number of websites that exists on the Internet is approximately 
980 million (InternetLiveStats, 2016); and the number continues to grow at a rate of 12 
thousand pages per/day.  With just 3 million websites (InternetLiveStats, 2016) search 
engines covered only 15% of these websites. With six top search engines at that time, 
only 60% of websites were covered.  When Bradford and Marshall conducted their 
research, search engines were still primitive.  A lot of current search engine techniques 
did not see the light.  Consequently, problems with search engines that required a solution 
at the time the research was conducted are not considered a problem in current search 
engines and their functionalities (Bradford and Marshall, 1999a).   
Most research on search engines is divided into two areas: analytical approaches that 
focus on analysing the mechanisms of search engines, and empirical/experimental 
research that focuses on collecting data through experiments and testing.  
Search engines are the second generation of Information Retrieval systems (IR) 
(Kelly, 2009) and techniques which were used by libraries in the early 70’s (Crestani, 
1997).  With all advances in technology and the conversion of services into the Internet, 
search engines became handy to allocate information on the Internet.  Within the past two 
decades, search engines went through a very long journey to improve search engine 
results. 
Nowadays, search engines are based on a huge collection of techniques to provide 




techniques are convenient and others are not.  For example, one of the early search engine 
techniques is the generic keyword matching level.  This technique is dependent on 
collecting words from user’s queries and delivering results constructed based on 
similarities between keywords and the contents of Internet sources (Jerath et al., 2014).   
Ranking is a very renowned search engine technique that delivers results to users 
based on multiple methods, such as Click-Through Ranking (CTR) (Wing et al., 2004) ,  
Recency Ranking (RR) (Dong et al., 2010), Item Popularity Ranking (IPR) (Vojnovic et 
al., 2009) , and so forth.  Moreover, these ranking techniques are further refined 
accordingly to provide search results according to users’ location (shaikh and Kharat, 
2015), situation, time, trust and relevance (Metzler et al., 2009), and domain specific 
ranking of documents (Aleman-Meza et al., 2010).   
Another popular technique is the Tagging of web contents, either by the system or 
users on the Internet can be found in the work of (Golder and Huberman, 2006), 
(Macgregor and McCulloch, 2006), (Lamere, 2008), (Siersdorfer et al., 2009) and (Cai 
and Li, 2010) (see section 2.3.2.4).  Behaviour analysis of search results (Agichtein et al., 
2006), (Hannak et al., 2013), service providers and users on the Internet (Lichy, 2011) 
influence Search Engines Optimization (SEO) on search results such as: Generic Search 
Results (GSR) (Collins-Thompson et al., 2011), Organic Search Results (OSR) (Ratliff 
and Rubinfeld, 2014), Branded Search Results (BSR) (Rutz and Bucklin, 2011), and Paid 
Search Results (PSR) (Laffey, 2007) (see section 2.4.4.1). 
Search engines can be considered as a discipline of their own.  This is explained by 
the wide range of services, techniques and business models that are used to support search 
engine services financially in e-Commerce, online marketing, and search engine 
optimization techniques that targets business partners as a source of income and so forth 
(Google-SEO, 2010).  The combination of these elements in any search engine is the 
criteria to a successful delivery of search Results.  In this section we would like to 
highlight some of the corner stones of some of the search engines that deliver search 
results, to consider a criterion such as efficiency and relevance and so forth in search 
results. We will also provide criteria to evaluate any search engine performance and 
compare it to our way of delivering search results.  Like all solutions in CS and IS, the 
basic concept of search engines was to help solve some of the many problems of 




techniques to ease the process of Information Retrieval from the Internet based on user’s 
queries.  We cannot deny that search engines helped a lot and have advanced a lot so far.  
A series of intensive work can be seen in the area of search engines.  For Instance, 
research on Search engines started with the Problem of primitive keyword matching and 
proceeded to many problem domains such as (Ranking of search results in Recency 
Ranking of search results based on time, location, events and so forth, Precession in 
search results, Accuracy in search results, Relevance in search results) (Dong et al., 2010) 
.  Moreover, to provide accurate search results, search engines used techniques from the 
domain of RSs, which were developed in the domain of e-commerce in order to allow 
maximum relevance in search results to users’ queries. 
On the other hand, most research in the domain of search engines and their 
techniques indicates that Information Retrievals from the Internet is exacerbated by either 
excessive amount of search engine results or caused by the combination of search engine 
techniques  Thus, many researchers believe that a lot must be done in this area in order 
to remedy some of  the problems encountered in search results (Seymour et al., 2011). 
2.4.2 HISTORY OF SEARCH ENGINES 
The development of search engines began in early 90s to help users on the internet 
to find information sources.  A group of CS students at McGill University developed the 
first tool “Archie” a UNIX commend line program that collects/downloads data files from 
a file transfer Protocol (FTP) directories into a DB of hundreds of systems (Archie, 1990).  
Main functionality of Archie allowed users to search huge directories of indexed sites.  
Indexing websites at that time was an easy task to perform and manage, thus Archie did 
not provide the users with a query technique to search for information.  However, the 
web continues to grow and the indexing process became a tedious task (Wright, 1998).  
Likewise, “Gopher” was developed at University of Minnesota in 1991.  An indexer 
and a menu system which attempted to distribute searches and simplify the retrieval of 
documents.  It allowed to select items from the menu and customize them. and text 
organisation into hierarchies, user friendly and supported simple graphical UI.  
Furthermore, provided a limited access to the system administrator. (GoodGopher, 1991). 
In 1992 Gopher, utilised Veronica and Jughead tools to discover information on the 




names and titles.  Two main functionalities of Veronica and Jughead: 1) keyword search 
that runs an ad-hoc process to create new menus based on user queries to deliver 
customized Gopher menu.  2) limit the search to single server to build indexing DB 
(netlingo, 1995).  
Attempts to improve the performance of search engines advanced with the growth of 
the web.  since 1993 many search engines surfaced to deliver certain features and solve 
some problems of existing search engines.  A range of techniques were utilised in the 
process of enhancing search engine results.  For example,  Oscar Nierstrasz wrote a Perl 
Script that periodically mirrored the websites into a standard format catalogue 
(Nierstrasz, 1996).  Similarly, between 1993 and 1995 Mathew Gray developed 
“Wanderer “ a robot like Perl-based script, used to generate an index named ‘wandex’ 
and measure the size of the World Wide Web (WWW) (Wanderer, 1993-1995) .  AliWeb 
is another search engine allowed users to submit indexed file locations on their websites, 
and permitted them to add user scripts (AliWeb, 1997)  The difference between the two 
search engines was that one used an indexing technique and the other waited for 
recognition by website owners. 
JumpStation developed an UI web robot indexer to run their query program and was 
the first resource-discovery tool that crawled, indexed, and searched the web 
(JumpStation, 1993).  In 1994, the first WebCrawler is a full text web-based Crawler 
allowed keyword level query that gives the users the freedom to search any webpage by 
keywords. Onwards keyword query technique became a standard technique in every 
search engine (WebCrawler, 1994) .   
Lycos a commercial search engine was the first profitable internet businesses and 
web portals that featured email server, web hosting and social networking (Lycos, 1994).  
Whereas, in 1995 Daniel Dreilinger developed the first algorithm based Meta-Crawler 
that allowed to crawl 20 search engines and directories in parallel.   
Gradually, search engines started to mine crawled contents in order to enhance search 
results.  In 1996, HotBot utilised Inkomi a database and directory (HotBot, 1996).  
AltaVista was the first search engine that used a natural language processing algorithm 
(Chowdhury, 2003) .  Yahoo later operated upon web directories rather than full-text 




Many search engines were established between 1996 to 2001, and some survived for 
a year or two, whilst others survived little bit longer (Seymour et al., 2011). In 1998, 
Microsoft released MSN Search, which provided search results based on Inktomi and 
later in 1999 combined their techniques and based results on Looksmart and AltaVista.  
In 2004, Microsoft utilised web crawler “msnbot” in the search process (MsnBot, 2015).  
Microsoft made a final transmission in 2009 and launched their final product, MSN 
Search, which is now known as Bing (Bing, 2009). 
Google which was established in 2000 is currently pioneering search engine services 
because it utilised PageRank algorithm which had a revolutionary impact on the 
advancements of search engines.  The ranking algorithm ranked search results based on 
website ranking and their connection to other website.  Thus, ranking search results 
become a basic technique in current search engines (Grehan, 2002), (Brin and Page, 
1998).   
Currently, Google is used by 1 billion and 100 million visitor p/m  and ranked first 
among search engines. Bing, with 350 thousand visitor p/m ranked second best search 
engine, and Yahoo, with 300 thousand visitor p/m ranked third best search engine 
(eBizMBA, 2015).  These three commercial search engines gained popularity because 
they dazzled users with their simplicity, user friendly interfaces, speed and wide spread 
all over the world (Fabos, 2005).  There are other domain specific search engines such as 
tourism web portals that focus on online tourism services, and particular types of search 
engines known as Personalized Content Discovery portals that deliver services based on 
the user role on the system. 
Bradford and Marshall research was concerned by the increasing number of 
published webpages (Bradford and Marshall, 1999a).  Research results indicates that in 
the past two decades the number of webpages increased from one million to 800 million 





2.4.3 SEARCH ENGINES TECHNIQUES 
2.4.3.1 SEARCH ENGINES OPTIMIZATION 
Statistics indicates that both the number of websites and user on the internet 
continually growing (InternetLiveStats, 2016).  The transformation of many services into 
web-based, e-commerce and e-marketing was one of the reasons that made users become 
solely dependent on information on internet.  Consequently, users find it easier, more 
efficient and fast to retrieve information from the internet.  Hence, search engines became 
a primary method to search and allocate information on the internet.   
To meet user expectations, search engines continue to develop new techniques to 
enhance search performance and results (Seymour et al., 2011).  According to studies on 
Web Information Retrieval systems (WIRS), search engines help minimize information 
retrieval problems and can also help in discovering new websites or contents on the 
Internet (Schmidt-Maenz and Koch, 2006). 
Some of the commonly used techniques in search engines to deliver services to 
business partners/clients (who deliver services to information seekers/ users) are business 
model Pay-Per-Click (PPC) that allowed a certain extent of information discovery on the 
internet.  PPC technique increased the possibility of finding people, products, companies, 
and so forth on the internet.  Google Ad word, Yahoo and Bing utilised PPC to help 
advertise certain information/service to clients by reserving a container that display poster 
or video that link to external sources as search results (GoogleAds, 2000), 
(YellBUSINESS, 2016) (WEBCREATIONUK, 2005) (Bing-ads, 2016).  
Furthermore, PPC technique also attempted to included ranking of search results to 
improve users’ experience on the internet and deliver personalised search results (Su et 
al., 2010). 
The work of Anderson and Cheng investigates the possibility of combining models 
of ads rank and performance of hospitality related keyword searchers in paid searches 
(Anderson and Cheng, 2014).  This research studies the behaviour of search engine results 
and ranking techniques by analysing the user queries, search engine ranking and service 




keyword searches from the domain of SEO solutions, which aimed to remove bias search 
results ranking by estimating keyword bidding performance.  
Therefore, Anderson and Cheng proposed creating a framework model that will 
consist of: 
 An estimation of click-through ads,  
 A click function model which utilises binary logit model to estimate the click 
behaviour,  
 a rank function which assigns a slot to selected ads,  
 a joint probability function to accurately model click-through ranking, 
advertisers’ ads,  
 an estimation of the joint probability function which uses traditional 
maximum likelihood, and  
 tests the model fit and parameter estimates. 
This was to develop a consumer click-through model based upon the prior described 
proposal.  Furthermore, the proposed approach will help in the untangling of advertisers’ 
characteristics search specifics and advertisers’ behaviour to determine individual impact 
upon CTR.  The model was experimented on data sets collected from a Chinese search 
engine and the collected data described: 
 users’ involvement is searching for information on the internet, 
 information about advertisers’ hospitality services, and  
 prices and users’ click-through ads (Anderson and Cheng, 2014).  
2.4.3.2 RANKING OF SEARCH RESULTS 
Ranking search results is another method which addressed modern information 
retrieval problems on the internet.  Search engines employ ranking techniques and 
algorithms to deliver refined search results based on certain criteria and situations such 
as time, location and so forth.  Furthermore, search engines also re-rank search results to 
provide relevance, accuracy, and precision in search results.  Research in the domain of 
search engines mainly aimed at improving search engines performance in the process of 
information retrieval on the internet.  Although ranking techniques aimed to remedy some 
of search engines retrieval problems, it also participated in modern IO on the internet.  
Hence, the discourse in this section discuss some distinctive attempts that participated in 




Ranking in search engines also depends on profiling both user and information 
sources on the internet.  Hence, search engines crawls the web to index information 
sources, and store the collected information in structured DBs (Page et al., 1999).  Other 
attempts utilised data sets collected from large volumes of Web query. (Collins-
Thompson et al., 2011).  Some re-ranking algorithm is tested on public dataset 
ODP239 and a real search result dataset collected from commercial search engines 
such as Google (Burges et al., 2005) (Lin et al., 2010). 
Ranking techniques were investigated and utilised by researchers to control the 
performance of search engines, solve some of the problems such as excessive amount of 
them, relevance, accuracy and consistency in search results to deliver refined search 
results.  Variety of approaches were followed to improve ranking techniques in search 
engines.  Page et al. attempts to understand users’ role in the process of ranking search 
results (Page et al., 1999).  Likewise, Chidlovskii et al. analyse users profiles in online 
communities to deliver ranking results based on users and communities (Chidlovskii 
et al., 2000).   
Recent investigation on the role of users in the process of ranking techniques 
attempts to understand the behaviour and personality of users on the internet.  
Agichtein et al. also investigates users’ behaviour and experience when searching 
information on the internet (Agichtein et al., 2006).  Whereas, Collins-Thompson et 
al. investigates methods to combine personality information and reading level to re-
rank search results (Collins-Thompson et al., 2011).  relativity calculation of keywords 
model (Chidlovskii et al., 2000) and Markov’s chain random model (Lin et al., 2010). 
Research on ranking techniques took into account types of information users seek on 
the internet.  Hence, Dong et al. investigates problems of documents ranking in search 
results to deliver relevance in search results based recency ranking (Dong et al., 2010).  
Zhao et al. extends the investigation to understand the role of modern technologies and 
web 2.0 tools (i.e. social networks and other social intensive environment on the internet) 
role in the process of ranking search results (Zhao et al., 2011a).  Research attempts to 
enhance ranking techniques considered diversification in search results as an important 
aspect in search results.  Hence, Lin et al. investigates redundancy in top ranked search 





Clustering search results is another approach to refine search results.  Wen et al. 
attempts to control modern IO by investigating methods to clustering techniques of users’ 
queries and precision in frequently asked questions (Wen et al., 2001).  Wen et al. extends 
the investigation on clustering techniques to include information discovery of popular 
topics on the internet and short length queries in the process of data discovery (Wen et 
al., 2002).  Furthermore, Zhang and Dong investigates methods to improve existing 
clustering techniques of ranked search results (Zhang and Dong, 2004).  Whereas, Zeng 
et al. investigates problems of current clustering techniques that influence the speed of 
information exploration of search results (Zeng et al., 2004).  Research on clustering 
ranked results also took into account possibility to cluster websites in order to narrow 
down search results.  Carpineto et al.  investigates the possibility to develop web 
clustering technique with regards to acquisition and pre-processing of search results 
(Carpineto et al., 2009). 
Relevance of retrieved information denotes how well information retrieval tools 
understood information seekers information needs. Furthermore, it involves both 
information seeker and information sources in the since of time, subject, ownership 
and so forth.  Hence, research in the domain of information retrieval systems heavily 
relay on delivering maximum relevance in retrieved information.  in search engines. 
relevance of search results is a crucial factor that directly involves modern IO on the 
internet.  Hence, many researchers were focused on investigating methods to maintain 
relevance in search results.  Järvelin and Kekäläinen research investigates ranking 
techniques to major relevance degrees in search results (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 
2000).  Borlund research investigates relevance measures to include multidimensional 
and dynamic nature of relevance in IR context (Borlund, 2003).   
Some other attempts to enhance ranking techniques belong machine learned 
ranking which are semi-supervised or fully dependent in the process of ranking search 
results.  Burges et al. attempts to enhance ranking techniques involves utilising 
Gradient Descent algorithm that utilise learning models in ranking functions (Mason 
et al., 2000, Burges et al., 2005).  Yong et al. investigates approaches to machine 
learning algorithms of ranking techniques to deliver relevance based ranking of search 




Recent attempts to investigate the role of ranking techniques in search results 
considered commercial search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Bing.  Su et al . 
research analyse Google ranking algorithm and design (Su et al., 2010).  Similarly, 
Beel and Gipp based their investigation of Google’s ranking algorithm to understand 
how google delivers ranked results to the users (Beel and Gipp, 2009). 
The outcome of the intensive research in the domain of both ranking techniques and 
search engines suggested range of solutions.  These solutions aimed to either improve the 
performance of search engines by utilising ranking techniques to deliver refined search 
results or improve ranking techniques to deliver re-ranked search results.  
Page et al. proposed a PageRank technique that provides methods to measure the 
rating of Web pages objectively and mechanically through human interest and attention.  
Page et al. attempted to address users’ decision making when viewing web pages on the 
internet (Page et al., 1999). 
Chidlovskii et al. suggested a ranking algorithm can secure certain level of 
relevance of search results based on users and their community profiles.  Furthermore, 
the ranking algorithm can run in any context where users’ involvement is required in 
online communities.  moreover, it allows implicitly or explicitly re-weighting profile 
terms to enhance the relevance in search results.  Thus, the proposed system 
architecture can be utilised by both RSs and meta-search engines to provide refined 
search results to users on the internet.  The figure 2.5 below provides an overview of 






FIGURE 2.5 MAIN ELEMENTS OF THE RE-RANKING ALGORITHM PROPOSED IN 
(CHIDLOVSKII ET AL., 2000). 
More modern solutions which involved users on the internet can be found in the work 
of Agichtein et al. which suggested to incorporate user behaviour in the process of 
ranking web searches.  Furthermore, utilised implicit users’ feedback model into the 
ranking process (Agichtein et al., 2006). 
The concept of re-ranking of ranked search results can be found in the work of 
Collins-Thompson et al. which aimed to deliver personalised web search results based on 
general users reading level and in particular children. Hence, the suggested approach 
adjust ranking to match children’s competence level and needs.  Moreover, the proposed 
solution involved UI design, content filtering, and results presentation techniques and 
estimation of user proficiency (Collins-Thompson et al., 2011).  
Dong et al. proposed a retrieval system that automatically detect and responds to 
search queries that delivers ranked search results based relevance to recent activities in 
real life such as breaking news is dependent on effectiveness of retrieval technique.  Thus, 
evaluate queries sensitivity using a high precision classifier.  Moreover, the collected data 
is processed by machine learned ranking model and several features to provide temporal 
evidence to represent document recency (Dong et al., 2010). 
Zhao et al. proposed new search ranking algorithm based on clustering webpages 




Thus, combine the contents of the web pages and the social annotations, then clusters the 
web pages and the corresponding tags and user interests when delivering search results 
(Zhao et al., 2011a).   
Lin et al. proposed a novel re-ranking algorithm: “DATAR” based on 
GRASSHOPPER (Zhu et al., 2007) a framework that model and absorb random wakes.  
The results indicated that the DATAR algorithm outperforms GRASSHOPPER, by 
insuring diversity when re-ranking internet search results (Lin et al., 2010). 
Wen et al. suggested a new clustering approach of similar queries according to their 
contents, and the feasibility of an automatic tool to detect FAQs.  Hence, utilised user 
logs to count user’s clicks of a document, times of retrieval the same document from 
different queries, count times the document was selected and terms similarity in users’ 
queries (Wen et al., 2001).  The extended work of Wen et al. suggested to utilise data 
discovery and combine it keyword approach in the process of delivering search results 
(Wen et al., 2002). 
Zhang and Dong proposed a novel approach that combined key phrase discovery 
technique and orthogonal clustering to automate the organization of web search results 
into groups and generate hierarchal clusters of search results as semantically interpreted 
(Zhang and Dong, 2004).  Whereas, Zeng et al. suggested to restructure clustering process 
by extracting and ranking salient phrases as candidate cluster names, based on a 
regression model learned from human labelled training data (Zeng et al., 2004).  
Web Clustering engines are useful in order to narrow users search results and, as 
many other uses of clustering in information management, would definitively alleviate 
IO.  Another distinctive work in the domain of search results clustering is the work of 
Carpineto et al. proposed a cluster based search engine that will process acquired and pre-
processed search results in addition to core system specification to enhance existing 
cluster based ranking of search results (Carpineto et al., 2009). 
Relevance in search results is a crucial factor in the process of ranking search engine 
results and internet searches in general; thus, the definition of relevance and its levels or 
degrees differs when deciding whether ranking techniques are successful or not.  Hence, 




relevance judgements in IR process to guarantee highly relevant documents retrieval.  
Thus, insure:  
 a novel application of P-R curves and average precision computations based 
on separate recall bases for documents of different degrees of relevance, and 
 two novel measures computing the cumulative gain the user obtains by 
examining the retrieval result up to a given ranked position (Järvelin and 
Kekäläinen, 2000). 
Whereas, proposed to study multiple faces of relevance concept in IR on the internet 
to identify different concepts of relevance.  Thus, Borlund also paid attention to the 
situational relevance concept which is considered as the most realistic type of user 
relevance from its potential dynamic nature (Borlund, 2003).   
Users are aware that search engines can provide them with their preferred method of 
viewing huge collections of information.  Furthermore, search engines apply a variety of 
techniques to label highly ranked web pages and make them visible to people.  Thus, 
ranking web pages gained priority as a technique of refining search results.  
Burges et al. proposed RankNet that is based on machine learned ranking algorithm 
(Gradient Descent ) and utilised probabilistic cost function (Burges et al., 2005).  
Similarly, Yong et al. used machine learning approaches such as Graph Neural Network 
(GNN) to successfully discover Google, and other search engine’s, ranking algorithm 
(Yong et al., 2008).   
Su et al. extended the investigation on Google’s ranking techniques because its 
influence the way users access information on the internet.  Hence, suggested to combine 
linear learning models and recursive partitioning ranking scheme to deliver high accuracy 
in search results (Su et al., 2010). 
Ranking techniques of commercial search engines cannot be completely revealed to 
the public, because they remain the business secrets.  Researches can only guess how 
Google’s ranking works, using experiments and experiences.  Several researchers have 
analysed Google’s ranking algorithm, using different methods.  Su et al. claimed that the 
proposed technique in their work can reveal Google’s ranking function.  This can be 
considered a step forward in the discovery of commercial search engine ranking 




Beel and Gipp, experimental work studied of Google Scholar and investigated the 
interrelationship between an article’s citation count and its position in Google Scholar.  
Furthermore, Beel and Gipp conducted second experiment to test whether further patterns 
existed in how rankings interrelate with citation counts.  The outcome of the research 
indicated that range ranking algorithms were applied to deliver search results.  (Beel and 
Gipp, 2009).  
The avalanche of information on the internet added more pressures on search engines 
and overloaded information seekers/users on the internet unintentionally with unrequired 
IO.  Consequently, this indicates that users are far from being satisfied with search 
engines that created excessive amount of search results.   
Hence, Glut and smug of information became common phrases accompanied 
excessive amount of search engines results.  The research community complained that 
glut and smug of information is the consequence of the open environment enabled by 
web 2.0 tools to users and rapid development of networking techniques on the internet 
(Denning, 2006), (Shenk, 1998), (Fox, 1998).  Therefore, finding information became a 
tedious task to both service provides and users on the internet.  Abundance of search 
engines results forced the users to only focus on viewing top listed results or the first page 
of search results.  Consequently, relevant and good quality resources are pushed back to 
the following pages are rarely viewed by information seekers/users.   
Hence, ranking techniques used in search engines created unintentional IO to the 
users by delivering important sources of information with less relevance to users’ queries.  
Zhao et al. argues that basing ranking algorithms on the collection of data on relationships 
or links between user query and web pages is the beginning of search engine failure to 
deliver search results.   
Although both the research community and service providers/search engines on the 
internet attempted to solve information retrieval problems to reduce IO.  However, it is 
evident that IO manifests with changing technology, information seekers/users and the 
way information is generated on the internet.  Hence, it is still arguable that information 
retrieval problem such as (relevance, ranking, accuracy and so forth) that occupied 3 
decades of intensive research to deliver information to information seekers will continue 
to recur because both the characteristics of information seekers, and information on the 




Thus, Thus, some of the common problems of information retrieval in general and 
search engines such as relevance of search results cannot be ignored. Furthermore, degree 
and level of relevance should always be determined by users’ queries. i.e. by keywords 
that are given by the user and then converted in a “query” by a search engine (Borlund, 
2003) (Schmidt-Maenz and Koch, 2006).  Furthermore, it is important to strike balance 
between relevance and diversity in internet searches as discussed in (Chidlovskii et al., 
2000) and (Lin et al., 2010).  
To sum up, according to the discussed topics in this section information retrieval 
problem on the internet can be minimised by enforcing relevance measures in the process 
of ranking search engine results delivered to information seekers/users.  Commercial 
search engines’ (Google, Yahoo and Bing) ranking algorithms are very difficult to discern 
due to the utilisation of multiple methods in the process of ranking. In addition to ranking 
techniques, search engines also use layered filtering of search results, the combination of 
multiple filtering techniques that can vary from simple ranking algorithms to complex 
ranking algorithms that consist of many techniques and models to refine search results.  
Hence, the research community can only build assumptions based on the observation of 
search results and examine their own ranking techniques and experiments to improve the 





2.4.4 USER SEARCH BEHAVIOUR ON THE INTERNET 
The discussion in the previous section attempted to cover distinctive work in the 
domain of search engines and its advancements in the past 2 decades.  It also itemised 
common problems of search engines, and the role of two intensively used techniques in 
the process of refining search engines results (search engine optimization and ranking 
technique).  The previous section slightly mentioned the role of information seekers/users 
in the process of developing new methods that either solve information retrieval problems 
or enhance the performance of search engines when delivering search results to 
information seekers/users on the internet.   
Hence, this section will discuss the influence of user behaviour on the internet and 
user SB in relation to search engines in general.  The discourse in this section highlights 
some problems, proposed solutions of how users participate in generating excessive 
amount of information on the internet.  The discussion in this section itemise range of 
problems of users on the internet which may not exist in current situations.  However, 
they describe a sequence of events in the process of enhancing search engines and their 
techniques and attempts to model either search engine techniques or user SB on the 
internet.  
According to many investigations, information seekers/ users are the main factors of 
the success of any service on the internet.  Therefore, many attempts to improve internet 
services investigates the role of information seekers/users in the process of service 
enhancement and delivery.  Hence, to understand User Behaviour (UB) both researchers 
and service providers are mostly dependent on “what happened in the past”.  Such 
information can be found in system log (Hansson, 2015), user query log (Beitzel et al., 
2004), user activity sessions which are an ideal source of information and cannot be 
ignored in current information retrievals on the internet (Su and Chen, 2015).   
Search engines, RSs and their techniques, and other information retrieval systems on 
the internet (Seymour et al., 2011) were developed to improve information presentation, 
retrieval and delivery of search results based on information seeker/users queries.  
Therefore, search engines utilised many techniques to deliver search results based on 





2.4.4.1 TOWARDS CYBERPSYCHOLOGY 
Psychology, as the study of mind and behaviour (BPS, 2000-2015), has many 
branches, such as Human Mind, Brain Functions (Leont'eva, 1974), (Lomov, 1982), 
Behaviour (Harré and Secord, 1973), (Potter and Wetherell, 1987) Perception (Dember, 
1960), and is further split into more focused studies, such as Cognition (Meichenbauma, 
1977), Personality (Stagner, 1937), (Sanford, 1950), (Endler and Magnusson, 1976) and 
Social Behaviour (Sherif, 1936), to mention just a few.  Psychology is a discipline, which 
has developed through the centuries.  However, the latest advances in science and 
technology, which have affected our lives in the last 10 years, have brought forward 
“Cyberspaces Psychology”, which studies how human minds interact with each other and 
“machines” in cyberspaces, where people can communicate with each other via 
Cybertechnology (Suler, 1996), (Riva and Galimberti, 2001), (Piazza and Bering, 2009), 
(Attrill, 2015).  They study the mental states of users of cyberspaces, their interactions 
and communication methods and their willingness to meet other users through the 
availability of social spaces (Shields and Kane, 2011). 
It is evident that computer technologies on the internet created tangled 
multidisciplinary Sciences.  Hence, it is difficult to distinguish bounders in technologies 
used by Businesses, Education, Healthcare, and users of these technologies and services 
on the internet.  Therefore, psychologists extended the discourse on UB to include UB 
On the Internet.  It is worth mentioning that whenever a group of researchers extend their 
research to cross disciplines, they base current research on previous findings in certain 
domains.  Hence, almost many of UB investigation on the internet is influenced by UB 
studies from the domain of psychology.  
Some of the heavily studied topics in Cyberpsychology is the impact of Online Social 
Networks (SN) (Hampton et al., 2011).  There are numerous publications that investigate 
the relationship of SNs usage to mental diseases such as depression (Banjanin et al., 
2015), low self-esteem (Brewer and Kerslake, 2015), social isolation (Hamptona et al., 
2011), negative relationships (Knight, 2015), fear of missing out (BBC, 2015), sleep 
deprivation (Lynette et al., 2015), addictive behaviour (Andreassen, 2015), eating 




(Barkley, 2014), anxiety disorders (Indian and Grieve, 2014),and ostracism in cyberspace 
(Birchmeier et al., 2011). 
One of the heavily influenced research areas with psychology is artificial intelligence 
which models human behaviour in the process of developing different types of machines 
and robot (Gobet and Ereku, 2016).  However, it is still not clear so far how psychology 
research on UB influences the development and improvement of online services.   
Studies of behaviourism are very important in the context of Cyberpsychology. 
because it allows to understand and analyse causes, purposes, actions, impact and 
outcomes of HB and systems on the internet.  Hence, HB on cyberspaces was extended 
to investigate information seekers/users in domains like healthcare, e-commerce, 
education, and so forth.  Hence, the next section will discuss some of the existing 
research in the area of information seekers/users role in both information retrievals, 
information presentation, IO, and information influence in improving search engines 
results. 
2.4.4.2 MANIPULATING USER BEHAVIOUR IN CYBERSPACE 
The previous section provided the reader with an overview of psychological studies 
which attempted to understand UB.  Furthermore, the discussion in the previous section 
also introduced new research discipline “Cyberspaces” as consequence of science and 
technology advancements that investigates the psychology of information seekers/ users 
on cyberspaces.   
UB literature is very wide and includes human SB in general.  However, this research 
is only interested in UB research on information seekers/ users SB on the internet.  The 
research on User Behaviour (UB) on the internet began in late 90s.  Early attempts 
focused on identifying users search behaviour (SB) on the internet (Bradford and 
Marshall, 1999b).  Hence, Bradford and Marshall proposed to create a catalogue that 
classifies the contents of the web contents based on topic of interest and allowed users to 
view indexed data sets.  Bessonov et al., proposed to allow users to create their own 
catalogue to enable faster information retrieval (Bessonov et al., 1999).. 
This section will discuss some of the attempts that investigates the role of 




retrieval.  Furthermore, discuss the role of both service providers and information 
seekers/ users in generating excessive amount of information on the internet.  this section 
gives examples of general aspects of UB on the internet and focus on information 
retrievals (search engines, RSs, other information retrieval systems on the internet).  the 
discourse in this section also highlights some attempts to personalise retrievals (Khapre 
and Chandramohan, 2011) from the internet based on users’ interest, activities, 
relationships and profiles created by information retrieval systems and social intensive 
environment on the internet.  
To investigate UB on the internet, researchers and service providers mostly utilise 
various data sources such as Data Mining (WDM) techniques for data discovery on the 
internet (Masand and Spiliopoulou, 2003), system logs (Bradford and Marshall, 1999a) 
(Benevenuto et al., 2009) and (Su and Chen, 2015), service logs (Younger, 2010) and 
query logs (Beitzel et al., 2004) to extract data about both the system and users.  An 
alternative method to extract information seekers/users is to utilise user profiling models 
(Li, 2012) to collect users demographic data (Benevenuto et al., 2009), sessions of 
activities in social intensive communities on the internet (session start/end time, user 
login certificate, click-through activities, queries and so forth) (Jerath et al., 2014) and 
also include (viewing members’ profiles, subscriptions to communities, 
posting/commenting on topics, and the frequency of online application usage) (Su and 
Chen, 2015) and cookies which are used to allow users to access online services and at 
the same time collect clients’ information (Boland et al., 2015).  Furthermore, SB models 
(Khapre and Chandramohan, 2011) and search engine logs that contains records of users’ 
(clicks, queries, views, demographic data, and other system related statistics).  It also 
describes users involvement in discussions, which may improve the recommendations of 
services/products based on users’ opinion (Hansson, 2015). 
All these data sources were utilised can help in adding semantics towards the 
understanding of UB in cyberspaces and ultimately discovering the exact SB of 
information seekers/users.  Furthermore, understand usage patterns and explicit or 
implicit given preferences in context discovery to deliver personalised web contents  or 
to deliver user-centric services (Khapre and Chandramohan, 2011).  By collecting user 




these logs and learn about both the user and the search engine behind the activities in 
cyberspaces. 
Researchers interest in understanding UB on the internet and the ways UB is 
analysed depends on the research objectives.  Hence, UB research criteria differs from 
one group to another.  Hence, Benevenuto et al. extracts UB from system logs (search 
queries, profile viewings and friends lists, joined communities, usage of online 
applications and uploaded pictures, viewing patterns, and so forth) in the process of 
investigating UB on SNs (Benevenuto et al., 2009).  Similarly, Schmidt-Maenz and Koch 
extract search keywords from user query logs to analyse user SB (Schmidt-Maenz and 
Koch, 2006).   
Whereas in e-commerce, Han investigates UB to understand information 
seekers/users tendency to search products, filtered information based on product 
information and price and correlation between consumers and product based consumers 
groups classification model from Coushing and Douglas-Tate (Coushing and Douglas-
Tate, 1985). (Han, 2005).   
Likewise, Beitzel et al. investigates possible methods to utilise large query logs to 
understand user changing interest of popular topics (Beitzel et al., 2004).  Whereas, Spink 
and Jansen based their research on data collected from other research groups investigates 
web search and users SB to examine public SB, highlight trending search topics, growth 
and development of human interaction on search engines (Spink and Jansen, 2004).  
Hence the research on UB on the internet in general resulted into developing 
behaviour models that collects UB based on set criteria to help both researchers and 
service providers in the process of improving information presentation, delivery of 
products and services on the internet, enhancement of search engines results and RSs 
recommendations. 
Researchers also developed measurement criteria that can be beneficial in 
understanding UB on the internet.  Schmidt-Mänz and Koch investigation of users usage 
patterns, frequency of using services in cyberspaces, time spent on particular tasks, and 
sequence of activities participated in developing UB prediction model in Cyberspaces 




Gyarmati and Trinh’s developed a measurements framework to observe UB and 
activities on NSs enabled them to collect multiple users’ behaviour at a given time 
(Gyarmati and Trinh, 2010).  Similarly, Li build searching behaviour analysis model on 
a multi-agent intelligent technology that will automatically build user profiles to 
understand the users' interests to deliver tailored services (Li, 2012). 
Tan investigates the effectiveness of User Interest Model (UIM) which aimed to 
deliver personalised search results solve IO in search results.  Hence, deliver relevant 
knowledge for different users, and allow users to enjoy the knowledge without wasting a 
lot of energy and time on handling online services (Tan, 2013).   
Schmidt-Maenz and Koch investigates UB Web Information Retrieval Systems 
(WIRS) (Lycos) that utilised keywords in users’ queries to deliver information to 
information seekers/users on the internet.   
Short et al. proposed a model that will collect data about users’ behaviour in online 
environment.  The proposed model will also gather information about interventions to 
characterise user experience.  Figure 2.6 below shows the main components of the 
proposed model. (Short et al., 2015). 
 
FIGURE 2.6 USER ENGAGEMENT MODEL PROPOSED IN (SHORT ET AL., 
2015). 
In e-commerce, Corbitt et al. investigates WWW business to clients (B2C) 
commercial services to identify key factors related to trust in the B2C context, interaction 




usage (Corbitt et al., 2003).  Likewise, Mohbeya and Thakura investigates the role of 
merging Mobile e-commerce in users everyday life (Mohbeya and Thakura, 2015).     
Whereas, Junghans et al. investigates issues of complex behaviour of online services 
that require multiple interactions with users, such as inputs and previous actions on the 
web.  Furthermore, attempt to understand the role of business models to deliver 
recommendations based on relevant online services to the users (Junghans et al., 2012).   
Furthermore, Singer et al. investigates successful and unsuccessful user SB to 
characterise users, distinguish between simple and complex search tasks and to develop 
simple measures to describe task complexity (Singer et al., 2012).  Whereas, March and 
Simon argued that it is impossible to define complex search task in literature.  However, 
there is a definition of objective behaviour of the user conducting the search task (March 
and Simon, 1958), (Shaw, 1971) and subjective behaviour of the level and ability of the 
user to conduct the searching task (Li et al., 2011).  Complex tasks can also be defined as 
the user’s uncertainty of information type, problem solving skills of the user, and domain 
information.  
In e-marketing Smit et al. investigates possible methods to understand Online 
Behavioural Advertising(OBA) and analyse surfing behaviour of users through cookies 
installed in clients’ computers (Smit et al., 2014).  Likewise, Dorčák et al. analyse 
perception of innovation in marketing approaches communication from the perspective 
of the supplier and consumer (Dorčák et al., 2015). 
UB on the internet studies also investigated entertainment services such as video 
hosting websites which is heavily used by different types of information seekers/users. 
Chen et al. investigates online viewing/hosting of video platforms, to understand users’ 
tendency to quit the video before it ends or quit before viewing the video.  This to reduce 
pressure on platforms resources (Chen et al., 2015).  Similarly, Boland et al., investigate 
online music libraries and user engagement level to address retrieval problems of 
excessive amounts of music tracks in an online retrieval system (Boland et al., 2015). 
UB investigation can also be found in the domain of stock markets.  Nardo et al., 
investigate the influence of news on the financial market and consequence of 
technology and information available on the internet on degree of influence they have 




Whereas, another group of researchers’ investigation of UB belongs to the domain 
of social intensive environment on the internet.  Benevenuto et al. investigates and 
analyse SNs system logs to understand the social activities of users on SNs to identify 
usage patterns of all activities on the platform, sessions length which indicate diverse 
activities, and self-loops in all activities (Benevenuto et al., 2009).  Gyarmati and Tuan 
investigated ways to measure user activities and usage patterns in SNs (Gyarmati and 
Trinh, 2010).  Whereas, Nazir et al. characterised the usage of SN based applications and 
dynamics (Nazir et al., 2008).  Gjoka et al. analysed the usage properties of available 
applications based on daily active users (Gjoka et al., 2008), Chun et al.’s explored user 
activity on Cyworld (Chun et al., 2008).  Many other studies compared graphical 
interactions and established social connections.  Cha et al., studied UB in user generated 
content video systems (Cha et al., 2007), Mislove et al. analysed the topological 
properties of SNs based on the real world measurements (Mislove et al., 2007).   
Lops et al. investigate the role of SNs in proliferation of IO and possibility of 
utilising CBF in RSs to extract user profiles to analyse user interests (Lops et al., 
2011a).  similarly, Gao et al. investigates the strong correlation between the personality 
and personal preference of users on the internet for possible methods to enhance RSs 
with personal preferences (Gao et al., 2013b).  Gao et al., further extends their work 
to investigate problems of search engines to find possible method to reduce IO (Gao 
et al., 2013a). 
Finding from UB investigation does not require to develop any Solution.  They may 
exist to provide evaluation of existing systems, or investigate problems and gaps in 
existing systems.  Hence, investigation results varies depending on research objectives.  
Researchers that aimed to enhance information presentation, information retrievals and 
deliver improved services can be found in the work of Corbitt et al. who proposed a 
framework based on a series of underpinning relationships among trust factors in B2C 
context.  The outcome of this research indicated that people are more likely to purchase 
from the web that provides a high degree of trust.  Hence Corbitt et al. were successful in 
utilising extracted data from system logs (Corbitt et al., 2003).  Tan proposed customised 
UIM that analyse, classify and support knowledge service and collect users personal 




Thus, the proposed approach collects UB when searching the WIRS and analyse 
collected data.  Schmidt-Maenz and Koch research examined the proposed solution in 
four experiments.  The first experiment run algorithmic formula to denote time, 
vocabulary, search queries, to form a dataset and describe the frequency of term 
appearances in a given time.  The second experiment analysed search terms overtime and 
collected number of terms appearance in set period of time.  The third experiment 
regarded information seeker/users information as main factor in the process of defining 
search terms.  Furthermore, this experiment also run term clustering and trending topics 
from the previous experiment.  The last experiment focused on detecting the topics from 
search terms (Schmidt-Maenz and Koch, 2006). 
Research results which participated in characterising UB on the internet and 
information sources can be found in the work of Beitzel et al UB who aimed to deliver 
effectiveness and efficiency in in the process of information retrieval on the internet 
(Beitzel et al., 2004).  Benevenuto et al. investigation helped in identifying two main 
groups of users with distinctive activities on the network: visible interactions and silent 
interaction (Benevenuto et al., 2009).  Li research on UB investigates issues of relevance 
of search results.  Hence, Li UB investigation involved collecting and analysing data of 
information seekers/user search keywords, data from server logs, user session logs of 
downloading and saving information from the internet and time spent on each website 
(Li, 2012).   
Mohbeya and Thakura research indicated that prediction of UB models are useful 
because they allowed defining new services and participated in improving existing ones.  
Furthermore, it can help in managing service infrastructure (Mohbeya and Thakura, 
2015).  Smit et al. research indicated that available knowledge is still insufficient to obtain 
good understanding of this new advertising technique (Smit et al., 2014).   
Whereas in the domain of online entertainment, Dorčák et al. maneged to identify 
direct relationship between suppliers’ activities online and tools used to promote the 
business.  Furthermore, Dorčák et al. proposed a smart streaming strategy to improve the 
overall streaming service.  Firstly, the system will collect user viewing data and, based 
on this data, the system will avoid wasting their resources by predicting user departure 
behaviour (Dorčák et al., 2015).  Whereas, Boland et al. proposed model that analyses 




to understand different user involvement patterns (low to high involvement) (Boland 
et al., 2015). 
The investigation of UB on the internet also included exploring problems in social 
intensive communities which sometimes utilise RSs techniques to recommend 
personalised services to information seekers/ users.  Hence, Lops et al. investigation 
of SNS and CBF aimed to enhance recommendation to information seekers/ users of 
academic research papers based on users’ interests (Lops et al., 2011a).  Whereas, Gao 
et al. proposed a predicting algorithm model that automatically identify personality 
traits in correlation to Social Media contents (Gao et al., 2013b).  Furthermore, Gao et 
al. suggested a user-centric approach that will consider ranking and clustering of 
interfaces to provide users with organised search results and allowed users to 
personalise and organise search results (Gao et al., 2013a). 
Other attempts to study UB investigates the transformation behaviour of 
information seekers/users, the impact of internet technology on topics such as 
phenomenological and new ways of studying existing topics.  Furthermore, point out 
emerging opportunities when using the Internet, such as: 
 The viability of relying on the online population for research sampling 
purposes,  
 The impact of emerging technologies “smartphones”, and  
 The benefits the Internet brings to the research of psychology (Gosling and 
Mason, 2014). 
2.4.5 SUMMARY   
According to Schmidt-Maenz and Koch some of the welcomed results from UB on 
the internet research was to: 
 identify popular search terms. 
 identify existing methods to classify search terms. 
 create a basic classification of search terms.  
 characterise usage of search terms.  
 Possible ways to extract topic clusters in search queries (Schmidt-Maenz 
and Koch, 2006).  
However, although researchers employed variety of techniques to collect data about 




research of UB on the internet did not deliver significant findings to change how search 
engines and RSs interpret and process queries to deliver improved search results or RSs 
recommendations (Schmidt-Maenz and Koch, 2006). 
Li argues that the vast range of information sources on the internet and users’ ability 
to access these information sources at anytime and anywhere did not help users to retrieve 
relevant information; thus, created IO.  Li also argued that IO in these situations can be 
the consequence of information seekers/users inability to clearly define their information 
requirements when searching the internet (Li, 2012).  
Junghans et al. criticised search engines which still use 2 decades old information 
retrieval techniques (syntactic matching of keywords, tagging of services) in the process 
of delivering search results to information seekers/users on the internet.  Consequently, 
current search results do not fulfil information seekers/user information needs (Junghans 
et al., 2012).   
The rapid growth of information on the internet resulted into two things; an 
information-rich environment and IO, both at the same time.  Tan, investigation, argued 
that the huge volumes of data on the internet made obtaining information a tedious task 
(Tan, 2013).  Similarly, Schmidt-Maenz and Koch complains that finding information 
became a tedious task –  many users complain about their inability to find the right 
information at the right time (Schmidt-Maenz and Koch, 2006). 
Lops et al. on the other hand argued that although SNS overload they offered users 
on the internet useful, accurate, and constant up to date information (Lops et al., 
2011a).  However, if service providers do not take into account that  
(a). users may change their mind while searching the Internet and  
(b). they can be distracted at the same time by various browser s and search engine 
functionalities,  
then, it is definite that service providers will not be able to offer a significantly 
different solution to IO in Internet searches.  In other words, if we do not model UB with 
(a) and (b) in mind, then we will not offer anything new in resolving the problem of IO 
in Internet searches. 
Hence, the best approach would be to capture the semantics of the “moment” when 




directly related to this particular search.  It would not be welcome to remember what 
previous searches have brought to the same information seeker/user and insist that their 
semantics remain present in our models.  If we allow for storing “old” semantics from 
previous searches, we will not be able to handle the changes imposed by users: they must 
be able to change their mind! 
This section provided an overview of the history of search engines and the 
development stages they went through.  This helped us in providing information on early 
types of search engines and the categorisation of search engine based on their 
functionalities and techniques.  All these techniques participated in either improving 
search engines’ performances or providing search results based on relevance, accuracy 
or user interests (see section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2).  Furthermore, we extended our investigation 
in this section to understanding the role of semantic search engines that claimed that they 
refine search results to meet the semantics of the environment and user queries.  In section 
2.4.4, we introduced additional types of search engine techniques.  Therefore, in section 
2.4.4.2, we discussed the influence of ranking search results based on recency, time, 
situation and so forth.  We also empirically analysed User behaviour from distinctive 
aspects.  We briefly discussed the research on user behaviour from the point of view of 
psychologists and enriched our analysis with research conducted by CS researchers to 
understand the user behaviour on the Internet. We provided an overview of different 
studies.  From section 2.4.4 to 2.4.4.6, we also discussed the different approaches 
followed by the researchers to conduct their experiments and analysis of specific issues 
in search engines and their techniques.  
The section on search engines and their techniques enriched our research as follows: 
 It provided us with a deep understanding of the role of search engines in 
retrieving information on the Internet. 
 It provided us with a critical analysis of the different techniques used to 
improve the performance of search engines. 
 It provided us with the influence of user behaviour in enhancing search 
engine performance. 
 User behaviour on the Internet can be advantageous in some cases.  For 
example, when collecting data about users’ activities to refine search 
results.  However, the lack of user involvement on the system can also 




The table below summarise some search engines from 1990 to the current date. 
 The discussion in the previous sections is linked to section 2.6.  In this 
section, we discuss the importance of relevance in search results to users 
queries.  The section provides an overview of different attempts to understand 
user queries through system logs, query logs, user involvement and users’ 
activities on the Internet.  
The table below summarise some search engines from 1990 to current. 




Description Publisher Website Year 
Archie Collects/download’s 







Gopher An indexer and a menu 
system that aimed to 
distribute search and 







Veronica Keyword based 
searched for files by 
names and titles 
University of 
Nevada 
Does not exist anymore 1992 
Jughead An ad-hoc based 
process to create new 
menus from user 
queries and present a 
customized Gopher 
menu 
/ Does not exist anymore 1992 









Wanderer Generate index named 
wandex that aimed to 
measure the size of 
WWW 
Massachusett
s Institute of 
Technology 
Does not exist anymore 1993 
to 
1995 
AliWeb Allowed users to 
submit index file 
location on their 
websites, and enabled 








An interface based on 
web robot indexer to 
run their query 
program. First resource 
discovery tool that 
crawled, indexed and 









Text based crawler, a 









Lycos Commercial search 









The first algorithm that 
allowed to search 20 
search engines and 




Does not exist anymore 1995 
Excite   http://msxml.excite.co
m/  
 
The discussion in the previous sections is linked to section 2.6.  in this section we 




an overview of different attempts to understand user queries through system logs, query 
logs, user involvement and user activities on the Internet. 
2.5 THE SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGY 
In “As We May Think” which was published in “The Atlantic Monthly” July 1945 
Vannevar Bush envisioned a mainframe that will deliver to information seekers/users a 
perfect source of information.  An utopia of information reachable and accessible by 
everyone any time.  “The Memex” a personal device that will contain all books, records 
and communications such as storing techniques (microfilm and indexing) to highly 
compact storing (head-mounted compact micro-cameras and voice input devices) (Bush, 
1945).  Bush’s vision was inspired by:  
 the inability of individuals to access information and, 
 scientists’ frustration of not being able to get the desired know from 
traditional libraries.  
Since the publication of Bush’s article, the article became a reference to many 
technological advancements.  Hence, researchers believed that Bush’s article paved the 
road to many inventions.  David M. Levy in his review of Bush’s visionary article argued 
that Bush’s article paved the way to current technologies (in particular the hypertext) and 
it was the road map for many inventions even more than what Bush imagined and the 
correlation of vannevar’s vision and the manifestation of modern IO (Levy, 2007). 
Consequently, many researchers attempted to map current trends in technology to 
the vision of Vannevar Bush to major how far technology advanced and its contribution 
in an ongoing development of technological inventions including cyber infrastructure and 
education (Bush, 1945).  
Early attempts to information retrievals can be found in Gerard Salton group research 
who developed the SMART informational retrieval system “Magic Automatic Retriever” 
that took into account vector space model, Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), Term 
Frequency (TF), term discrimination values, and relevancy feedback mechanisms 
(Salton, 1971).  Ted Nelson created the first project “Xanadu” which aimed to provide a 
network with simple interface to the users.  Late, coined the term “hypertext” (PROJECT-





In 1989 Tim Berner-Lee invented the current World Wide Web (WWW), Tim’s 
eagerness as a scientist at CERN (The European Organization for Nuclear Research) 
encouraged him to develop a method which will allow him and other scientists at CERN 
to share and exchange data among themselves.  Tim’s invention later became the internet 
network that is now shared among all people worldwide.  A proposal was submitted that 
described a combination of technologies.  These technologies included an improved 
vision of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which are the foundation of the current web 
(WorldWideWeb Foundation, 2008 - 2015). 
 
FIGURE 2.7 THE SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGY STACK (SWT-STACK, 2008). 
In 2001 Tim Berner-Lee announced the new web “The Semantic Web”.  A web that 
will allow human and machine interpretations.  A structured and meaningful web that 
will create an environment for computer agents to roam from a page to another and is an 
extension of the current web where information is well defined.  For this to happen SW 
required a structured collection of information and inference rules.  SW vision also aimed 
to provide better knowledge representation which will avoid centralisation technique in 
traditional knowledge representation systems. 
The first attempt to develop SW delivered two technologies: eXtensible Markup 




Resource Description Framework (RDF) that provided methods to express meanings in 
triples.  Hence, triples defined subject, verb and object of a sentence that describes things 
people, objects, websites, and other things on the internet.  Triples were further enhanced 
to include description of properties that defined relationship of triple elements identified 
by a Universal Resource Identifier (URI).  Hence, URIs were used to enable interactions 
with representations in a network such as the WWW.  Whereas, Resource Description 
Framework Schemas (RDFS) provided vocabulary for describing properties of RDF 
resource as depicted in figure 2.8 below.   
 
FIGURE 2.8 THE USE OF RDFS TO DESCRIBE RESOURCE(S) CLASSES AND 
PROPERTIES (W3C-RDFS, 2002). 
Figure 2.8 above illustrated way of using RDFS to describe real world things/objects, 
the classes they belong to and the description of things related to each other (W3C-RDFS, 
2002). 
The Semantic Web Technology (SWT) now is used for variety of reasons.  The huge 
collection of published work that adopted the SWT as technology of choice attempted to 
solve many domain specific problems.  Furthermore, SWT allowed data on the web to be 
defined and linked; thus, used effectively to discover, annotate, integrate and reused 
across various applications on the internet (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). 
Distributed extensibility feature of the SWT allowed to interlink between websites 




SWT can extend the cumulative knowledge on the SW about resources in a distributed 
fashion (Guha et al., 2003). 
Software developers adopted the SWT and its stack to enhance the representation of 
knowledge on the internet.  hence, SWT was utilised across disciples such as education, 
healthcare, travel and tourism online booking interlinked to other services and so forth.  
Gradually, SWT was slowly spreading into other domains such as government, business 
services, life sciences, communication and media, and variety of healthcare services 
(Shadbolt et al.).   
Advantages of utilising SWT is that it can be interpreted by humans and computers 
as the same time. Moreover, it also offered an added value and comparative advantage to 
its users.  SWT developers a very important feature which is interoperability between 
applications available on the Web.  consequently, well know software and platform 
providers pioneered in the adoption of SWT to enhance their services.  Oracle for 
example introduced the first RDF management platform focusing on application areas 
(life sciences, data and content integration, enterprise application integration, and supply-
chain integration) (Oracle, 2010).  Vodafone also mobilised RDF to improve their web 
search features and help their users in the retrieval of (ring tones, games, and pictures) 
(Smith, 2007).   
The vision of web 2.0 and its technologies and the introduction of SWT and its stack 
encouraged Cardoso to investigate the power of the Web 2.0 tools and SWT and its stack.  
Thus, he surveyed current snapshot of key trends and developments and usage of SWT 
and its stack.  Results indicated that SWT and ontologies in particular are heavily utilised 
to improve knowledge representation.  Whereas, RDF’s are deployed for data sharing and 
integration.  The survey also indicated a rapid increase in the use of SWT and its Stack 
to deploy real world systems (Cardoso, 2007). 
 ONTOLOGY DEFINITION 
The Semantic Web Technology (SWT) and its stack is widely known as the next 
generation of the web.  Its vision was to enhance web contents with metadata; to enable 
human-machine readable contents.  This to process, share and interpret web contents and 
deliver enhanced services.  There are many successful implementations of general and 




we wish to focus on research that employed Web Ontology Language (OWL) Ontologies 
to enrich the web contents semantically.  The choice of SWT and Semantic Web Rule 
Language (SWRL) enabled OWL ontologies in specific was based on the flexibility the 
technology brings to software developers.  Furthermore, OWL ontologies can play a key 
role in the SWT.  Some of the benefits noticed while using SWT and its stack is that it 
provides a source of shared and precisely defined domain specific knowledge. Moreover, 
an ontology can consist of a conceptual schema of a domain; presented in a hierarchical 
description of important concepts, along with the description of their properties 
(constraints) and enriched with the presence of domain specific knowledge.  OWL 
ontologies also deliver added value of Semantic annotation that effective information 
retrieval.  Hence, it enhance the internet with more capabilities of processing and 
understanding the semantics of information available on the internet.  Consequently, it 
allows relevant information to be directly discovered.   
“An ontology is a document or file that formally defines the relations among terms.  
The most typical kind of ontology for the Web has a taxonomy and a set of inference 
rules”.  Taxonomies can include classes and has relationship defined through properties.  
The sub-hierarchal structure of taxonomies classes can provide explicit semantics of an 
environment.  The ontologies can be enriched through the use of inference techniques.  
One advantage of using ontologies is that they enhance functioning of the web in many 
ways.  For example, they can improve accuracy based on concepts stored in the ontology 




 OWL ONTOLOGY 
Section (2.4.2.4) discussed some of the previously explored solutions in the domain 
of Social Tagging systems; as a mean to classify large sets of resources shared among 
information seekers/users of social intensive environment on the internet known as 
folksonomies.  Limpens and Gandon to solve the problems ambiguous tags and the 
problem of spelling of these tags proposed to exploit the power of ontologies in order to 
fully utilise folksonomies in the process of retrieving or exchanging information and 
overcome some of ST systems problems.  Hence, utilised SWT -specifically OWL 
ontologies- the formal languages and ontologies (vocabularies) offered by SWT stack.  
This to interpret the semantics and understand the meaning of concepts in folksonomies 
to enhance the performance.  Thus, suggested WordNet a lexical database for English; 
semantically understand the meaning of words and group them according to specific 
sense of the word.  According to many research groups, WordNet can help in reducing 
ambiguity in tag meaning and allow better understating of domain vocabulary 
(University, 2010).   
The spelling problem used to be a serious issue in all online environments; it directly 
affected the retrieval of information on the internet.  A misspelled word can result into 
eliminating the chances of a certain source of information from being discovered.  Hence, 
there exist solutions that explores alternative solution to guarantee full understanding of 
meaning of misspelled words in user’s queries.  Thus, reduce chances of retrieving 
irrelevant information sources.  Martins and Silva for example, proposed an algorithm 
that attempted to select the best choice of word among all possible corrections for a 
misspelled term; to understand user quires that are submitted to a search engine, and 
implement corrected query based on a ternary search tree data structure (Martins and 
Silva). 
Attempted to improve certain services also involved combining technologies to 
produce a refined solution to a specific problem domain.  SWT and its stack was 
considered by many researchers as technology of choice.  Limpens and Gandon for 
example attempted to leverage knowledge sharing on the social web by first 
understanding the semantics of folksonomies and then build a lightweight ontology that 




shared between user of the community.  Thus, Limpens and Gandon utilised 
Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC) vocabulary (W3C-SIOC, 2010) to 
provide a formal and technological framework that describes resources exchanged across 
the community.  They also align and marge other ontologies such as Simple Knowledge 
Organization Scheme (SKOS) (W3C-SKOS, 2004), that describes systems of 
organization of knowledge, and Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) (FOAF, 2000-2015) to 
enrich the semantics of the environment. 
Similarly, Straccia employed SWT stack to improve Distributed Search (DS).  
Therefore, addressed issues of DS in large number of heterogeneous and distributed 
information sources on the internet.  Thus, suggested an algorithm based agent; that will 
perform selection of relevant information sources through subsets of web sources stored 
in multiple ontologies.  And further query all sources for the purpose of selecting a 
resource.  Furthermore, the proposed approach also used ontology alignments and last 
merged selected sources together (Straccia, 2003). 
Guha et al. proposed an application “Semantic Search”; that utilised SWT 
technologies to improve traditional web searching.  The power of this solution can be 
seen in its ability to understand the search query, and embed aggregated data from 
distributed sources into traditional search results.   
This research is based on the following assumptions: 
 Semantic Web (SW) will contain interlinked resources and data on the 
Semantic Web is modelled as a directed labelled graph. 
 Node corresponds to a resource and each arc is labelled with a property type 
(also a resource). 
The proposed solution utilised Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Schema 
Vocabulary -Resource Description Framework (RDFS); this to define resources and their 
relationships.  Furthermore, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used as a protocol 
to query and exchange RDF instances.  Consequently, the proposed approach can 
enhance TSE technique thought augmented features of SWT (Guha et al., 2003). 
SWT was also used to solve information retrieval problems from the domain of 
search engines, RSs and their techniques.  Stojanovic et al. and Chau et al. employed 
Semantic Web Technology (SWT) in order to address relevance and rankings of search 




the meaning behind user queries and environments where they are created (Almarri et 
al., 2013), (Almarri and Juric, 2013a).  Moreover, address relationships between search 
results by exploiting metadata of semantic web sources, which was proposed in 
(Aleman-Meza et al., 2005) and (Anyanwu et al., 2005). 
 SEMANTIC SEARCH ENGINE 
Modern technologies enabled new ways of information generation on the internet.  
Hence, the type and quality of information solely depends on information seekers and 
producers on the internet (ex: Government, Educational Institutes, Organizations, 
Companies, Businesses, and the most powerful source is users on the internet).  
Unfortunately, these modern technologies created new type of IO.  Consequently, 
research communities’ continuous attempts to develop new methods to help users on the 
internet to find the right information resulted into investigating the possibility to employ 
SWT technology to improve search engines results.   
Sudeepthi et al. argued although TSE delivered results to their users, they also 
bombard them with abundance of results.  Hence, users suffered from IO and required 
more time to go through search results because they were unable to judge how relevant 
results are to their queries.  Furthermore, common reaction to abundance of retrieved 
results is that users are forced to view every links to view information.  consequently, 
Sudeepthi et al. complained that TSE are not adequate to handle the increasing volume 
of data on the internet (Sudeepthi et al., 2012).  
Sudeepthi et al., claimed that problems of TSE and the benefits SWT stack bring to 
the users on the internet has encouraged the development of Semantic Web Search Engine 
(SWSE).  Semantic Search Engines (SSE) are another attempt to deliver search results to 
information seekers on the internet by avoiding some of Traditional Search Engines 
(TSE) problems such as relevance in search results, excessive amount of them and 
duplication in search results.  Hence, SSE aimed to enhance search engine results through 
interpreting the meaning of the information source(s), their contents and understand the 
role of the use in the process of information retrieval on the internet (Sudeepthi et al., 
2012).  Thus, according to Khan et al., SSE played a crucial role in the enhancement of 




The role of TSEs as powerful information Retrieval systems is undeniable but the 
existence of SWT influenced TSEs techniques.  Consequently, search engines developers 
were interested in utilising SWT towards the new generation of search engines SWSEs. 
There are many type of SSEs in the SWSEs which claims that they are based on SWT 
stack and delivers results according to the semantics of users’ queries.   
Some of the common issues of TSEs that SSEs tries to solve are: 
 Lack of common structure of information on the internet. 
 Poor description of sources that results into excessive information retrieval.  
 Increasing volume of users and information sources resulting with a lack of 
trust in both quality and quantity. 
 Automatic information transformation. 
There are four approaches to SWSEs in literature that takes into account basic 
functionalities of search engines and are depicted in figure 2.9 below:  
 Contextual analysis, which allows to understand the meaning of things (i.e. the 
word ‘Cat’ can have multiple meaning).   
 Reasoning layer, that allows to create problem domain description by utilising 
SWT stack to model the relationship of domain concepts and reason upon its 
concepts to extract further information from existing information.  
 Natural language processing technique, allows to analyse the contents of users’ 
queries to identify people, places, organizations, and so forth.  
 Semantic knowledge representation in ontologies, this technique allows to 
create taxonomies of concept (i.e. truck is a vehicle). It also help in making a 
broad and precise meaning of things, which helps in delivering a unique search 
results to the users (Sudeepthi et al., 2012).   
SSEs techniques utilise other methods such as using equivalent terms, divide search 
results into groups according to relevance, and they use semantic rank algorithms to 





FIGURE 2.9 APPROACHES TO SEMANTIC WEB (SUDEEPTHI ET AL., 2012). 
Some of the approaches that belongs to SWSW category is CARROT2, an open 
source text mining SSE that aimed to solve ambiguity in search queries though: 
1. collecting user’s queries and send them to TSEs via API pull/push queries 
and search results to CARROT2 users.   
2. analyse and understand the user’s query and compare it to those returned from 
TSE’s search results.   
3. filter top 100 TSE search results by applying CARROT2’s techniques in step  
Additional techniques are used that depend on each query’s requirements (i.e. 
clustering technique that allows the collection of a max number of possible groups on a 
topic) (Carrot2, 2005).  Furthermore, in the query panel, CARROT2 offers its users to 
input/ algorithm selection, number of search results to fetch and default algorithm 
conﬁguration settings (Carrot2, 2005). 
Kosmix focused on achieving two important goals this by exploiting SWT for (topic 
exploration and Deep Web crawling) by linking data on the internet to deliver relevance 
in search results.  furthermore, allowed grouping of search results into categories such as 
(Video, Web, News & Blogs, Images, Forums, Twitter, Amazon and Facebook).  
Powerset is a collaborative Natural Language Search Engine (NLSE) that interpreted 
every sentence on the Web to find target answers to user questions.  NLSE also attempted 




For instance, TSEs will collect words from a query and try to match them with a max 
number of data/information on the Internet.  Whereas Powerset SSE will try to process 
the query by finding an answer instead of a huge list of websites that contain part of the 














Types keyword, question, phrase
  
FIGURE 2.10 DEPICTS THE PROCESS OF PROVIDING SEARCH RESULTS IN POWERSET 
SSE. 
Furthermore, it indexes and queries the system for answers to extract semantic 
“facts” from previously indexed data and displays semantic connections between words 
and concepts.  Powerset allows categorisation of search results into conventional search 
results with links to relevant Wikipedia pages, relevant subject/relation/object triples 
related to the user’s query.  Hence, Powerset claimed that they automatically extract 
semantic facts that can be used in the creation of extended knowledge resources including 
lexicons, ontologies, and entity profiles (Sudeepthi et al., 2012). 
There are many other techniques used to improve the performances of SSEs.  For 
example, Sensebot is a text mining SSE that analyse the Web contents and performs multi 
document summarization to identify semantics of concepts on the web and understand 
users’ queries to deliver accurate and adequate amount search result.  One of Sensebot 
features is that it allows to choose how to perform search query.  For example, the user 
types in a search query, then selects to either search Sensebot, Google, news contents 




DuckDuckGo, is semantic rich directory that allows its users to search the internet 
for data in three different ways (classic search, information search and shopping search).  
Furthermore, attempted to improve search experience by avoiding excessive amount of 
search results and it solves term ambiguity by predicting terms in the search query.  Most 
important is that DuckDuckGo avoided the use of a common technique of TSEs (building 
user profiles) (DuckDuckGo, 2008). 
The table below provides of current SSE that attempts to deliver search results based 
on the semantics of the domain. For instance, Swoogle is a crawler that searches the web 
to discover and index ontologies and RDF.  Whereas, Silvia and kngine are SSE that 
crawls the web to find similar images.  Another type of SSE is Klevu that interprets the 
meaning of keywords in search queries to create categorisation of topics based on the 
semantics of the environment.  Similarly, Carrot2 interprets users queries to deliver 
categorised search results based on topics and other user interests.  Yummly and 
DuckDuckGo SSE interprets the semantics of users queries to deliver personalised search 
results and minimise excessive amount of them. 
Hence, most SSEs claimed that they avoid to base their search results on keyword 
matching, popularity ranking, and popular search terms which can be found in TSEs and 
deliver search results by utilising SWT stack.  However, after investigating all these SSEs 
it is still not clear which exact layer of the SWT stack is used in the process of developing 
all these SSEs.  Therefore, it is important to bring forward the reader’s attention that the 
proposed solution in this research does not below to SSEs due to the lack of understanding 
of how SWT is utilised in:  
 modeling and interpreting the semantics of the environment where searches 
happen 






TABLE 2.2 SEMANTIC SEARCH ENGINES 
Semantic Search 
Engine Name 
Description Website Year 
Swoogle A crawler to discover 
ontologies, RDF embedded 
in HTML 
http://swoogle.umbc.edu/ 2004 
SILVIA An indexer and image 
matcher 
http://silvia4u.info/  2007 
Klevu Understand keywords and 
creates automatically 
categories based on 
semantic logic 
http://www.klevu.com/  2013 
Yummly Semantically search for 
food recipe and create 
personalized 
recommendation 
http://www.yummly.com/  2009 
kngine A concept based semantic 
search engine that divides 
search results into either 
web results or images 
http://kngine.com/  2013 
CARROT 2 Semantically organize 




Kosmix Social media search engine Does not exist anymore 2005 
Powerset’s Natural language processing 
semantic search engine 
Does not exist anymore 2006 
Sensebot Provides summary of search 
results based on text mining 
and multi-document 
summarization  
http://www.sensebot.net/  2007 
Hakia Semantically categorized 
search results based on 
relevance to main topic 
https://web.archive.org  2004 
DuckDuckGo Aims at maintaining users 
privacy and avoid the 
personalization of search 
results 





2.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Chapter 2, provided an itemisation of some of the well-known techniques that were 
developed to search and recommend information sources on the internet: search engines, 
RSs, and their techniques are solutions which were involved and aimed to: 
 Manage information for both information seekers/users and service 
providers e-commerce. 
 Understand the nature of information available in social intensive 
environment. 
 Improve the existing techniques to deliver relevant recommendations, (e.g. 
RSs technique in e-commerce 
 RSs incorporated tagging, annotation, and folksonomies into CF and CBF 
techniques to Hybrid RSs recommendations. 
 Many techniques also attempted to interpret information seekers/user 
interests to personalise recommendations, by utilising system logs and query 
logs to extract user behaviour and usage patterns on the internet.  
 Some other attempts to enhance recommendations were based on the 
information collected to create a history profile of information seekers/users’ 
sessions of activities and interactions with other users or services on the 
system. 
Whereas, search engines were the next generation of IRS to discover information on 
the internet.  They were developed to manage new ear of information representation and 
retrieval.  Hence, they aimed to make information sources easily reached by information 
seekers/user on the internet regardless to their competence level.  Thus, search engines 
employed 100s of techniques to collect and index information sources, analyse the 
characteristics of information sources and attempted to incorporate them in the process 
of delivering search results to information seekers/users on the internet. 
Like RSs, search engines also attempted to enhance search results by incorporating 
information seekers/users when searching and viewing search results.  Hence, search 




In this chapter, we presented the current literature review of our research problem 
domain (IO). We presented a selection of problems, solutions, and examples of our 
problem, proposal and illustration in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. We also justified our selection 
of research background topics and the influence of them on the proposed solution.  Our 
research is a complementary solution to much similar research which tries to solve the 
problem of online IO through the use of the widely spread techniques as listed in Chapter 
2 sections (2.1 - 2.10) above. Although several research individuals/ groups tried to solve 
the problem through a variety of technique, we found that IO still exists in many domains 
and different groups of people still suffer from IO in their daily lives at home, at school, 
at Universities, and work. Research so far has not presented an ultimate solution to the 
problem of Online IO. Most of the existing works only attempt to combine different 
techniques to propose a new solution. RSs and search engines are the only method known 
to date that integrates all existing techniques to improve search results. These techniques 
are limited to past behaviour, which in many cases are not necessarily relevant to the 
user’s queries. One specific application, i.e. is Amazon’s search results, which look at the 
user past behaviour to recommend new results. Thus, there is a need for a method that 




CHAPTER 3. RELATED WORK 
Dealing with IO is especially challenging when accessing information sources on the 
internet.  In the last decade, users have witnessed dramatic changes in mobile/wireless 
technologies and the proliferation of the internet.  All these advancements have enabled 
a revolution in the way information is created on the internet.  Therefore, in the current 
state of WWW, over a billion of webpages exist and information can now be viewed on 
an ad-hoc basis.  Consequently, an urgent call was required to control the excessive 
amount of information that is created instantly.  Hence, many techniques surfaced to 
manage information through different data aggregation techniques that required data of 
both information sources and information seekers/users’ involvement on the internet.  
This to ease the process of information management, presentation, and retrieval and 
deliver personalised recommendations or search results.  
Early approaches to information discovery can be found in library IRS.  Whereas, 
current techniques of information discovery are RSs in e-commerce which allowed 
filtering of information interpreted from contents of information sources and information 
seekers/users’ collaboration in social intensive environment and on the internet.  RSs 
techniques were also extended by utilising many information seekers/users and products, 
services, and information profiling models to recommend information according to 
information seekers/users interaction with other users, products and services on the 
internet.  Search engines and their techniques heavily participated in information 
discovery on the internet.  Hence, search engines eased information seekers/users 
navigation process to access knowledge and services on the internet.  furthermore, search 
engines techniques helped in controlling information presentation and took into account 
information relevance, accuracy and personalisation of search results. 
At the time of writing this thesis, I was not aware of any research or method that 
attempted to deliver or select information sources according to their semantics or utilised 
SWT in particular SWRL enabled OWL ontologies computations select information 
sources according to users preferences.  However, I would like to mention few research 
topics which has some common objective and connection to core components of the 
proposed solution in this research.  Moreover, I would like to bring forward to the reader’s 




that existed for certain problem domains.  As a matter of fact, in this chapter I would like 
to convey my opinion about existing work in the area of information retrieval on the 
internet which can be slightly similar to some the aspects of the proposed solution in this 
research. 
Many researchers argued that the deterioration of the quality of search engine results, 
RSs and their techniques is mostly due to their inability to skip the imprisonment of three 
decade old solution that relayed on user profiling which were perfect for the purpose of 
information management, representation and retrieval at the time they were invented.  
However, modern technologies empowered information seekers/users on the internet 
with the most crucial tool.  Information seekers/users are now creators and consumers of 
information sources on the internet.  Hence, information scientist argued that information 
seekers/users are unable to survive the avalanche of information sources on the internet. 
The incompatibility of most search engines and RSs techniques to modern 
information sources and users of these advanced technologies in the 21st century created 
excessive amounts information and retrievals in search results, rather than reducing it.  
Therefore, it heavily contributed towards modern IO. 
This chapter will discuss to some extent previously proposed approaches which at 
some point addressed: 
 The accuracy and relevance in recommendations or search results to manage 
excessive amount of information on the internet, which resulted into IO. 
 Attempts to understand users’ role and influence when creating and using 
information available on the internet. 
 Approaches that attempted to deliver the best possible recommendation or 
selection of internet sources based on a situation or a problem domain.  
3.1 ACCURACY AND RELEVANCE IN SEARCH QUERIES 
The accuracy and relevance of search results are very critical issues in search results.  
Many search engines claim that their search results provide accurate and relevant search 
results.  Furthermore, they argued that by understanding information seekers/users’ 
queries, they are able to detect the most relevant information source on the internet to 
answers to information seekers/ users queries.  Therefore, current search results, 




search engines create excessive amount of search results because search engines still 
delivers search results based primitive technique “keyword” matching.  Consequently, 
information seekers/users also suffer from huge volume of retrieved information sources.  
Hence, information seekers/users are forced manually filter information sources to judge 
whither relevant and accurate information sources are retrieved in search results or not.  
Thus, information seekers/users are also required to go through every retrieved 
information sources to decide if knowledge can be gained from viewing some or all 
search results.   
Sections on RSs and search engines discussed some of the followed practices to 
deliver accuracy and relevance in search results according based on certain criteria.  Thus, 
it is important to point out that: 
Most of the existing work on TSE (especially commercial search engines) hide their 
algorithms from competitors because they are business secrets.  Therefore, researchers 
struggle to find any proper documented information of search engines and their 
techniques.  Similarly, SSEs claimed that they deliver search results based on 
understanding the environment and utilising SWT languages.  Even though it was very 
difficult to find any details about which language is used to deliver semantic search 
results.   
Search engines utilises wide range of techniques to deliver search results to 
information seekers/ users on the internet.  Thus, techniques are used in every single 
process from data collection to the delivery of processed data as search results.  Hence, 
many factors determine the quality of search results delivered to information seekers/user 
on the internet.  The investigation on search engines and their techniques in this research 
can hardly find clearly defined search engines process of information discovery on the 
internet.  However, so researchers attempted to analyse search engines performance based 
on observing them for a certain period.   
Accuracy in search results is of high importance when delivering search results.  
search engines use multiple methods to measure accuracy in the process of extracting 
terms and keywords from search queries.  Some researchers claimed that accuracy in 
search results can be measured by employing relevance criteria in the process of 
information discovery.  Hence, Zaragoza et al. to understand which fraction of the search 




bound analysis of information over the standard relevance measures adopted for the 
domain of IRS.  Furthermore, they introduced the concept of disruptive sets to estimate 
the degree of the search engine’s ability to solve unsolved queries by search engine 
competitors (queries that delivered minimum search results or results which has no 
relation to the original query).  Consequently, Zaragoza et al. attempted to add new 
criteria to relevance measures in search engines results to enhance accuracy in delivered 
search results (Zaragoza et al., 2010). 
Accuracy in search results are also claimed in search engine ability to deliver 
diversification in search results.  Search engines attempts to deliver diversification was 
to ensure that the process of information discovery is not restricted to keyword matching 
in search results.  Hence, in the process of extracting data from information seekers/users 
query, search engines attempt to extract contextual meaning of search query contents to 
discover alternative ways of describing the same search terms.  Lin et al., proposed a 
novel algorithm, DATAR, which aimed to improve GRASSHOPPER (a framework of 
absorbing random walks to understand click through in relation to the search query) 
techniques (Zhu et al., 2007) of search engines and take into account the search results’ 
diversification to deliver effectiveness and user satisfaction in search results.  
Furthermore, this work also considered that redundancy in top ranking results often 
disappoints users.  Therefore, they (Lin et al., 2010). 
Clustering of search results was used to ease the navigation to information sources 
and is considered another technique which measures accuracy in search results.  in the 
process of information discovery, the search engine utilises clustering of matching 
information sources to the information seeker/user search query according to terms which 
describes document (title, topic, authors name, year of publications and so forth).  
Furthermore, some attempts also considered personalised clustering according to 
information seekers/users’ interest and profiles.  Zeng et al. for example attempted to 
improve the effectiveness of search engines through the organization of search results by 
using customised clustering techniques to enable quick browsing to information sources 
on the internet.  Moreover, re-formalize the clustering problem as a salient phrase ranking 
problem (Zeng et al., 2004). 
Search engines, RSs and other information retrieval systems performance are heavily 




information seekers/users on the internet.  In addition to basic techniques used in the 
process of searching/recommending information sources, IRS on the internet also utilised 
hundreds of techniques to deliver relevant recommendations/ search results according to 
search queries.   
Ranking algorithms, optimisation techniques of user queries and design of IU are 
some of the main factors that influenced search results or RSs recommendations.  
Therefore, it is important to understand what relevance means, and how to treat it in the 
process of delivering recommendations or search results of information on the internet.   
Croft et al. for example, measures effectiveness and efficiency of search engines to 
assurance that the delivered search results are relevant to the analysed search query.  
Hence, Croft et. al. employed relevance judgement technique which process and refine 
search results based on the original query multiple times to calculate relevance.  The 
process starts with running basic search of indexed information sources to analyse the 
query and find keyword matches in search engine repositories.  The search engine 
analyses the retrieved results and rerun the search query to find further matching 
information sources based on search terms and retrievals from the first attempt.  The 
search engine continues to run the same query to them point that no more new information 
sources can be retrieved.  The outcome of this process selects information sources with 
minimum relevance to the original query (if any search term exist in the information 
source).  This process is known as relevance judgment, relevance feedback and is used 
in almost all search engines techniques to measure relevance (Croft et al., 2010b).   
Hence, Croft et al. argued that efficiency of search engines nowadays can be 
measured by the time and space for each algorithm to produce ranking for a given query.  
Furthermore, interpret information seekers/users’ information needs regardless to their 
competence level when searching for information on the Internet.   
Croft et al. further extended the investigation to examine search results’ effectiveness 
and efficiency by adopting three major performance evaluation criteria (CACM, AP and 
GOV2).  Each criteria tests the performance of search engines with a set element.  For 
example, CACM focused on bibliographic records containing titles and abstracts, 




However, it is still difficult to measure the relevance of search results based on users’ 
evaluation of relevance because there are no reliable techniques to collect users’ criteria 
of effectiveness of search results (Croft et al., 2010a).  Furthermore, the variety of 
techniques used to present effectiveness in search engines are all equal. This means that 
quality in search engines and their results depends on the combination of these techniques 
to deliver effectiveness rather than one single technique; thus, one technique cannot be 
better than the other technique (see discussion on RS and search engines and their 
techniques). 
Information Retrieval (IR) research focused on improving the quality of information 
delivered to information seekers/users. Therefore, the first factor is to establish 
techniques that will accurately deliver effective search results and guarantee that they are 
useful.  Second, is to find methods to implement the proposed techniques (Croft et al., 
2010a). 
Whereas, Gao et al. investigate problems of search engines technique of 
information presentation that directly effects the performance of search engines.  
Hence, explores possible method to reduce IO, and minimise information seekers/users 
search efforts by interpreting collaborative behaviour of information seekers/users 
(Gao et al., 2013a). 
Hence, Gao et al. suggested a user-centric approach to organise ranking and 
clustering of interfaces to allow information seekers/users organise search results and 
enhance personalisation based on mass-collaboration of aggregated views (Gao et al., 
2013a).  
According to the proposed solution, Gao et al. claimed that by utilising TSE 
technique of maintaining user profiles the system can improve delivered ranking and 
clustering of search results.  Hence, analyse information seekers/users queries to 
categories queries into rare queries and very few frequent queries.  Consequently, the 
proposed solution can act as a complementary technique to enhance ranking and 
clustering of TSE techniques.  
Although Gao et al. attempted to allow information seekers/user to personalise the 




actually utilised data from past behaviour of information seekers/users (users search 
history) which is avoided in the proposed solution in this research (Gao et al., 2013a). 
System logs are heavily utilised to identify users’ role in the process of information 
retrievals.  The research on system logs gained the focus of researchers because the allow 
them to understand the nature of these systems, how these systems crawls and index 
information sources, how these systems interprets information seekers/users queries and 
how these systems delivers recommendations or search results.   
Similarly, query logs occur to be a rich source of data for search engines, RSs and 
other IRS on the internet (Croft et al., 2010b).  Therefore, many attempts in IRS research 
focused on extracting data on search engine, RSs and information seekers/users 
behaviour depending on the purpose of data collection from these logs.  Most important 
is that these logs provide data on activities, such as the priority of browsing and the results 
of specific queries, session details, viewing time and location, personal profile details if 
available and login details on search engines or customised searches which helps in 
calculating relevance in search results (Mei and Church, 2008). 
To measure relevance in search results, search engine calculates information 
seekers/users click-through on search results to improve ranking for future retrievals of 
the same query topic.  Click-though is also commonly used to build user evaluation 
criteria of relevance in search results.  Click prioritization of search results shows users’ 
preferences, but it can also be considered as a random click.  Therefore, a lot of research 
also disagrees with the claims that the click-through activity of the users’ can be used to 
build user preference profiles and improved ranking of search results.  Hence, click-
through belongs to the category of biased evaluation towards highly ranked, or popular 
search results.  This is explained by the users’ tendency to click the first page results in 
the search results list much more than the ones in the bottom of the page. Thus, these 
results gain more points and higher position even if it is not relevant at all (Croft et al., 
2010a).   
3.2 RESULTS OF RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 
RSs pioneered in collecting and profiling information seekers/users interactions with 
the other information seekers/user and the system in domains such as e-commerce, e-




all RSs techniques are based on users’ profiling, which are built upon the experiences of 
collecting various user activities in the past, and any kind of submitted information about 
users (Resnick and Varian, 1997 ).   
However, RSs prediction techniques of information seekers/users’ behaviour 
through interactions recorded in the past proved to be an unreliable way of modelling 
environments where recommender techniques play a crucial role (Ziegler, 2005).  As a 
consequence, it is not very desirable to perform CF (Takács et al., 2009), (Rennie and 
Srebro, 2005) because their prediction is based on the similarities of various origins (e.g. 
with other users), which can be accidental and completely wrong.  However, content 
based filtering (CBF) (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007) take into account actions performed, 
therefore users’ involvement and its suitability should be examined when creating any 
type of recommender techniques (Kautz et al., 1997), (Goldberg et al., 1992).   
There are various attempts to combine CF and CBF known as hybrid RSs (Lathia et 
al., 2009), (Jannach and Hegelich, 2009), (Zhou et al., 2010).  However, a classification 
of recommender techniques (Resnick and Varian, 1997 ), (Schafer et al., 2007) discovers 
numerous options of using demographics(Burke, 2000), (Burke, 1999), ranking 
(Gemmell et al., 2009a), (Gemmell et al., 2009b) and matching (Tran, 2007) when 
creating RSs techniques.  Hence, relevance in RSs recommendations are based on past 
information seekers/users interactions.  
3.3 SEMANTIC WEB SOLUTIONS: 
At the time this research was conducted, it was very difficult to find any existing 
research which utilise SWT and its stack to select information sources and consider user 
preferences in the process of reasoning or building SWRL enabled OWL ontologies in 
order to reason upon the semantics of information sources on the internet and select the 
most relevant source(s) according to a particular user query for a particular moment of 
internet searches.   
Therefore, it is of high importance to not confuse the proposed solution in this 
research which utilise the SWT stack with numerous examples of formal ontologies 
associated with internet search results.  They are not related to this research.  They 
contribute towards creating vocabularies for the purpose of describing various concepts 




in the paragraphs below is an overview of a selection of research that use the word 
“semantic” or “ontology” is present. 
Some of the attempts to enhance the performance of RSs attempts to utilise 
ontologies.  Loizou and Dasmahapatra proposed a semantic-based approach to RSs by 
exploiting the contextual information of items to be recommended and the 
recommendation process in order to overcome problems with traditional RSs and their 
techniques (Loizou and Dasmahapatra, 2006).  Ruotsalo gives a common example of 
using the ontology as a vocabulary to improve the functionality of the content-based RSs.  
Ontologies help to understand semantic similarities between “items” and features stored 
in user profiles.  These ontological elements are given in advance and have fixed values 
before performing recommendations (Ruotsalo, 2010).  Likewise, Fan et, al. attempts to 
utilise ontologies to improve CBF.  They are domain specific ontologies, which are used 
for improving the analysis of the content and accuracy of the filter in CBF (Fan et al., 
2010).   
Uschold also took into account annotation in the process of developing new 
technique for RSs.  Thus, annotations are termed “semantic” because they have additional 
explanations in ontologies (Uschold, 2005).  Blanco-Fernandes et al. report of Intelligent 
RSs claims to overcome overspecialisation in recommendations by applying reasoning 
techniques available in the SWT stack (Blanco-Fernandez et al., 2008).  Ziegler, suggests 
deploying RSs into Semantic Web and devise SWT RSs to perform recommendation 
computations locally for one given user (Ziegler, 2005). 
Chang and Quiroga  use ontologies based on Wikipedia’s content as a shared 
platform to model web pages and cross system recommendations (Chang and Quiroga, 
2009).  Nagypál investigates ways that participates in the effectiveness of IRS and claims 
that it can be improved by using domain knowledge stored in ontologies as suggested.  
However, they propose a framework based on an ontology-supported semantic metadata 
generation and an ontology query expansion, which allows the integration of results from 
traditional full-text engines in document retrievals (Nagypál, 2005).  
Whereas, Chamiel and Pagnucco user preferences are elicited through the knowledge 
they describe in an ontology (which is based on the expert information and knowledge 
from social web resources) (Chamiel and Pagnucco, 2009).  Araujo-Fontes et, al. claimed 




using ontological inference  (Araujo-Fontes et al., 2013).  Finally, if the SW ideas is used 
a across the web then it should allow to use them in various domains such as 
entertainment and business (Cantador et al., 2008), (Passant and Yves, 2008), (Costa et 
al., 2007), in order to manage internet sources as SW concepts and recommend them 
according to the knowledge stored in these concepts.  Therefore, SW ideas might work 
very well for refining the recommendations of internet sources.   
Another set of research which attempted to employ SWT can be found in the domain 
of search engines.  Grčar et al. utilised SWT stack to interpret the semantics of 
information seekers/user in the process of browsing webpages to view topics of 
interest.  Hence, Grčar et al. suggested an approach that utilised SWT to model users’ 
profiles and create a plugin that can be installed on browsers (i.e. IE) to track users’ 
activities, maintain dynamic user profile.  Furthermore, the system automatically 
construct the collected data into topic ontology that delivers interest-focused browsing, 
hierarchical clustering and interpretation of users’ current interest by analysing 
recently viewed webpages. 
Therefore, Grčar et al. research contributed towards user modelling that increased 
users’ efficiency through the delivery of personalised information.  The attempt to 
interpret the semantics of webpages viewed by users allows the system to understand 
users’ behaviour (Grčar et al., 2005).   
Although, Grčar et al. attempt contradicted towards modelling UB, the model was 
based on past behaviour of information seekers/users on the internet (Grčar et al., 
2005).  According to the research objectives in this thesis, it is important to ignore past 
UB and only take into account the present not the past or the future.  Hence, model “a 
moment” that will require current user preferences in the process of selecting 
information sources in internet searches. 
Oufaida and Nouali investigated the excessive amount of information on the 
internet.  Although search engines provided search results based on information 
seekers/users’ queries.  However, Oufaida and Nouali were not satisfied with retrieved 
information sources because search engines did not properly analyse and extract exact 
information seekers/users required information.  Hence, the delivered search results 
are abstract “general and does not contain any accurate contents”.  Consequently, 




information seeker/user query.  This means that the search results are not based on 
users’ preferences, tastes and interests, and neither expressed by users nor profiled by 
RSs techniques over time.   
Therefore, Oufaida and Nouali proposed a hybrid multi-view recommendation 
approach that integrates CF techniques from the well-known domain of RSs and adds 
SWT to interpret social data to deliver re-ranked search results to information 
seekers/users as follows:  
o Users’ Representation: builds users’ profile through the collaborative view 
for either explicit or implicit ratings and store demographic data by 
employing socio-demographic view and the semantic view in a hierarchical 
items’ classification. 
o Neighbourhoods Generation: each user will be affiliated with a group of 
users to generate recommendations based on the characteristics of the group. 
Hence, generate three distinctive recommendations based on collaborative, 
social and semantic neighbourhood. 
 
FIGURE 3.1 MULTI VIEW RECOMMENDATION ENGINE PROCESS (OUFAIDA 




The system automatically generates users’ profiles for each type of recommendation 
technique.  Therefore, it is evident that the system is enriched with three different sources 
of data about the user (Oufaida and Nouali, 2009).   
Hence, in relation to information seeker/user role in the proposed generic model in 
this research it is of interest to investigate recommendations based on the semantic view 
technique in the work of Oufaida and Nouali.  Although this work exploited similarity 
between users to identify and group them based on their profiles.  Furthermore, utilised 
semantic neighbourhood technique that seeks for users with similar interests and build a 
hierarchical concepts organization.  Consequently, delivered personalised 
recommendations to information seekers/users on the system. Oufaida and Nouali  based 
recommendations on information seekers/users’ past interest because they employed 
collaborative view which collect information seekers/users’ ratings from past views to 
deliver new recommendation (Oufaida and Nouali, 2009).  Hence, it contradicts the way 
information seekers/users are modelled in the proposed method in this research.  
More relevant research attempts to the proposed solution in this research and which 
utilise SWT is present in Shojanoori et al. research which investigates possible methods 
to reason upon the semantics of Pervasive Computing Environment (PCE) to deliver a 
situation specific services to users in PCE.   
Hence, Shojanoori et al. utilise existing technologies (devices) in order to model the 
semantics of a PCE of certain problem domains (specifically selfcare home in healthcare) 
to deliver synergy between users and services in PCE.  By capturing the semantics of 
both the environment and users in a PCE situation, the proposed Formal Computational 
Model (FCM) will then reason upon the semantics of the situation to infer new knowledge 
to the user.  Moreover, by allowing information seekers/users to provide the system with 
relevant information, the extracted semantics can ease the reasoning process and help in 
decision making for certain situation information seeker/user of PCE require. 
Furthermore, this research employs SWT stack particularly OWL ontologies to 
create concepts, constraints and instances of PEC and certain situations.  And reason upon 
the semantics of the PCE by writing SWRL rule to infer new knowledge (Shojanoori et 




Consequently, Shojanoori et al. construct a PCE that involves both the semantics of 
a PCE and changing situations based on the collected user semantics.  Similarly, the 
proposed solution in this research investigates information sources on the internet and of 
information seekers/users to construct an OWL model that will defines the characteristics 
of the environment and semantics of information seekers/users’ preferences.  
Consequently, the proposed model will then be able to reason upon the collected 
semantics in information seeking situations on the internet to deliver the most relevant 
search results.  hence, this can minimise modern IO.  
3.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter provided the reader with an overview of some of the previously 
proposed approaches that have some traces in relation to main aspects of the proposed 
generic computational model in this research.  Therefore, his chapter itemised related 
work according to the research objectives.  The first section of this chapter discussed 
previous work that looked at the issue of excessive amount of information on the internet 
and proposed approaches to reduce IO.  It also highlighted approaches present in the 
domain of RSs, search engines and their techniques to provide relevant recommendation 
and search results.  Furthermore, some approaches that aimed to personalise 
recommendation in social intensive environment and search results to reduce the 
retrieved amount of information sources on the internet were also discussed.  Discussion 
on ranking techniques and research that aimed to provide relevant search results based 
on recency, time, location, situation and so forth was provided.  Thus, the investigation 
of related work in this chapter helped to conclude that, most of the proposed solutions to 
reduce IO were based on techniques that depended on building profiles of both the 
environment and user’s past behaviour on social intensive environments.  Furthermore, 
these solutions also resorted to combine technologies and techniques from the domain of 





CHAPTER 4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.1 ESTABLISHION WHAT THE PROBLEMS ARE 
The discourse in the previous sections have indicated that both information 
seekers/users and information/service providers might be far from diminishing IO and 
securing results of internet searches which satisfy information seekers/users preferences 
to deliver “a moment” of internet searches (Mahoney et al., 2009), (Wang et al., 2009), 
(Addis et al., 2010), (Girard and Allison, 2009).  IO has changed in the last decade due 
to the way information are created and consumed.  The amount of both information 
seekers/users and information provider create on a daily basis will constantly grow and 
IO is not something that can be controlled (Pollar, 2004), (Westmead, 2013).  Today 
information seekers/users: 
 primarily want to “grab” information from the internet at the moment 
information is needed, and  
 tend to retrieve the content of repositories available on the internet, which are 
not necessarily structured. 
The impact of technologies, which enabled information seekers/users to become 
producers and consumers of information sources, is imminent. Therefore, this research 
proposes to initiate a shift in thinking on “how to create modern and more effective ways 
of searching” when trying to find solutions for managing modern IO. 
Some critics would say that the division of the literature review in this research into 
RSs, interpretation of tagging, annotations, folksonomies into RSs, search engines and 
their techniques, ranking of search results, and solutions which takes into account UB on 
the internet might not be the best way of underpinning new ideas for addressing modern 
IO.  However, the discourse in this research followed the exact chronological order of 
events that happened across fields of IRS, RSs and search engines in the last 20 years.   
Information seekers/users are aware that an abundance of information available 
around them is accessible through search engines.  If so, then both: the amount of 
information and the results of internet searches are the main reasons for having modern 
IO.  The collected and interpreted semantics of the environment where internet searches 




search result to information seekers/users if techniques found in RSs and search 
engines are carefully investigated.  Hence, few major obstacles in using them to 
improve the results of internet searches and reduce modern IO: 
They are all focused on building profiles of information seekers/users and items, that 
may be recommended to other users, based on information seeker/user PAST behaviour 
and item’s ranking.  RSs sometimes use CF and CBF algorithms, which measure 
similarities between the item’s rankings according to keywords which appear in 
information seeker/user’s reviews of a particular item.  The results of measuring these 
similarities are then used in building a “better” profile of the information seeker/user. 
Some of the common issues in RSs technique for example can be: 
 CF required a large data sets in order to make useful recommendations,  
 The common problem of CF is the persistent cold start, 
 The lack of basic information on new items on the system, and 
 The inability of CF to accommodate with information seeker/user changing 
behaviour (Tran, 2007). 
However efficient these ideas may have been in early days of e-commerce by telling 
information seeker/user “this is what you might like”, they are very unreliable now if 
used to make recommendations when information seekers/users search the internet.  
Relying exclusively on the past behaviour, when modelling information seekers/users’ 
profile and basing recommendations on that profile is risky.  Information seekers/users 
often change their mind and interests, sometimes instantly when searching the internet 
and their profiles might have been built wrongly.   
The reason is trivial, but powerful: buying a set of books on Amazon on Spiritual 
Healing for friends and families, and viewing them before buying do not make the buyer 
a spiritual healer, it should not be interpreted as the buyer’s “interest” and should not be 
built into the user’s profile because it is wrong.  Furthermore, one attempt of viewing 
certain information, items or service on the internet to gather information does not mean 
that they are in the focus of information seekers/users’ interest.  It can happen 
accidentally! 
Hence, it is difficult to predict exactly, through any of the available Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) or RSs techniques/search engines, based on the knowledge collected 




situation to situation when generating and retrieving data at the same time and 
manipulating information on the internet. 
In modern information age, information seekers/users are in charge of computational 
environments (Shojanoori, 2013), (Shojanoori et al., 2012b).  They very often manage 
the data involved in such computations because they are producers and consumers of 
information.  Consequently, attempts which involves information seekers/users in the 
process of information discovery are very welcomed.   
Tagging, annotations and folksonomies are a huge step forward towards managing 
excessive information in modern information age.  They have allowed information 
seekers/users to be involved in the classification of data they generate and 
consequently secure more relevant results of searches in terms of satisfying information 
seeker/user’s preferences in the process of retrieving information on the internet.  If 
information seekers/users are given the power to classify information they create, then 
any type of retrieval is expected to give more “relevant” search results to information 
seeker/user.  However, there are a few issues with tagging/annotations/ folksonomies: 
a) They have been introduced as a consequence of extensive involvement of 
information seekers/users in online SNs and the proliferation of Web 2.0 
applications that required tagging technique.  In other words, tagging was 
not explicitly introduced for addressing the deficiency of RSs techniques 
and for reducing modern IO.  From that respect, they should not be assumed 
that they can be efficient in solving the problem of modern IO.  however, 
they maybe a method of information discovery in certain situations. 
b) Tagging/social tagging/annotations/folksonomies have become very 
complicated because they address relationships between items, users and 
tags.  It is difficult to think that it is possible to manage the complexity of 
such relationships through folksonomies.  They do not have enough “space” 
for describing fully the semantics of relationships in such situations which 
may make them too complicated.  Modelling relationships in CS has always 
been sensitive, if not a problematic issue, particularly if we do not reserve a 
special modelling element where the semantics of relationships can be 
“stored” in folksonomies. 
IO is also the consequence of search engines and their techniques.  hence, search 
engines might not always fulfil information seekers/users information needs, because 
they might be confronted with either irrelevant search result or excessive amount of them 




2009).  Search engines heavily relay on ranking techniques.  Hence, rankings of search 
results are present in all search engines today and there is no doubt that they may 
reduce modern IO by using various criteria (recency ranking, time, location and so forth).   
However, there is one important problem there.  Ranking algorithms have been, 
and will remain business secrets of companies which are in charge of search engines.  
Hence, researchers can only “guess” how Google ranking works (Google, 2012).  
Consequently, many companies today claim that they will make users web presence 
“Google-ranking-friendly”, i.e. users URL “might become highly ranked”.  In other 
words, it appears that users’ URL might never be retrieved if the Google ranking 
algorithms does not “recognise certain user”, which will then affect the relevance of 
information retrieved by the Google engine.  
Although internet search engines delivered to information seekers/users relevant 
search results, it was still dependent on 15 year old techniques, such as syntactic matching 
of keywords, or tagging of services on the internet which requires manual efforts.  
Consequently, internet retrievals through Google, without understanding exactly how its 
ranking works, will not reduce modern IO.  It may even add to it.  How could a ranking 
system in widely used search engine(s) fit the expectation of all information 
seekers/users?  No wonder information seekers/users suffer from smog (Shenk, 1998) 
and glut (Bawden et al., 1999) in results of retrievals through modern search engines.  
Hence, its doubtable that ranking/ratings of internet search results are suitable methods 
of solving the problem of “relevance” when delivering “a moment” of internet searches.  
On the other hand, information seekers/users on the internet heavily participated in 
increasing modern IO.  Olston and Chi complained that information seekers/users are 
usually not certain of their information needs and mostly initiate internet searches with 
a vague notion of the type of information they seek or wish to retrieve.  Hence, they 
set criteria and while browsing the results they often change their initial criteria as new 
information starts to surface (retrieved from initial search query) (Olston and Chi, 
2003).   
Furthermore, Olston and Chi argued that keywords matching techniques do not 
always deliver relevant search results, thus browsing in these situations become the 
focus of information seekers/users in the process of information discovery.  Moreover, 




internet.  Consequently, search results are abstract and requires information 
seekers/users effort to discover relevant information to search query (Olston and Chi, 
2003). 
Whether researchers are still happy with the existing keyword matching technique 
(Chang et al., 2001) in search engines (Chowdhury and Soboroff, 2002), (Baeza-Yates, 
2006), (Ian et al., 2007), or use searches which are labelled as “semantic” (Tumer et al., 
2009) , (Sudeepthi et al., 2012), (Hendler, 2010), (Sheth, 2011) they still do not have 
answers to and solutions for (i).-(iii) below. 
The discourse in this research (see chapter 2) addressed a portion of the IO problem 
because it is difficult, if not impossible to solve it completely (Pollar, 2004), (Allan, 
1997).  There is no doubt that they alleviate it.  Attempts to address IO in the past are not 
applicable in current situations due to the nature of information available on the internet.  
More important is that information seekers/users should be in charge of the management 
of internet searches and their results, this by giving them opportunities to: 
(i). tailor the organization of search results, as elaborated in.  This means that each 
search query must be processed separately according to the environment and 
situation where they belong (Gao et al., 2013a). 
(ii). personalize search processes and the use of search engines, as indicated in and 
avoid generalisation in the process of information discovery.  This can be 
explained as different information seeker/user has a different background and 
competency level (Wen et al., 2009)   
(iii). influence the way we construct or choose mechanisms/algorithms which 
deliver search results.  hence, interpret the semantics of both information 
sources and information seeker/users on the internet. 
The purpose of this research is not to challenge current search engines or 
recommendation techniques used in social intensive environment.  Furthermore, the 
proposed solution in this model do not aim to replace existing techniques due to: 
 Both search engines and RSs utilise a wide range of models to collect and 
analyse information on the internet. 
 Both search engines and RSs also employ variety of techniques which 
attempted to deliver results and recommendations as mentioned above. 
However, bullet (iii). above states that it is important to rethink methods that 
influence the way search engines work.  This research argues that information retrievals 




evaluating the relevance and accuracy of ranked results and not take for granted the way 
Google search engine ranks its results without allowing them to decide about the purpose 
and wanted level of accuracy of ranking?  Google may claim that the purpose of Google 
ranking may improve relevance of search results, but does it really do the job as the 
information seeker/user expects? Does it really address modern IO?  
Hence, this research does not intent to say that more than two decades of mastering 
algorithms for creating perfect search results did not produce good solutions.  The 
intention is to raise awareness that a shift in thinking on “how to create modern and more 
effective way of searching” is needed if we wish to carry on using search engines and 
address modern IO efficiently. 
It is important to highlight that the investigation of RSs and search engines in this 
research itemised some of main concerns that domain of IRS on the internet.  
furthermore, this research does not cover all RSs and search engine problems.  Hence, 
the proposed solution in this research is concerned with modern IO caused by modern 
technologies on the internet.  Thus, the investigation on RSs and search engines and their 
techniques aimed to: 
1. Understand causes of modern IO which required to investigate 
different types of IO as discussed in (section 2.2). 
2. Extract data on characteristics of information sources on the internet 
3. Investigate possible ways to address information seekers/users’ 
preferences in the process of information discovery on the internet.  
4. The emerging SWT offered an alternative solution to minimise modern 
IO by allowing software engineers to interpret the semantics of the 
different environment on the internet. 
Consequently, to deliver “a moment” of information retrievals on the internet that 
can address modern IO it is important to: 
1) Take into account that the nature of IO and the power of traditional IRS has 
CHANGED.  Hence, abandon techniques and “systems” that claimed to address IO 
in the past.  For example, it would be inappropriate to claim that RSs techniques, 
developed in the 90s, for managing a surplus of information in structured 
repositories, would work in modern retrievals from the internet.  It does not mean 
that these techniques are not applicable at all.  It means that they need investigation 
to find out if they can address modern IO and contribute towards interpreting new 




associated with internet searches and results from search engines very often overload 
information seekers/users. 
2) Focus on interpreting the semantics of the environments where information 
seekers/users experience modern IO and consequently model both: 
(i). user’s preferences when creating or using information and 
(ii). characteristics of the environments where IO happens, i.e. 
characteristics of information sources on the internet by identifying 
features, services, purpose etc. 
The proposal in this research aims to offer slightly different way of thinking in terms 
of how to address the issue of irrelevance of search results and their correlation to modern 
IO.  Thus, address differently the way to 
(A) interpret information seekers/users search queries when either creating 
search engines or tailoring (filtering / ranking) search results (user queries 
might not be sufficient!) in domain specific situations on the internet as 
described in (i) and (ii) above and 
(B) construct computational model(s) for supporting a) above and enriching 
current search engines with a complementary technique which will utilise 
SWT stack.   
By addressing (A) and (B) above the proposed solution in this research can 
definitively address modern IO from a new perspective.  The argument is not to eliminate 
IO.  The amount of data information seekers/users create on daily basis will constantly 
grow and IO is not something that both information seekers/users or information/service 
provider can or wish to control (Pollar, 2004), (Westmead, 2013).  However, it is of high 
importance to improve and change the way relevance is addressed in the process of 
delivering search results.   
For understanding the proposals of this research it is important to note that: 
(I) The proposed solution in this research utilises SWT and stack (is SWRL 
enabled OWL ontologies specific) (see OB4 from chapter 1, section 1.3).  
Consequently, the vocabulary in this proposal is restricted to SWRL/OWL 
vocabulary.  
(II) The core of the proposed model is expected to accommodate a reasoning 
process as suggested in (OB1 and OB4 from chapter 1, section 1.3) similar 
to the reasoning process implemented in (Shojanoori et al., 2012a), 
(Shojanoori and Juric, 2013) and discussed in chapter 3 (related work) in 
order to understand how a reasoning process becomes a part of any 
computational model.  
(III) The proposed computational model in this research bears NO resemblance 




problem domains and AI algorithms which may build them.  Hence, the 
proposed solution in this research cannot be confused with them.  Readers 
who has some knowledge on research which utilise the SWT stack can 
recognise the proposed solution in this research as a Software Engineering 
(SE) solution based on reasoning where its results are not made persistent.  
These SE solutions may be re-usable only when they play a role in the 
management of the semantics of a particular “moment” where internet 
searches happen (see OB 2 and OB 3 from chapter 1, section 1.3).  
(IV) (OB 1) stated that the proposed model could be placed as a re-ranking (or 
refining) mechanism, which run on top of search engine results or 
incorporated in the current internet search engines as a complementary 
technique to enhance search results with relevance.  Therefore, the model 
should be flexible enough to fit both requirements.  However, it is not 
realistic to expect that current search engines would welcome any change 
in their algorithms without marketing this proposal.  Therefore, the 
proposed computational model will reason upon Google search engine 
results and perform selection of information sources on the internet which 
were given by the search engine.   
Consequently, the terminology from the previous 3 chapters would now change as 
follows: coming sections will discuss selection of information sources on the internet, 
that will produce relevant results of internet searches triggered by information seeker/user 
queries to reduce modern IO.   
4.2 THE PROPOSED COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
The proposed computational model in this research will address modern IO by 
interpreting the stored semantics of the environment and information seekers/users’ 
preferences (presented in this research as domain specific problem situation) as described 
in (a)-(c). below.  This to guide information seekers/users in the process of selecting most 
relevant information sources according to the extracted information from information 
seekers/users query in the reasoning process.  consequently, the proposed solution 
attempts reduce retrieval of excessive amount of information sources to minimise modern 
IO.  Hence, deliver “a moment” of internet searches that only takes into account how 
information seekers/user described preferred information source in certain situation and 






The proposed computational model main components 
The proposed computational model consists of three distinctive parts which are 
itemised in (a). – (c). below.  Because of its nature, i.e. computations which are based on 
reasoning upon SWRL enabled OWL ontologies, it is important to address all aspects of 
creating OWL model and securing reasoning upon its concepts through SWRL rules. 
(a). Firstly, construct a detailed OWL ontological model with its classes, 
subclasses and relationships which will participate in the model.  Hence, they 
should be generic, but their illustration through domain specific classes and 
subclasses should show the nature of computations performed according to 
the abstract model. 
(b). Secondly, create an abstract model of the reasoning process based on SWRL 
enabled OWL ontologies.  The model must show which OWL classes should 
be involved in the reasoning, and how the semantic matching between them, 
based on their semantic overlapping, will be performed through reasoning.  
In other words, without semantic matching the model might not be able to 
secure reasoning with SWRL.  Therefore, the model must show where the 
inference is.  The model must also be generic, i.e. it should be suitable for 
any environment where internet searches are required.  
(c). Thirdly, a set of SWRL rules which creates inferences upon OWL concepts 
and would work in any domains specific situation when selecting information 
sources on the internet.  It is difficult to predict how far we can go in creating 
SWRL rules, because the proposed abstract model should work in any 
environments (SWRL rules cannot be domain specific) and should be 
reusable (SWRL rules should avoid hard coding).  The goal is to achieve 
reusability of computational solution and its applicability in different 
situations and domains where selection of information sources happens. 
It is important to note that it is difficult to illustrate certain aspects of the abstract 
computational model from (a)-(c) above without occasionally becoming domain specific.   
Another important aspect of the proposal is its role in creating computations based 
on SWRL enabled OWL ontologies.  The model should show how the semantics of the 
environment, where the retrieval of information sources is being performed, is stored 
within it, and how the OWL ontological model, with its hierarchies and constraints, will 
be created.  Hence, it is important to know which classes and their horizontal hierarchies 
are important and what will be modelled as OWL constraints.  
Finally, the reasoning within OWL models creates inference: OWL individuals 




semantic overlapping.  Therefore, the model must emphasize where the overlapping 
semantic is and how it affects the results of reasoning.  Ultimately, the selection of 
information sources depends on exactly that: how successfully the overlapping semantics 
are modelled. 
Hence, it is important to note a subtle difference between (a). (b). and (c).  The 
understanding of the essence of the proposed computational model should result from a. 
and b.  However, its real power, in terms of reusability could be addressed only through 
(c) which will require domain specific example and cannot be a part of the abstract model.   
Information collection and extraction to construct OWL ontologies: 
Information sources on the internet can be anything and everything, it ranges from 
being information about human, animal, nature, science, technology, and news of recent 
events to information about different kinds of e-services, businesses, companies, schools, 
universities, institutes, research buddies and so forth.  Moreover, these sources can be 
further categorised into two distinctive types of information sources per an environment 
or problem domain.   
The first type of information sources are informative sources also known as read only 
sources on the internet; are sources which deliver to information seekers/users facts (i.e. 
news websites, electronic libraries, encyclopaedia and Wikipedia, government websites 
and so forth).  Informative type of Information sources on the internet can therefore be 
edited and updated by information owners only.   
The second type of information sources are social intensive information sources 
which are created as consequences of technologies available on the internet also known 
as read and write information sources.  These technologies empowered Information 
seekers/Users who were only allowed to read information to become creators of these 
information sources.  Therefore, information seekers/users have a dual role in modern 
computing.   
This means that information is generated by utilising variety of technology means 
available on the internet -belongs to web 2.0 tools and technologies- that delivered 
collaborative environment of information sources to the information seekers/users on the 
internet.  Consequently, the amount of information created in the past two decades 




Furthermore, web 2.0 tools and technologies can also be a standalone tools or 
multiple tools that allow synergy and production of new/enhanced information sources 
on the internet.  Furthermore, each of these tools allow creation and representation of 
information differently.  Therefore, characteristics of information sources differs 
according to how they are created (i.e structured data retrieved from DB, or unstructured 
data created by using social media tools or developer tools on the internet).  
Consequently, web 2.0 tools enabled the transformation of physical information into the 
internet.  Thus, information seekers/users are now able to view any information 
effortlessly at any time. 
Moreover, wireless and ad-hoc technologies allowed to access and create 
information on the internet anywhere and everywhere.  Consequently, the overwhelming 
availability of information sources on the internet resulted into modern IO.  Therefore, 
researchers attempt to develop techniques that will allow to improve information 
creation, management, presentation and retrieval on the internet.  Some of these solutions 
were perfect for a certain IO problems at a certain time for a certain group of users.  
However, IO is a resilient problem which gets out of control every now and then.   
Therefore, the proposal in this research is an attempt to alleviate IO and manage 
information sources on the internet.  This means that by interpreting the semantics of both 
information seekers/users and information sources on the internet modern IO can be 
slightly controlled.  Hence, the proposed generic computational model in this research 
can contribute towards refining search results to reduce modern IO. 
The proposed generic model can work in parallel with currently existing tools.  It is 
important to emphasise that our initial aim in this research is not to create any type of 
RSs or replace currently existing search engines and working techniques of information 
retrieval methods on the internet. 
The first step in this research is modeling information sources on the internet and 
accessing them based on characteristics of both the environment they exist in and the 
preferences of information seekers/users of environment.  For this purpose, this research 
investigates and analyse available information sources on the internet such as website, 
blogs, forums, electronic documents, video clips, audio files and their nature.  The 
investigation will also include understanding the preference of information seekers/users, 




and last try to draw the relationship between information sources and users on the 
internet.   
In a chronological order Binghubash and Juric (Binghubash and Juric, 2011), 
attempted to analyse social networks because they are social intensive environment on 
the internet and rich with information that can be accessed by information seekers/users.  
Hence, they allow information seekers/user to communicate, create and distribute 
information instantly.  The investigation also attempted to understand  
 which exact service these collaborations may bring to information 
seekers/users,  
 which level of security and privacy is guaranteed to SNs members and  
 which technical support members may need when collaborating through 
SNs.   
In order to answer bullets above, it was important to classify SNs.  Consequently, the 
first attempt was to analyse studies of SNs available on websites which provided 
evaluation of existing SN sites on the internet.  The second step was to further extend the 
investigation to include information about “demographics, profile, security, networking 
features, search and technical help/support”.  This helped us to create a basic concept of 
characteristic of SN sites which is one type of information sources on the internet. 
In Almarri et.al, 2012. (Almarri et al., 2012a) focused on understanding the 
significance of LLL society on the internet.  The reason behind this choice was because 
LLL is an environment rich of information where information seekers/users can choose 
to learn at any stage of their lives and anywhere or anytime.  Information seekers/users 
are from different competence level and background.  Furthermore, the wide spread of 
advanced communication technologies such as information sharing and dissemination 
through peer to peer meeting tools created new type of how information seekers/users 
want to share and create information in LLL environment.   
Therefore, this investigation explored available communication methods to 
characterise functionalities/services offered by information sources for information 
seeker/user in LLL environment on the internet.  Furthermore, this investigation 
specifically focused on LLL in healthcare environment because lifelong learners in 
healthcare requires to maintain their level of knowledge and heavily dependent on the 




The investigation on information sources on the internet also included higher 
education.  Juric et. al, 2013 (Juric et al., 2013) was concerned with the impact of 
advanced technology in formal educational environment and ways to re-model formal 
learning practices and delivery and dissemination of knowledge.  Hence, this added a 
new dimension to the characteristics of information sources on the internet.  Thus, 
investigated available tools on the internet which will allow easy communication with 
students to share knowledge, virtually when creating interdisciplinary modules. 
The motivation behind the investigation above was to model the characteristics of 
different types of information sources on the internet.  Consequently, the results indicated 
that most common characteristics of information sources on the internet can be as listed 
below.  Every internet source has these distinctive characteristics:   
1. Features, services, purpose of existence, and type of information it provides. 
2. Every information source must be either informative or collaborative source. 
3. Every information source must have an owner and consumer. 
4. Every information sources can be singular ie. One technology or tool which 
serves a certain cause and has identified user, or multiple tools and technologies 
which aims at either to improve the quality of an existing information source or 
create a new one. 
Description of Modern Information Sources: is depicted in figure 4.1 below depicts 
a portion of things which can be considered as an information sources on the internet.  As 
mentioned above an information source on the internet can be anything in figure 4.1 
below.  Furthermore, these information sources can exit either separately or a member of 
an extended information source based on 1-4 above and also include characteristics of 
information seekers/users on the internet.  as described in 1-4 above information sources 
can share common characteristics according to the environment or domain they belong 
to.  Furthermore, categorisation and grouping of characteristics of information sources 










FIGURE 4.1 INFORMATION SOURCES ON THE INTERNET 
Internet source(s) exist for any reason, information seekers/users create contents on 
the internet to (A) share personal opinions and interests or to (B) promote businesses and 
services through different means on the internet, (C) provide leaning material and so 
forth.  Thus, to be able to deliver relevant information source(s) to information 
seekers/users, it is important to understand the purpose they exist for in the first place.  
Hence, investigating the environment the information source(s) belongs to, features and 
services provided through a specific source(s), technology in use, and users of a certain 
information source(s) is essential.  Otherwise, both information source(s) provider and 
information seekers/users are in uncertain environment of source(s) where everything is 
mixed up.  Consequently, it is of high priority to properly define the characteristics of 
these information source(s) to be able to retrieve them.   
The next three subsections of 3.4 describe various parts of the proposed 
computational model.  Subsection 4.3.1 describes the OWL model as specified in (b) (see 
section 4.1) and define the way semantic of the environment are stored.  In section 4.3.2 
covers only relationships in the proposed computational model, as specified in (b) (see 
section 4.1) by defining OWL constraints.  Section 4.3.3. describes the reasoning process 
as required in (a) and explain how semantic overlapping can be created.  Whereas, (c) 
above, is part of the illustration of the proposed computational model and therefore c. can 
be addressed only when building particular situation and domains which require the 




4.3 GENERIC MODEL- OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED 
METHOD 
The previous section described information extraction and analysis techniques 
followed in order to construct OWL ontological model.  Therefore, this section elaborates 
and discuss how the environment is modelled.  This section divides the discussion into 
two parts.  First, present the abstract concepts of information sources environment and 
describe the logic behind the categorisation of the semantics of information sources.  
Second, define domain concepts into description logics language (DL). 
1. Hence, to define an information source(s) it is important to define:  
2. Basic concepts of the general environment of any information source(s) on 
the internet. 
3. Relation or association between concepts and instance(s) of sources on the 
internet. 
4. The Reasoning Process which delivers “a moment” of internet Searches. 
Therefore, the first step is to understand the general concepts of any information 
source(s) on the internet.  As mentioned above in (see section 4.2), there are different 
types of information source(s) on the internet.  The universal environment of information 
source(s) is massive, which means it is almost impossible to cover all information 
source(s) to find the relevant information source in certain situation of information 
discovery.   
Therefore, this research attempts to design the general concepts of information 
sources as “universal environment” to be able to recommend/ deliver relevant 
information sources to information seekers/ users search queries on the internet.  Hence, 
the first step is to group information source(s) on the internet, figure 4.2 below illustrates 
the universal environment on the internet. 
Basic Concepts of any Information Source(s) on the Internet: 
The universal concept of information sources is a set defined as a collection of 
instance “elements” that if brought together can obey to a certain rule.  These instances 
can be anything that will allow the description of an information source on the internet.  
Thus, by fulfilling a certain rule(s), these instances can belong to a grouped collection of 















FIGURE 4.2 THE UNIVERSAL SET OF INFORMATION SOURCES ON THE INTERNET. 
Furthermore, universal concept (𝒰) can be a set which consist of collection of 
instances.  These instances can have some common features or Not. It can also be a 
collection of random features that have nothing in common as well.  
Thus, the universal concept can be expressed as follows: 
𝐼𝑓 𝒰 = {𝓍𝒾  ∈  𝒰|𝒾 = 1,2,3, …  𝓃, 𝑛 = (𝑛 − 1)} 
For example, in figure 4.2 the universal set 𝒰 can have an “n” number of subsets 
which shares common features.  Thus if  𝒳,𝒴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒵 are sets, then 𝒳,𝒴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒵 are called 
subsets of 𝒰, if and only if every element of 𝒳,𝒴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒵 are also an element of 𝒰.  
Consequently, this also applies that all sets 𝒴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒵 that are subsets of 𝒰  
𝒳 ⊆  𝒰 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑥𝑛, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈  𝒳 ⟹ 𝑥𝑛  ∈ 𝒰 
∵  𝒳 ⊆  𝒰 ⇔ ∀ 𝓍𝑛, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈  𝓍 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝓍 ∈  𝒰  
For subsets of 𝒰 to be equivalent each element of any set must be an element of all 
other sets of 𝒰.  In the proposed generic computational model in this research all subsets 
of 𝒰 are disjoint.  This means that elements of each set cannot be an element of any other 
set and each element has s distinctive features and characteristics.  Thus,  
∵  𝒳,𝒴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒵 ∈ 𝒰 ⇔  𝒳 ≢ 𝒴 ≢ 𝒵 
Subsets of the universal set 𝒰 forms the domain of all information sources on the 




interpreted to deliver “a moment” of internet searches.  These sets are divided into two 
distinctive sets: 
1. Sets which stores the characteristics of information sources on the internet (i.e. 
the set of all base classes which stores the semantics of an information source), 
and 
2. Sets that store available information sources and information seekers/users’ 
preference which will be utilised in the reasoning process to deliver the most 
relevant information source on the internet. 
Relations or Association Between Concepts and Instance(s) of Information 















FIGURE 4.3 DESCRIBES SOME OF THE CHARACTERISTICS AN INFORMATION SOURCE 
CAN HAVE THROUGH HAS-PURPOSE AND HAS-FEATURES RELATIONSHIP. 
To define information source(s) on the internet, it is essential to first form a relation 
or association between sets of information source(s) on the internet and their 
characteristics as depicted in figure 4.3 above.  Therefore, there will be a domain concept 
that will contain elements “i.e. information sources on the internet” and set that describes 
the characteristics of information source(s) as the range set or the output of the relation 
between the two sets.  For example, the domain is a set of source(s) as illustrated in figure 
4.4 Sources = {websites, blogs, forums, documents, audio, video} and the range is a 
set Purpose = {Professional, Educational, Entertainment, Personal, Sport, Regional, 
E-commerce, News, Games}, the purpose of these source(s) form a relation between the 
information sources and its characteristics.  This means that Websites are related to or 
associated with one or more purpose i.e. Professional and Educational, while Blogs are 
related to Personal only and Documents to Educational only as depicted in figure 4.4 



















DOMAIN RANGE  
FIGURE 4.4 SHOWS THE RELATION BETWEEN DOMAIN ELEMENTS AND RANGE ELEMENTS. 
Another way to express this relation is to create Cartesian Products pairs of these 
concepts.  Thus, the outcome of this relationship creates new subset of ordered pairs 
drawn from all possible matches between domain elements in a relation with range 
elements.  Therefore, we can formally present this relationship as follows: 
Let 𝑅 is a relation from the domain 𝒳 to range 𝒴 (sources and purpose) 
𝒳
ℛ
→  𝒴 
Where 𝑅 ⊆ 𝒳 ×  𝒴 = {(𝓍, 𝓎)| 𝓍 ∈  𝒳,𝓎 ∈ 𝒴} 
This therefore allows to write the subset 𝑅 ⊆ 𝒳 ×  𝒴 in ordered pairs for some 
elements of (X, R, Y) as follows: 
   {(Websites, Professional), (Websites, Educational), (Blogs, Personal),  
(Documents, Educational)} 
The inverse relation of the above given is to say that any source on the internet is of 
a given purpose.  This can be present as follows: 
𝒴
ℛ
→  𝒳 




It is important to note that the elements of both the domain and range can change per 
to the environment or problem domain (situation of information retrieval) and 
information seekers/users preferences.  This means that some elements of the Domain 
can be an element of the Range if and only if it is part of the characteristics of the domain 
element and vice versa. Therefore, characteristics of source(s)can conditionally become 
an information source itself (i.e. some websites allow the users to link blogs, twitter 
pages, and other social media based pages in profiles).  
Difference between a relation and a function: 
Based on the relationship described in the previous paragraph, a relation can be 
formed between two sets, and is a collection of ordered pairs containing one element from 
each set. If the element x is from the first set and the element y is from the second set, 
then the elements are said to be related if the ordered pair (𝔁,𝔂) is in the relation.  
Furthermore, a relation 𝒳
ℛ
→  𝒴 can relate the element x in the first set with more than one 
element in the second set.  This relation is known as a binary relation.  Hence, the 
description of information sources is defined as a binary relation the proposed 
computational model.   
Whereas, functions in relationships can map only one value from the domain set to 
exactly one value in the range set and implies that f(x) = f(y).  hence, the proposed 
computational model avoids using functional relationships to describe the characteristics 
of information sources because they limit the usage of each relationship (one to one 
relationship).  Thus, it is impossible to have semantic overlapping between information 





4.3.1 THE ONTOLOGICAL MODEL 
Figure 4.5 introduces the abstract model as specified in (b) (see section 4.2).  It must 
show OWL classes and relationships between them, it has to point out where the 
reasoning is performed and where the inference results are stored. 
The ontological model consists of three major classes: SOURCES, USER-
PREFERENCES and RECOMMENDED-SOURCES: 
 SOURCES class contains all possible information sources on the internet 
which can be selected through the reasoning process. 
 USER-PREFERENCES class stores the semantics of preferences 
information seeker/user may have when selecting information sources on the 
internet.  These might be interpreted as various “requirements” information 
seekers/users may have and which, at the same time, are expected to be met 
by information sources on the internet if they are to be selected by 
information seekers/users. 
 RECOMMENDED-SOURCES class stores only information sources on the 
internet that have been selected through the reasoning process and match 
information seekers/users preferences. 
The individuals {ℐ𝒩𝒟1, ℐ𝒩𝒟2, … , ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒶} of the SOURCES class are actual URLs 
of information sources on the internet that are results of internet searches and possibly 
ranked by search engines.  However, in order to improve their relevance to information 
seeker/user’s queries to address “a moment” of internet searches and reduce modern IO, 
the proposed model will have to select some of them through the reasoning process to 
deliver relevance based on extracted information seeker/user preference and semantics of 
information sources stored collected and stored in the OWL model.  These are individuals 
which might become members of the RECOMMENDED-SOURCES class.  However, 
each of these sources ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒾, where  
𝒮𝒪𝒰ℛ𝒮ℰ𝒮 =  {ℐ𝒩𝒟  ∈  𝒮𝒪𝒰ℛ𝒮ℰ𝒮  | 𝒾 = 1 ≤ 𝒾 ≤  𝒶}  
must be described fully before they are selected through the reasoning process.  Their 
description is stored in a set of ontological classes named  {𝒞𝒮1, … , 𝒞𝒮𝒷}, shown in the 
left part of Figure 4.5, which actually describe the characteristics of information sources 
on the internet.  This means that for each individual ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒾 of the SOURCES class, the 




characteristics of a particular information source on the internet, which is a social 
network, some of the specifications are: 
 features, as services SN offers to their members, 
 purpose of SN and the benefits its offers to their members,  
 privacy policies which are available to SN members 
 technical support which helps SN members to manage their presence in the 
social intensive online environment. 
Hence, the universal set of all possible subsets which describes certain environment 
or a problem domain is: 
𝒰𝒩ℐ𝒱ℰℛ𝒮𝒜ℒ = {𝒞𝒮𝒾  ∈  𝒰𝒩ℐ𝒱ℰℛ𝒮𝒜ℒ  | 𝒾 = 1 ≤ 𝒾 ≤  𝒷} 
Furthermore, an environment can have as many 𝒞𝒮𝒾 [ | 𝒾 = 1 ≤ 𝒾 ≤  𝒷] classes as 
needed, i.e. the number and type of characteristics of information sources can be decided 
according to a particular situation and domain.  Also each of the 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes may have a 
set of ‘c’ sub-hierarchies  {𝒮1 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾, 𝒮2 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾 … , 𝑆𝒸 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾} as a sub-characteristic of 
the characteristic class 𝒞𝒮𝒾 for each ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒿 of the SOURCES class.  They may be needed 
in situations when the 𝒞𝒮𝒾 class itself is not sufficient to describe the complexity of the 































FIGURE 4.5 THE GENERIC MODEL WITH CONSTRAINTS. 
In order to specify some relationships in the abstract model and define which 
particular characteristic 𝒞𝒮𝒾 is applicable to which individual ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒾 from the SOURCES 
class, the model utilise OWL constraints, noted as CONSTR in Figure 4.5, which is 
described in the next subsection.  Figure 4.5 above is different from figure 4.6 below 
because relationships in figure 4.5 can be either object properties or datatype properties.  
Whereas, relationship defined in figure 4.6 enforce the utilisation of object properties in 
the process of defining the characteristics of  ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒾 from the SOURCES class.  Lines 
which connects the  ℐ𝒩𝒟𝒾 from the SOURCES class to 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes are relationships 





4.3.2 CONSTRAINTS IN THE OWL MODEL 
The relationships between concepts stored in the OWL model and are defined 
through constraints imposed on individuals of these concepts.  For example, in the figure 
below the relationship from class SOURCES and a set of  {𝒞𝒮1, 𝒞𝒮2, … , 𝒞𝒮𝒷} classes is 
defined by creating a set of object properties (OP).  If OPs are defined between 
SOURCES and sets of  {𝒞𝒮1, 𝒞𝒮2, … , 𝒞𝒮𝒷} classes then these OPs are to be inherited by 
sub-hierarchies of each characteristic, i.e. by a set of  {𝒮1 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾, 𝒮2 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾 … , 𝑆𝒸 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾} 
classes for a particular characteristic 𝒞𝒮𝒾, if sub-hierarchies  {𝒮1 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾 , 𝒮2 −




























FIGURE 4.6 GENERIC MODEL WITH OBJECT PROPERTY AS CONSTRAINTS. 
Figure 4.6 shows one important aspect of the proposed abstract model: if information 
sources are described through their characteristics, which are  {𝒞𝒮1, 𝒞𝒮2, … , 𝒞𝒮𝒷} 
classes, then there must be a set of OPs named  has-CS1, has-CS2, ⋯, 




𝒞𝒮2, … , 𝒞𝒮𝒷}.  The decision behind choosing to create has-CS1 is basically a modelling 
principle. 
Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 are refinements of Figure 4.6 and illustrate various 
possibilities of defining OWL constraints when modelling the characteristics of 
information sources on the internet.  This therefore, allows more flexibility in the process 
of modelling information sources domain knowledge.  The difference among these three 
figures is that each of them allow utilising domain knowledge based on information 
seekers/users’ preferences and how precise they are when describing preferred 
information sources, they seek to retrieve.  Hence, according to the extracted information 
from information seeker/user query, a domain specific OWL ontological model is 
constructed and OPs are employed to perform the reasoning process.   
Figure 4.7 shows that for each characteristic 𝒞𝒮𝓀 of a particular information source, 
it is possible to have a set of more detailed characteristics represented through subclasses 
 {𝒮1 − 𝒞𝒮𝓀 , … , 𝑆𝒸 − 𝒞𝒮𝓀}.  Therefore, when defining OPs between SOURCES and 𝒞𝒮𝓀 
classes, it is possible to choose to either use 
i. has-CS𝓀 property, which can be inherited by all 𝒞𝒮𝓀 subclasses  {𝒮1 −
𝒞𝒮𝓀, … , 𝑆𝒸 − 𝒞𝒮𝓀}, or 
ii. a set of properties  has-𝒮1-CS𝓀, has-𝒮2-CS𝓀, ⋯, has-𝒮𝒸-CS𝓀, which 
connects each subclass of the 𝒞𝒮𝓀 class with the SOURCES class. 
For example, to describe an information source through its “features” (𝒞𝒮𝒾) then 
there should be the has-features property defined between the SOURCES and that 
𝒞𝒮𝒾 class (“features”) as explained in (i). above.  However, if the same characteristic 𝒞𝒮𝒾 
(“features”) has been defined through subclasses {𝒮1 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒮2 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾} which stores 
information such as “COMMUNICATION_METHOD” and 
“MEMBERS_PROFILE_FEATURES”, then there should exist has-
communication-method and has-member-profile-features properties 

























FIGURE 4.7 CHOICE OF CONSTRAINTS FOR EACH CSK AND SOURCES. 
The choice of OPs illustrated in Figure 4.7 could be made by a software developer, 
but it might also be dictated by a situation or the domain where the selection of 
information sources is performed.  It is important to take into account that numerous 
constraints imposed on OWL model might result in software application overload. Hence, 
extra cautious is required when defining these constraints (Almarri and Juric, 2013a). 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show further options a developer may have when defining OWL 


























FIGURE 4.8 CHOICE OF CONSTRAINTS IN THE GENERIC MODEL. 
It is also possible to choose to use a detailed description of a particular characteristic 
(𝒞𝒮𝓀 in Figure 4.8) and use all other characteristic 𝒞𝒮𝒾 of information sources, without 
detailing them (i.e. without their further sub-hierarchies due to extracted information 
seekers/users queries), as shown in Figure 4.8.  OPs can also be defined between 
SOURCES class and a detailed description of all characteristics through subclasses 
































FIGURE 4.9 GENERIC MODEL WITH HORIZONTAL HIERARCHIES AND THEIR 
CONSTRAINTS. 
OWL OPs in the proposed model has essential role in the reasoning process.  Hence, 
the emphasis on OPs in the proposed abstract model has been underpinned with the 
following three facts:  
(a) it is essential requirement of the proposed model to strengthen the semantic of 
OWL ontological classes in order to prepare them for reasoning which can be 
done though OPs.  Thus, highly recommended reusability and maintain generic 
characteristic of the OWL model. 
(b) exploit the natural power of inheritance when describing the semantics of 
information sources and apply it to its OPs. 
(c) Flexibility of choosing to use either a detailed sub-hierarchies of the 
characteristics classes together with the generic OPs defined as has-CS𝓀 
which means that the reasoner will use the inheritance for OPs, or removing 
the inheritance completely from the domain specific OWL model by creating 
finely granulated  has-𝒮1-CS𝓀, has-𝒮2-CS𝓀, ⋯, has-𝒮𝒸-CS𝓀 OPs.  
Powerful constraints might have an adverse effect on the performance of 
software application based on SWRL enabled OWL ontologies due to its one 




Hence, (a)-(c) above means that in the process of modelling the domain of interest it 
is of high priority to carefully collect, analyse and store domain knowledge in 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes 
and create as much as needed of these 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes.  Thus, construct and enrich the OWL 
ontological model with domain knowledge that will enable flexible description of 
information seeker/user preferences through Ops.  The reusability of the proposed model 
is insured due to the use of object properties in the process of describing relationship 
between both information sources and 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes and information seeker/user preference 
and 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes that does not require any hardcoding in the process of writing SWRL 
rules for the reasoning process.  Hence, the same rule can be reused regardless of 
information seeker/user preferences. 
4.3.3 SEMANTIC OVERLAPPING IN THE OWL MODEL AND THE 
REASONING PROCESS 
Figure 4.6 shows an important aspect of the proposed abstract model, which was 
deliberately omitted from Figures 4.1- 4.5.  
In order to guarantee the matching between OWL ontological classes, which can 
secure reasoning upon their individuals in the generic OWL model, the individuals of the 
USER PREFERENCES class are described similarly to the same way information 
sources are described.  Hence, secure the selection through these preferences. Readers 
familiar with OWL ontological matching would know that it would be difficult to select 
information sources on the internet, according to user preferences, if the sources are NOT 
described the way that will allow to match them with user preferences.  Therefore, a set 
of 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes, which are characteristics of information sources on the internet should 
play important role when describing individuals of the USER-PREFERENCES class.  
According to the definitions of OPs in the abstract model from section 4.3.2 above, the 
same set of OPs has_CSi should be imposed between individuals of the 𝒞𝒮𝒾 and USER-
PREFERENCES class.  Obviously, the same rationale of using subclasses of 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes, 
explained in section 4.3.2 can be used for describing the semantics of user preferences. 
Therefore, Figure 4.10 presents the final version of the OWL ontological model 





The reasoning process in the abstract model, emphasised with blue colour, may be 
performed successfully, by matching SOURCES and USER-PREFERENCES classes.  It 
can be done through rules written is SWRL which will take all the individuals from the 
SOURCES class, which can be matched with characteristics of individuals from the 
USER PREFERENCES class, and infer individuals of the SOURCES class into the 
RECOMMENDED-SOURCES class.  Hence, these moved individuals are results of 
inference through the reasoning process performed with SWRL rules. 
The decision behind modelling user preferences into separate class is due to the way 
SWRL rule is written.  If for example user preferences is an individual of SOURCES 
class then it would be impossible to select possible matches between user preferences and 
semantics of information sources stored in the same class (SOURCES).  Furthermore, 
this will require to change how the rule is written. 
Although both USER-PREFERENCES and SOURCES class utilise the same set of 
OPs, semantic matches only happen if there exist an individual in SOURCES class that 
can match the description of individuals of USER-PREFERENCES class.  Hence, the 
reasoner will only infer both individuals of USER-PREFERENCES and SOURCES class 
that share common characteristics. 
It is obvious that the selection of information sources is based on their characteristics 
and user preferences.  Consequently, the semantic overlapping through the re-use of OPs 
and correctly interpreted semantic (through 𝒞𝒮𝒾 sub-hierarchies and OPs of 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes) 
stored in both SOURCES and USER-PREFERENCES classes is essential for performing 
the semantic matching in this reasoning.  In general, the nature of the reasoning upon the 
classes and OPs in Figure 4.10 is based on our own understanding and interpretation of 
user preferences and the characteristics of the environment where the selection of 

























FIGURE 4.10 PROPOSED GENERIC MODEL (THE REASONING PROCESS WITH SEMANTIC 
OVERLAPPING). 
4.3.4 RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED ON THE OWL ONTOLOGICAL MODEL: 
OWL ontologies allow the use of some restriction properties on OWL classes, 
properties, individuals in the process of constructing OWL ontologies.  In this research, 
some of these restrictions were utilised to control the outcome of the reasoning process.  
In this section some of these restrictions are listed to show the role of each in the process 
of the illustration of the generic computational model. 
Enumerated classes in the OWL Model: 
Enumerated classes expression allows to define individuals that belongs to a certain 




are defined as enumerated classes Sources and User-Preferences classes.  Due to the 
definition of Sources and User-Preferences classes it was important to clarify that these 
two classes are distinct.  Therefore, the property enumerated classes was assigned to these 
two classes to allow the description of membership of individuals to these classes.  
Therefore, by giving members of a classes the definition of enumerated classes only these 
individuals can belong to a certain class.   
Other Restrictions enforced on OWL ontological model: 
In OWL ontologies, classes can be described by applying restrictions to how these 
classes are interpreted in the model.  There are three types of restrictions – quantifier 
restrictions, cardinality restrictions, and hasValue restrictions- which can help in forcing 
certain rules in the process of building OWL ontologies.  
Quantifiers Restrictions: 
Quantifier restriction allows two types of restrictions existential and universal 
restrictions on OWL classes, properties and individuals of the owl ontological model.  
This to imply “necessary” and “necessary and Sufficient” conditions in the process of 
constructing the OWL ontological model.  
Each class can have at least one quantifier restriction and can be of the type of both 
either existential or universal and can be a combination of both.  For the purpose of the 
illustration of the proposed generic model only existential restriction is enforced on OWL 
classes. 
Existential quantifier is denoted with the symbol ∃ and is read as “some values from” 
and referred to as necessary and sufficient criteria.  This restriction allows the description 
of an individual of a certain class through a relationship that indicates at least one as 
“some” to another individual of a given class.  For example, has-Features some Features 
allows to describe all individuals of both Sources and User-Preferences classes that have 
at least one relationship along the has-Features property to individuals of Features class.  
Furthermore, an individual of both Sources and User-Preferences classes can have more 
















FIGURE 4.11 THE RESTRICTION “HAS-FEATURES” SOME FEATURES INDICATES THAT 
INDIVIDUALS OF THE FIRST CLASS HAS AT LEAST ONE FEATURE OR MORE. 
It is very important to note that these properties are also inherited if for example 
Features class has a superclass subclass relationship. 
The other type of quantifier restriction is the universal quantifier; denoted with the 
symbol ∀and is read as “only” and known as “All Values From”.  This type or restriction 
was not enforced on the OWL ontological model because it restricts the OWL classes to 
certain rules which are not applicable with the reasoning process of the proposed generic 
model.  This type of restriction is applicable if and only if we allow the grouping of 
Sources into the creation of sub-hierarchies.   
Cardinality Restrictions: 
Another type of restrictions which can be applied to the OWL ontological model is 
cardinality restrictions.  This type of restrictions allows to describe a class of individuals 
to have at least, at most and exactly specified number of relationships with another 
individuals or data value.  This type of restriction is useful if all relationships in an OWL 
ontologies must be utilised in the description of the environment or domain of interest.  
However, this type of restriction was difficult to use in the illustration of the generic 
computational model because as previously described in chapter 4 section 4.3.1, the OWL 
ontological model can have “n” number of classes and relationship imposed on the OWL 
ontological classes.  Hence, it is impossible to restrict relationships imposed on OWL 
classes to utilise some or all.   
Although the domain of interest is designed to cover all possible concepts and 
relationship between concepts.  The utilisation of relationships (object properties) in the 
illustration process of the proposed generic model depends on the user preferences and 
the description of the information sources in certain situation.  Therefore, this type of 




4.4 SWRL RULES AND REASONING PROCESS 
The current SWT stack is widely accepted that each layer will improve the ones 
below.  SWT language architecture can be extended with a rules component.  This to 
maximises compatibility with existing languages; i.e. RDF and OWL to benefit the 
development of the SWT (Horrocks et al., 2005).  Rules were developed to enhance the 
performance of the SWT stack.  SWRL rule is a first order logic rule that is used to query 
RDFS and OWL ontologies to extend the existing work of both.  It is based on a 
combination of OWL Lite and OWL DL sublanguages. with the Unary/Binary Datalog 
RuleML sublanguages of the Rule Markup Language (SWRL, 2004a). 
As mentioned above SWT stack consist of multiple layers, each layer exists for a 
purpose.  In this research the proposed generic model is based on SWRL enabled OWL 
ontologies.  This means that a combination of two distinctive layer of SWT are utilised 
in order to construct OWL ontological model in a domain specific scenarios.  Although 
OWL adds considerable expressive power to the semantics of any OWL ontological 
model and it allows flexibility in modeling domains of interest, but it does have 
expressivity limitations -one important issue is that OWL cannot retain decidability of 
key inference problems.  Consequently, it is necessary to extend OWL expressive 
capabilities with a more powerful language.  This to overcome expressivity limitation 
problem and utilise the ontological model to the maximum end.  Therefore, for this 
purpose SWRL -an enhanced language of OWL Rules Language (OWL RL) (Horrocks 
and Patel-Schneider, 2004)- was developed to extends OWL in a syntactic and semantic 
coherent manner.  Furthermore, SWRL rules are given formal meaning through OWL 
DL model theoretic semantics and adds a new axiom to the OWL model.   Hence, to 
interpret the semantics of the domain of choice and infer new knowledge, then it is 
important to wirte SWRL rules on top of the OWL ontological model to reason and infer 
further knowledge from the domain model. 
As a common knowledge SWT is a human/computer readable technology. 
Therefore, SWRL rules are likewise.  The syntax of SWRL rules consists of two parts 
the antecedent which is responsible for managing the conditions part of the reasoning 
process.  An antecedent can consist of minimum of one condition and can include an “n” 




second part of the SWRL rule is the consequent which is the results of the truth value of 
the antecedent.  
antecedent →  consequent 
Rule 1: antecedent and consequent are conjunctions of atoms written 𝑎1  ∧ …∧ 𝑎𝓃.  
Variables are indicated using the standard convention of prefixing them with a question 
mark (e.g., ?x). Using this syntax, a rule asserting that the composition of SOURCES 
(?S) and USER-PREFERENCES through the property ℎ𝑎𝑠 − 𝐶𝑆𝒾 implies (?S) is inferred 
in the class RECOMMENDED-SOURCES and would be written as: 
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 (?𝑈𝑃)  ∧  𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 (? 𝑆)  ∧  ℎ𝑎𝑠 − 𝐶𝑆𝑖 (? 𝑈𝑃, ? 𝐶𝑆𝑖)  ∧  ℎ𝑎𝑠
− 𝐶𝑆𝑖 (? 𝑆, ? 𝐶𝑆𝑖)  →  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 (? 𝑆) 
A rule is read as if the antecedent holds or is true then the consequent must also hold.  
Rule 2: a SWRL based OWL ontologies contains a mixture of OWL DL constructs 
i.e. annotations, axiom about classes and properties and facts about individuals of certain 
environment.  
Initiation of the reasoning process: 
As mentioned throughout this research, the proposed computational model is a 
SWRL enabled OWL ontologies.  This mean that all languages used in the process of 
illustration is based on utilising the SWT stack; namely semantic web rule language 
(SWRL) and web ontology language (OWL) ontologies. 
The process of constructing the OWL ontological model starts once domain 
knowledge is collected and analysed as mentioned in (section 4.1 and 4.2).  Hence, 
categorised domain data is ready to be constructed as OWL ontological model component 
(classes, OPs and individuals).  This to prepare the OWL ontological model to reason 
upon the semantics of the domain of interest according to user preferences.   
Therefore, the listed steps blow must be carefully followed before initiating the 
reasoning process: 
1. Create base classes and its sub-hierarchies by following one of the versions of the 
proposed generic model (in section 4.3.1- 4.3.3).   
2. Create individuals of each class as categorised from the analysed domain 
knowledge.  This step also involves the creation of individuals of both Sources 




3. Create object properties to allow the definition of both the individuals of Sources 
and User-Preferences classes.  This is done by: 
a. assigning the domain and range for each object property and  
b. use the object property to define the characteristics of individuals of both 
Sources and User-Preferences classes. 
4. The population of the SWRL rule elements is dependent on the choice of the 
generic computational model described in (section 4.3.1- 4.3.3).  This mean the 
choice of object properties utilised in the SWRL rule depends on: 
a. How precise is information seeker/user in describing the desirable 
information sources and  
b. This leads to the selection of one of the four versions of the proposed 
generic model. 
Once (1)-(4) above are done correctly, the execution of the SWRL can start.  
The description of the role of the SWRL Rule in the reasoning process: 
Suppose that a information seeker/user is trying to view an information source that 
contains information on diabetes. Then,  
If the information seeker/user provides a minimum of one preference, then a list of 
sources will be recommended. 
𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑎 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒⏟                              
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
 , 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑⏟                           
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
 
The truth table for User-Preference  has preference  
{
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒 → ℎ𝑎𝑠 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 → ℎ𝑎𝑠 − 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∧ 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 → 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 − 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠
 
To define that p implies q it is important to satisfy the truth values for if p then q 
TABLE 4.1 THE TRUTH TABLE FOR P  Q. 
User-Preference (p) Has preference (q) User-Preference  has 
preference 
T  T T 
T F F 
F T F 




Under one circumstance that this is justified as false is if the information seeker/user 
provides a preference which does not exist.  Hence, the conclusion is false.  This means 
that although the user provided some preferences, the condition was not fulfilled and the 
model did not infer any recommended source to the user. 
The second row in the table above can be the justification of this claim.  The inability 
of finding any matching between the user preferences and the description of the 
information source on the internet implies that the although the premises is fulfilled the 
conclusion is false.  Hence, the rule will not infer any information source -third row of 
the table shows that the user did not specify any preference.  The rule says that the 
premises must be true for the conclusion to be true.  The condition is only fulfilled if the 
user provides a preference, and gets back a recommended source.  If the user provides a 
list of preferences, then a minimum of one source may or may not be recommended based 
on the reasoning process described below.  
1. Assign a variable to individuals of USER-PREFERENCES class 
2. Assign a variable to individuals of SOURCES classes 
3. Assign a variable to individuals of the range class in each relationship between 
USER-PREFERENCES and range class through has_CSi and SOURCES and 
range class through has_CSi OP. 
4. The loop starts after assigning variables as described in (1)-(3) above. 
a. The first loop in the rule will collect number of relationships used in the 
description of user preferences.   
(I). This means that even if the domain of interest uses “n” number of 
relationships to describe the characteristics of the domain and the user 
only specified preferences which utilises few then the rule will only run 
based on the number of relationships that describes the user preferences.  
For example, if user preferences utilise three object properties to 
describe the semantics of user preferences then the rule will assume that 
if these three preferences are met then an individual of SOURCES will 
be recommended. 
(II). This also means that the rule is restricted to perform matching 
between user preferences and sources class individuals based on the 
number of relationships used to describe the user preferences only.  
b. The second loop in the rule will only select individuals of sources class which 
utilise exactly the same relationship (OP) identified in (a.) above. 
c. The third loop in the rule will go through each individual of SOURCES 
selected in (b) above and test whether the description of each individual 
matches the user preferences or not for each relationship separately.  Note 




of times each relationship is used to describe user preferences as described in 
the table above. 
d. Results of each loop must always be true.  This means that even if the 
individual of the SOURCES class passed both the first and second loop but 
failed the third loop, the rule will automatically disqualify the individuals 
from proceeding to the next step.  
5. The rule infers results of matching between USER-PREFERENCES and 
SOURCES classes in RECOMMENDED-SOURCES class.  Therefore, an 
instance of semantically matched source(s) will be inferred.  
The length of the loops in the rule depends on again the user preferences.  If the user 
provides a detailed description of preferences each loop in (a) – (c) above will increase 
based on number of relationships and number of the usage of each relationship (OP) (see 
table 4.1).  
4.5 EXAMPLES OF MOMENTS/SITUATIONS (OWL MODEL)  
The illustration of the proposed computational model starts by first collecting the 
semantics of information seeker/user preferences and characteristics of the environment 
where selection of information sources happens.  This means that the proposed 
computational model must become domain specific to: 
(a) interpret the semantics of the environment 
(b) interpret the semantic of user preferences, 
(c) Build an ontological model; SWRL enabled OWL ontologies to provide the 
user with a “moment” of Internet searches.  
An elaboration on how the interpretation of semantics of semantics of both the 
environment and information seeker/user is present in (sections 4.1-4.2 and 4.4).  Hence, 
in order to select the best possible information source on the Internet. Therefore, we wish 
to elaborate on some examples that provided a moment in their approaches to solve 
different problems of either selecting or providing results based on a “moment”.   
In Pervasive Computing Environment (PCE) Shojanoori, attempted to model a PCE 
that is based on constant change in the characteristics of the environment.  This means 
that the proposed approach takes into account actions that triggers new situations in PCE.  
Furthermore, the model also delivers new results of a moment on acquired information; 
that indicates the presence of new situation.  Therefore, data collected for the previous 




research avoids historic information when computing the semantics of a PCE 
(Shojanoori, 2013). 
Similarly, Almami et al. focuses on providing a moment of the best possible teaching 
practice(s).  therefore, we can find another implementation of a moment in this work.  
Thus, the computational model proposed in this work allows users to decide on which 
teaching practices will be suitable for pupils with impairments if they have clearly defined 
learning goals.  Therefore, the model assumes that the developed ontological model is 
consistent of classes, individuals, and constraints that will describe the semantics of the 
environment and the relationship of its concepts to each other.  This to provide the users 
with the best possible teaching practice(s) (Almami et al., 2015).  Both Shojanoori and 
Almami et al. provided results based on the semantics of a moment and did not take into 
consideration the past or future behaviour of either the environment nor the user.  
Consequently, to deliver to users “a moment” of Internet searches; we would like to 
characterise a moment as a situation that requires: 
(1). Semantics of the environment.  This means that we investigate a problem 
domain to collect data as described in our experiments (Almarri et al., 2016). 
(2). Semantics of the user preferences. This means that we analysis a situation 
where users require assistance to find the most relevant Internet sources.  This 
can be present in the form of competency question. 
(3). Build an ontological model (classes, individuals and properties) to interpret the 
semantics of the environment from 1 and user preference from 2 above.  
4.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In this chapter we first started by setting up the research problem this twofold two 
important aspects of this research:  
 First, our research is focused on finding the most relevant Internet sources 
according to users’ goals, interest, intentions, and preferences, and 
 Second, we introduced a generic computational model that will interpret the 
semantics of the environment where Internet searches happen.  In addition, it 
takes into account users’ preferences and compare and semantically match 
them to the available sources on the Internet.  
Therefore, we started this chapter by providing the reader with an overview of 
existing problems from previously proposed solutions and techniques to solve the 
problem of IO.  Thus, this helped us to define the Role of users in self-oriented 




two main concepts of the proposed approach in this research; characterising user 
preferences and Internet source.  
Consequently, we proposed a novel computational model that will deliver our 
research objectives and alleviate modern IO.  The model is generic, i.e. can be used in 
any domain of interest where we wish to receive relevant results of Internet searches. It 
is Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) (SWRL, 2004b) enabled Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) (OWL, 2004a) ontology-specific approach. This means that the 
computations proposed by the model are explained through various mechanisms that 
exists in SWRL enabled OWL ontologies and include reasoning though SWRL rule 
language an initiative of the W3C.  Moreover, in this chapter we provided a detailed 
description of the proposed generic computational model and its main components.  We 
also justified design decision depicted in figures 4.5- 4.10 (see section 4.7). 
In section 4.8 we provided an overview of the history and proliferation of the WWW 
technologies.  We also introduced SWT as technology of choice, advantages SWT brings 
to the Internet and description of different languages in the SWT.  Furthermore, we 
enriched our choice of technology by discussing and presenting research examples that 
utilized SWT and its stack to solve domain specific problems.  In sections 4.8.1-4.8.4 we 
provided definitions and justification SWT stack used in the implementation of the 
proposed generic computational model in this research.  In sections 4.9- 4.10 we provided 
examples of a moment in OWL research and criterion to implement the proposed generic 




CHAPTER 5. ILLUSTRATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 
In this section, we focus on the illustration of the proposed model from chapter 4 (see 
sections 4.3.1-4.3.3).  We have to define a specific domain where the selection of Internet 
sources happens and, consequently, we will be able to address and debate (c) from chapter 
4 (see section 4.2).  
This section is divided into two parts because we wish to address two different case 
studies.  These two case studies are important for two reasons: 
a) We must show that the generic proposed model is deployable and reusable.  
Therefore, we need at least two different scenarios (two different situations and 
domains) in order to illustrate the reusability. 
b) We must also look at the (c) part of the proposed model from chapter 4 (see 
section 4.2) and illustrate the changes in SWRL rules when we change the 
scenario (case study).  
We have had numerous choices of domains suitable for the illustration of the 
proposed model.  For the purpose of this document we choose the domain of LLL and 
the selection of learning sources for an ad-hoc learner.  However, readers interested in 
the overall applicability of the proposed model should read some of our publication where 
the selection of online sources may be performed outside learning environments (Almarri 
et al., 2016), (Juric et al., 2013), (Mahmood et al., 2013), (Binghubash and Juric, 2011).  
In all cases we address the urgent need of dealing with IO and the selection of online 
sources that have not been successfully addressed with our search engines and various 
other methods of finding the right online sources at the right time. 
In section 5.1, we introduce the domain of LLL.  This is needed because both of our 
case studies have to have a rich background, which can derive scenarios where the 
selection of online sources takes place, after they are delivered by a search engine.  
Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 show these two case studies.  The first one focuses on the 
selection of online sources for a medical student and the second one is centred on the 
needs of a diabetic patient when managing his/her chronic condition. 
Finally, any illustration of the proposed model must be SWRL enabled OWL 




typical for SWRL enabled OWL computations.  Consequently, we assume that readers 
are familiar with all of them and no further explanations are needed for case studies, 
except for the purpose of illustrating the proposal. 
We also wish to clarify that case studies in sections 5.1.2 and section 5.1.3 are 
conducted on two steps: 
 We first interview the user who is applicable, according to the problem 
domain we selected for our experiments, and we provide a list of questions 
to help us understand the problems the user faced when looking for relevant 
information.   
 we then investigate the environment to collect the semantics of the 
environment where the user struggled to retrieve relevant information 
according to his/her preferences. 
Based on the interview answer and our investigation of the domain, we create the 




5.1 ILLUSTRATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 
5.1.1 THE DOMAIN OF LLL IN HEALTHCARE 
The proliferation of web, semantic web, virtual and pervasive technologies has made 
an impact on the way we perceive learning, teaching, and the dissemination of knowledge 
today.  Learning outside traditional education institutions has already gained momentum, 
following rapid advances in mobile and wireless, communication and software 
technology, which are pervasive in the learning environment (Alexander, 2006), (Graf et 
al., 2008), (Kemp and Livingstone, 2006), (Syvanen et al., 2005), (Yang S. J. H., 2006).  
Modern learners are not solely dependent on their teachers and lecturers.  They tend to 
take charge of their learning processes and make decisions on the most suitable learning 
pathways.  Having the opportunity to choose to learn at any stage of our lives and achieve 
our goals brings our societies forward in terms of gaining and exchanging knowledge, 
which in turn affects our private lives, businesses, governance and economy 
(Kokosalakis, 2000), (Silverwood et al., 2008).  These views have created the term LLL, 
which has been present in education over the last decade (Collins, 2009), (Dali and 
Yongmei, 2008), (Duke, 2012), (Dunlap and Lowenthal, 2011), (Graven and 
MacKinnon, 2005), (Martin, 2010), (Olson et al., 2008), (Wessner et al., 2002).  
However, there is no widely accepted definition of LLL, but it has been debated by 
various interest groups in education environments and appeared in government initiatives 
around the world (Jannette, 2009), (Smith and Clayton, 2009).  For example, the UK 
government report from 1997 (Dearing, 1997) introduced the term LLL as ‘thinking in 
the long term about education and learning’. 
If learners wish to focus on LLL, which takes place outside formal institutions, for 
the purpose of satisfying a learner’s personalised needs at the time and place when it suits 
the learner, then they should agree that that LLL happens very often and in many 
situations in someone’s life.  Each situation is a particular moment, when an individual 
wishes to satisfy his/her ad-hoc created learning goal(s).  Obviously, learners trigger each 
‘situation’ in order to participate in learning.  Learner may be surrounded by various 
information sources, which are learning sources, full of information that can be delivered 
to the learner on an ad-hoc basis, possibly on mobile and wireless devices, allowing the 




from individuals and groups of his/her choice and own preferences.  Information sources 
on the internet, equipped with social media tools, that guarantee the creation of online, 
socially intensive and highly collaborative environments, which would support various 
situations in someone’s LLL (Baxter et al., 2011), (Klamma et al., 2007), (Redecker et 
al., 2010), (Wan, 2010), (Wang, 2011).  However, finding and choosing appropriate 
information sources, in a particular situation in LLL is a problem.  It requires 
understanding of both: learners’ goals, needs and preferences on the one hand, and 
characteristics, purpose and content of learning sources on another.  Therefore, if we wish 
to address learner’s participation in a situation of LLL, it is important to create a 
mechanism for selecting the most suitable learning source(s) that would “fit the 
situation”, i.e. the information source(s) that would guarantee that the learner will achieve 
his/her ad-hoc created learning goals and preferences.  These information sources may 
contain data, information and knowledge created by various parties for various purposes, 
aimed at various information seekers/users. 
However, it is necessary to narrow the domain of the LLL to have a clear illustration 
of the proposed model.  Hence, will give an example by creating a situation in an LLL 
by choosing a healthcare domain.  The motivation is twofold:  
 Firstly, healthcare is a domain where the advances of mobile and wireless 
communications and new computing technologies that accompanied them 
have been very successful in delivering pervasiveness in their environments.  
Pervasive healthcare has enabled us to create environments which empower 
both the patient and the healthcare professional in terms of disseminating 
information, experiences and knowledge on a daily basis. 
 Secondly, the impact of web 2.0/3.0 technologies (Murugesan, 2009), tools and 
visions, in terms of using social interactions, supported by SNs and Social 
Media (SM) tools that have enabled information sharing by healthcare 
professionals and physicians in particular.  The constant learning and exchange 
of experiences and knowledge enables professionals to learn from each other, 
from other information seekers/users interested in healthcare, such as medical 
students, caregivers, service providers and patients.  
There are numerous examples of LLL in healthcare:  
 healthcare professionals who must take learning opportunities and undertake 
professional developments on an almost daily basis (CSC et al., McGowan et 




 public health workers being educated through LLL practice education which 
has enhanced with a competency based curriculum development (Olson et al., 
2008), 
 radiologists who ought to develop a habit of LLL (Collins, 2004), 
 orthopaedic surgeons who are delivered educational materials by the volunteer 
body that oversees all practice management related initiatives at the American 
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS, 2012), 
 a social media physician’s voice in the form of a blog 
http://www.kevinmd.com/blog, created by Kevin Pho, MD, for physicians’ 
insight on breaking medical news, 
 an MD who sees Twitter as a doctors’ lounge where he can participate in 
worldwide discussions on the latest journal articles or clinical research (Dolan, 
2012), and 
 empowered patients who have moved beyond the social media content they 





5.1.2 CASE STUDY: SELECTION OF ONLINE SOURCES FOR A MEDICAL 
STUDENT 
The LLL scenario focuses on the request/demand of a medical student for acquiring 
more knowledge for the purpose of his/her professional advancement.  Let us assume that 
(a) the knowledge needed for professional advances of the medical student cannot be 
gained in the traditional manner (through any formal education) and (b) the student 
wishes to learn when he/she is either ready or motivated.  However, it is very important 
to formulate this scenario in a particular manner, i.e. by using ‘competency-question-
style’ (Gruninger and Fox, 1995), (Gruninger, 1996), (Noy and McGuiness, 2001).  
Furthermore, adhere to the OWL terminology and it would be wrong to use any other 
expression or term to explain the format of the scenario. Using OWL terminology and 
converting a particular situation in LLL into OWL ‘competency questions’ helps readers 
understand the way SWRL enabled OWL ontologies computations are constructed. Their 
purpose is to reason about the most suitable sources for the lifelong learner in the 
scenario. 
This is our scenario: 
“I am a medical student who would like to join a research group on ‘Quality & 
Safety in Health Care’, within the Faculty. However, I will not qualify for the 
membership of the research group if I do not learn more about ‘Quality & Safety in 
Health Care’. I have no related publications, but I have been motivated to join the 
research group, since I attended my tutor’s research talk, which in the long term, 
might determine my future professional pathway. I would like to know how to 
obtain access to and learn from online sources, which are most suitable in my 
situation.  Therefore: 
(i) I wish to learn from online sources, which provide knowledge created by 
experienced professionals; 
(ii) I also wish to learn from socially intensive environments, which will allow me 
to post questions, use forums and browse electronic libraries where I can 
search from the latest articles in journals, using author’(s)’ names or the names 
of groups of researchers; 
(iii) I should be able to view videos and images uploaded by members of the social 
networks interested in ‘Quality & Safety in Health Care’ 




(v) I will be using my smart phone and will have to know exactly which App for 
iPhone I will have to download in order to manage my access to a SN(s) which 
will allow me to learn about my topic of interest.  
The scenario above creates two competency questions: 
 CQ1: Which information source(s) on the internet is the most suitable in the 
situation? 
 CQ2: Which App for iPhone will have to be downloaded? 
They should be answered by performing reasoning through SWRL rules that utilise 
the stored semantics of the domain and user preferences in the OWL ontology as proposed 
in the abstract model from Figure 4.10. 
The next 3 subsections, give an illustration of the abstract model, which was defined 
in 4.3, by using the scenario above.  This means that the ontology and the reasoning 
process become a domain, i.e. scenario specific.  Consequently, the part of the proposed 
model from section 4.3 will be enriched with the exact SWRL rule and thus bullet (c) 
from section 4.2 will be illustrated through this particular scenario. 
5.1.2.1 THE ONTOLOGICAL MODEL FOR THE CASE STUDY  
Ontologies are bodies of knowledge which describes certain domain and context 
represented in vocabulary.  The contents of ontologies are dependent on certain 
requirement of intended usage.  Hence, ontologies are constructed to deliver logical 
assertions which include simple statements, facts and rules of how to reason with facts 
stored in the ontological model.  Consequently, new knowledge is inferred/derived by 
utilising deductive reasoning.   
The model in Figure 5.1 is an illustration of the generic model given in Figure 4.10.  
According to the scenario, the construction of the domain knowledge requires to create 4 
different characteristics of information sources, i.e. there are four [𝒞𝒮𝒾│ i= 1, …, 4] 
classes in Figure 5.1 which define characteristics of information sources: FEATURES, 
TOPICS_OF_INTEREST, MEMBERS_ROLE and TECHNOLOGY.  The 
categorisations of 𝒞𝒮𝒾 into these for classes is due to their description extracted from the 
























FIGURE 5.1 THE ONTOLOGICAL MODEL BASED ON FIGURE 4.10. AND 
DERIVED FROM THE SCENARIO IN THE CASE STUDY. 
Figure 5.1 also shows a few individuals stored in the SUORCES class: SurgeryTech, 
Doc2Doc, BioCrowd and NursesTogether are illustrations of possible information  sources 
which will be available for the selection, according to the scenario. 
Figure 5.2 adds more horizontal hierarchies to the ontological model as 𝒞𝒮𝒾.  For 
example, the FEATURES classes could be better described if SOCIALIZING, SEARCH 
and RESEARCH are created as subclasses to it.  Furthermore, the RESEARCH subclass 
of the FEATURES class could be better described if ARTICLES, eLIBRARIES, 
JOURNALS and RESEARCH_BLOGS are created as subclasses to it.  The same applies 
to any 𝒞𝒮𝒾 class which describes the characteristics of information sources. 
Figure 5.2 also specifies clearly that all object properties are defined according to 
Figure 4.10 of the abstract model.  Therefore, the OWL model: 
a) May have characteristic classes 𝒞𝒮𝒾 further described through their subclasses 
(i.e. horizontal hierarchies) 
b) Should use constraints (i.e. object properties in this example) which are defined 




















































































Hence, Figure 5.2 resembles the generic model from Figure 4.6 and deploys has-
CSi properties instead of optional has-Sj-CSi.  Therefore, in the OWL model for a 
medical student exploit i. and not ii. from 4.5.  This has further been justified with bullet 
(c) from section 4.2 
An elaboration on how the design decision on the ontological models from Figures 
5.1 and 5.2 were made is yet to be discussed.  Thus, describe and explain how 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes 
were decided upon and their horizontal hierarchies. Hence, the next few paragraphs give 
a rationale which underpins design choice.  Table 5.1 shows how the semantic(s) from 
the scenario generates 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes, their horizontal hierarchies and their individuals. 
The right-most column in Table 5.1 contains a selection of “words” which are taken 
from the scenario.  These are the words which are in italics in the scenario text.  The 
choice of characteristic classes in Table 5.1 might be obvious to readers because they are 
clearly defined in the scenario.  However, their subclasses are either: 
(i) consequences of more detailed explanations of characteristics of information 
sources in the scenarios or 
(ii) very well known “facts” which can be deducted from the scenario. 
The contents of the column named Individuals from Table 5.1 contains more asserted 
individuals (as in (ii)), than individuals that are taken out to from the scenario (as in (i)).  
The reader would be familiar with individuals of the DEVICES and 
THIRD_PARTY_APPLICATION classes as being asserted into the ontology regardless 
of which USER-PREFERENCES a medical student may have.  They may also be 
legitimate individuals in some other scenarios where DEVICES and 
THIRD_PARTY_APPLICATION characteristic classes play important role. 
Table 5.1 also shows how 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes are derived.  For example, the FEATURES 
class exists because we have to model that 
 Individuals such as Forums_yes, Articles_yes, eLibraries_yes and similar will 
need classes where they can be assigned.  Therefore, it is necessary to have 
FORUMS, ARTICLES, eLIBRARIES classes (these subclasses are listed in the 
middle column in Table 5.1).  
 Classes from the middle column in Table 5.1 can be categorised: FORUMS class 
is part of socialising on the web and thus SOCIALIZNG in the second column 




classes: they belong to research activities on the web, and thus RESEARCH in 
the second column from left in Table5.1. 
 The SOCIALIZING and RESEARCH classes store the semantics of various 
features offered to members of social intensive online environments, and 
therefore they can be subclasses of the FEATURES class.  In other words, it is 
a must to create class FEATURES to model various features of information 
sources, where socialising and research are only a few of them.   
These three bullets above demonstrate that the choice of 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes is the result of 
trying to prepare classes to store the semantics of individuals from the scenario and 
categorise these classes to create horizontal hierarchies, according to their role and 
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Figure 5.3 is a screen shot of a selection for possible individuals in the SOURCES 
class.  It is important to note that URLs are individuals in the SOURCES class and not 
BioCrowd, DermRounds, Doc2Doc and similar.  They are actually names of website of 
these URLs represent information sources on the internet.  Names of information sources 
are used instead of their URLs in order to help reader understand the semantic of the 
model easily. 
 
FIGURE 5.3 INDIVIDUALS OF THE SOURCES CLASS FOR THE CASE STUDY 
5.1.2.2 OWL CONSTRAINTS 
Figure 5.4 is self-explanatory: as previously described in section 4.3.2 Ops are named 
according to their relationship with 𝒞𝒮𝒾.  Hence, for the purpose of illustrating the domain 
of interest 4 constraints, which are actually OWL OPs, that are defined according to 
Figure 5.2 of the abstract model.  However, these properties may be defined between any 
individuals of SOURCES and 𝒞𝒮𝒾 and USER-PREFERENCES and 𝒞𝒮𝒾 classes.  In order 
to have a clear picture on how individuals are connected through the properties created 





FIGURE 5.4 CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED ON THE ONTOLOGY FOR CASE STUDY 1 
For example, Table 5.2 describes an individual BioCrowd from SOURCES class, 
property has_FEATURES that connects BioCrowd with individuals 
Search_members_(yes/no) and Forums(yes/no) in order to characterise that BioCrowd 
allows members to explore forums and search for other members.  This is shaded in grey 
in Table 5.2.  The Domain Class Individuals Value column is merely there to help the 
reader understand what is said above: BioCrowd an information source that allows 
“forums” and “search for members”, as a part of BioCrowd features and consequently, 
the has_FEATURES property between FEATURES and SOURCES classes must be 
defined as in Table 5.2.  Furthermore, the lack of Domain Class Individuals Value for 
BioCrowd online source means two things: 
(a) BioCrowd online source has only two characteristic classes as its description 
FEATURES and MEMBERS_ROLE and 
(b) There are only two properties defined between BioCrowd, as an individual of 
the SOURCES class and its characteristics: FEATURES and 
MEMBERS_ROLE classes. 





TABLE 5.2 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOURCES CLASS INDIVIDUALS (RELAXDOC) AND ANY CSI CLASSES INDIVIDUALS 
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TABLE 5.4 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOURCES CLASS INDIVIDUALS (BIOCROWD) AND ANY CSI CLASSES INDIVIDUALS THROUGH OBJECT 
PROPERTY. 















































































































































































































5.1.2.3 SWRL RULE FOR THE CASE STUDY  
The SWRL rules 1 and 2, which run upon the ontological model defined through 
Figures 5.2 and Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4) are given in Figures 5.5 and 5.7.  Due to two 
distinctive of user preference, two competency questions clearly generated from the 
scenario as CQ1 and CQ2 from section 5.1.2 and they have to be answered through 
SWRL rules imposed on OWL ontological model. 
The result of running Rule 1 is in Figure 5.6.  Out of 15 online sources from Figure 
5.3, only two online sources RelaxDoc and SurgeryTech are selected and they MAY be 
suitable for the medical student.  However, the rule does not take into account if RelaxDoc 
and SurgeryTech are suitable for iPhone users.  Therefore, we need another rule. 
Rule 2 from Figure 5.7 does two different things: 
(1)It selects (again) online source from Figure 5.6, which satisfy the technology 
preferences of the medical student (see (v) in section 5.1.3: the medical student 
is an iPhone user)) and therefore it appears that only SurgeryTech would be 
suitable for the medical student (and RelaxDoc would NOT). 
(2)It adds that the medical student may download the Apps called 
Download_ALL_Pro on his/her iPhone, if he/she wishes to use SurgeryTech, 
as shown in Figure 5.9. 
The competency question CQ1 is answered though Rules 1 and 2.  However, CQ2 is 
answered though Rule 2 only.  It is important to note that these two rules are part of a 
reasoning process which is introduced in figures 5.2 in this particular scenario, which in 
turn is derived from Figure 4.10.   
The paragraphs below explain exactly how the reasoning process is performed.  We 
used extra OWL classes which are NOT shown in the abstract model and in Figures 4.5 
and 4.6, but they appear in the SWRL rules below.  Their role is specific for the scenario 
and consequently cannot appear in any abstract model.  For example, Rule 2 uses results 
of reasoning from Rule 1 and therefore these results should be temporarily placed 
“somewhere” within the ontology and thus these OWL classes are named 
RULE_1_RESULT. 
Rule 1 selects the best possible information source for the scenario. Figure 5.6 shows 
the result of running Rule 1: the student is recommended RelaxDoc and SurgeryTech, 




SOURCES class, which have been moved/inferred to the RULE_1_RESULT subclass of 
RECOMMENDED_SOURCES class, as a consequence of running Rule 1.  These two 
sources are not the answer to both competency questions. This is because the user also 
specified that the information source must be accessible through iPhone.  Consequently, 
it is necessary to find out if these two sources ARE accessible to iPhone users, who in 
turn might need an App to secure access to RelaxDoc and SurgeryTech. 
 
FIGURE 5.5 SWRL RULE 1: SELECTION OF ONLINE SOURCES FOR THE CASE STUDY 
 
FIGURE 5.6 RESULT OF RUNNING RULE 1 FOR THE CASE STUDY. 
Figure 5.7 shows Rule 2.  It performs double reasoning (hence Figures 5.8 and 5.9).  
Thus, it determines if the RelaxDoc and SurgeryTech can be viewed on iPhone, and if so, 
which App should be downloaded in order to access them. Therefore, individuals of 
RULE_1_RESULT subclass of RECOMMENDED_SOURCES class (RelaxDoc and 
SurgeryTech) will be moved (inferred) into the RULE_2_RESULT class by Rule 2 only 




this criterion.  This answers CQ1. The same Rule 2 also determines that suggested iPhone 
App, which will enable access to SurgeryTech would be Download_All_Pro (see Figure 
5.9).  Therefore, individual Download_All_Pro is being moved from the 
THIRD_PARTY_APPLICATION class (which is a subclass of the TECHNOLOGY 
class) into the SUGGESTED_APPS_FOR_IPHONE class, which is a subclass of the 
RECOMMENDED-SOURCES class. This answers the CQ2. 
 
FIGURE 5.7 SWRL RULE 2 FOR SELECTING TECHNOLOGY  
THE CASE STUDY. 
 
 
FIGURE 5.8 FIRST PART OF RULE 2 





FIGURE 5.9 FIRST PART 







5.1.3 DISCUSSION ON THE ILLUSTRATION OF THE GENERIC MODEL 
By modelling a) and b) in (5.1.2.1) above (i) and (ii) form section 4.1 are addressed.  
Furthermore, constructing the semantics of the environment and interpreting user 
preferences present in CQ1 and CQ2 the model attempted to avoid basing search results 
on past behaviour which is present in most IRS on the internet.  The semantics of the 
environment is strengthened through the horizontal hierarchies present in the figure 5.1.  
This therefore, allowed maximum utilisation of characteristics of information sources 
stored in the OWL ontological model elements.  Consequently addressed (1) – (3) from 
section 4.5.  Furthermore, section 4.4 claimed that in order to infer new knowledge from 
the OWL ontological model, SWT developed a SWRL rules.  In this section SWRL rules 
are utilised in the reasoning process to match the semantics of user preferences to deliver 
“a moment” of information sources on the internet.  Consequently, reduce modern IO. 
Another modelling decision present in this section is running two SWRL rules to 
answer CQ1 and CQ2.  As described in section 4.4 (the reasoning process), SWRL rules 
reason upon semantics of information sources which are defined through a set of 𝒞𝒮𝒾 
classes and relationships imposed on both SOURCES and 𝒞𝒮𝒾 through ℎ𝑎𝑠 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾 and 
USER-PREFERENCES and 𝒞𝒮𝒾 through the same relationship.  Therefore, if ℎ𝑎𝑠 − 𝒞𝒮𝒾.  
Furthermore, in bullets 1-5 of the reasoning process it is clearly stated that selection of 
information sources is prioritised by number of Ops used to define user preferences.   
Therefore, if an information sources fulfils all user preferences accept one the information 
sources will be excluded from being selected as an information sources which can also 
be viewed on iPhone.   
Consequently, a layered processing of the same SWRL rule was an attempt to 
address both competency questions.  Layering of SWRL rule was not experimented in 
any other problem domains which were modelled to examine the applicability of the 
proposed generic model in this research. 
Another important aspect of illustrating the generic model is that according to user 
preferences as set of OPs are created.  This to address user preference, the choice of OPs 
is controlled by how users are precise when defining requirements (as defined the 
reasoning process in section 4.4).  Hence, if the user says or then inheritance is 




characteristics which are stored in Features sub-hierarchies can be selected in reasoning 
process (described in section 4.3.2).  Whereas, if the user say “and” this means that all 
preferences must be met and the OWL model must follow modelling principle present in 





CHAPTER 6. EVALUATION, CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE WORK 
In this section, we will provide a detailed evaluation of archived objectives in chapter 
1 (see section 1.3).  We will also revisit research problems itemised in chapter 4 (see 
section 4.1).  We will further elaborate on decisions made when designing the proposed 
computational model in chapter 4 (see section 4.3).  This section will also list some of 
the issues encountered in the process of investigating our research problem.  Furthermore, 
we extend our evaluation by discussing the proposal and implementation phase of this 
research.  We will then discuss some of the shortcoming in this research that could have 
been done differently.  Therefore, the next subsections of this section will provide an 
evaluation of our research objectives, the proposed computational model, and a semantic 
selection of Internet sources though SWRL enabled OWL ontologies to reduce modern 
IO.  
6.1 REVIEW OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
In chapter 1, we provided a detailed description of our research objectives.  In this 
section, we wish to remind the users of these objectives.   
In (OB 1), we proposed defining and creating a computational model that will 
address IO in modern retrievals, i.e. Internet searches, and take into account (i)-(iii) and 
(a) (see section 4.1). Therefore, the model must clearly define what is needed for 
computations to be performed and which output we may expect from it (Almarri and 
Juric, 2013a).   
In (OB 2), we aimed to give more power to users.  This is because, in modern 
computations, users are the producers and consumers of information at the same time.  
Therefore, the proposed computational model in this research must demonstrate how and 
where we give power to the user, in order to address the problems of finding the most 
relevant search result in a particular moment. (see section 5.2)  
Our third objective (OB 3) aimed to address “a moment” in a particular situation 
when Internet searches happen.  This was depicted in our generic computational model, 




moment in the recommended sources class.  Therefore, this immediately implies that the 
model we proposed might not be interested or involved with “the past” and deletes the 
reasoning results to collect new semantics for the next moment.  Furthermore, it would 
build computations based on capturing as much semantics as possible in that “moment”.  
The reason for that is simple: we do not want it to remember results of retrievals from 
previous “moments”, as this might not be advisable because (a) each “moment” carries 
different semantics in terms of the reasons and needs for retrieval and (b) users very often 
change their mind while searching the Internet.  Consequently, we have to avoid storing 
the semantics of the results of past retrievals, because it may be wrong for the next 
“moment” (see sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3).   
In (OB 4), we choose to use the SWT stack because it allows us to interpret the 
meaning of a particular situation where retrievals happen.  Furthermore, it enabled us to 
exploit a set of rich languages that give us opportunities to reason upon the semantics of 
the situation in a particular internet search, as mentioned in (OB 1).  The flexibility of 
SWT stack as a technology of choice enabled a successful deployment of the 
computational model from (OB 1) above.  Obviously the computational model deployed 
with the SWT would be a step forward in ensuring that we understand the environment 
where Internet searches happen.  Therefore, we managed to model semantics of these 
environment where the selection of Internet sources happens, secure reasoning upon 
them, whilst taking into account objectives (OB 2) and (OB 3) above.  Consequently 
securing that the user receives the most relevant search results according to the semantics 
of the environment and user preferences (see section 5.2).   
In (OB 5), suggested to conduct an empirical investigation of the environment where 
a selection of internet sources happen. Furthermore, chapter 2 and its subsections 
provided a chronological order of IO, IRSs, RSs, Search Engine, their techniques, and 
search results.  furthermore, investigated UB on the internet, to understand the role of 
information seekers/users role in the creation of excessive amount of information sources 
on the internet. This helped us in understanding the role of UB and its influence on 
searches on the internet (Almarri and Juric, 2014).   
Based on the investigation present in chapter 2 a summary of data collection method 




The advancement of CS and IS technologies resulted into revelation of information 
on the internet.  Information seekers/users on the internet creates information instantly 
and effortlessly.  This therefore triggered the need of methods that will help in controlling 
information storage, management, presentation and retrieval.  
In this research a generic computational model was proposed that will allow to model 
characteristics of information sources on the internet and reason upon them by 
interpreting the semantics of information seeker/user preferences in a certain domain of 
interest.  Consequently, alleviate modern IO which is caused by technology and 
information seekers/users on the internet.  hence, it was important to investigate 
techniques that are used to discover and retrieve information sources on the internet 
(search engines and RSs). 
There are many ways to collect data on the internet.  Search engines for example 
utilise many tools to collect data about things on the internet.  These tools collect data 
from search logs, web crawling and spiders that index information sources on the internet.  
Search engines also collect data about information seekers/users from (click-through 
stored in information seekers/users sessions and query logs) on search results, websites 
analytical tools, advertising tools, email contents, browsing sessions and so forth.  Google 
search engine for instance, most of their data are provided directly by information 
seekers/users of google services (google apps, google translation tool, google reader, user 
contact networks and so forth) in addition to the common techniques mentioned in the 
previous paragraph.   
Whereas, RSs data are collected mostly from profiling information seekers/users on 
the system and interpret these profiles for future recommendations.  These techniques 
were adopted from early attempts of data filtering of email contents in early 90’s.  All 
these methods of data collection improved through time to include hybrid techniques 
generated from combining techniques to produce a new one.  Furthermore, RSs also 
depends on query and session logs for data collection.  However, data collection 
techniques are exclusive to search engines and RSs and very difficult to obtain or use 
them. 
The internet continually grow and the amount of information becomes extremely 
vast.  New types of information sources keep surfacing which delivers new ways of 




the internet.  Consequently, information seekers/users suffer from modern IO.  Hence, 
new techniques are required that can improve information discovery and retrieval on the 
internet. 
Some of the attempts to enhance current IRS on the internet involved combining 
search engines and RSs techniques to create another category of hybrid techniques.  The 
reason behind these attempts was the consequence of web 2.0 technologies.  Service 
providers on the internet uses every possible method to keep a hold of their users.  
Therefore, they keep combining different type of trending applications on the internet in 
addition to their main services.  For example, many service providers allow their user to 
communicate through blogs, forums, chatrooms, and so forth.  All these means of 
communication allows information seekers/user to create information every time they 
access the internet.  Consequently, the volume of information got out of control.  
The development of all these hybrid techniques of information retrieval on the 
internet diminished the bounders between search engines and recommender systems as 
two distinctive techniques of IRS on the internet.  Therefore, it is very difficult to decide 
whether modern IO is the consequence of the high volume of information created by 
information seekers/users in daily bases or is the result of all these hybrid services and 
techniques delivered by service/product provided and available on the internet.  
Consequently, creating hybrid techniques which utilise search engines and RSs. Thus, a 
common characteristic of both search results and recommendations; all results are solely 
based on past behaviour of users on the internet. 
The evaluate of the proposed generic model was done by: 
 firstly, illustrate the proposed generic model in a particular domain of interest 
and give a clear definition of the model’s components (OWL classes and 
constraints).  This means that a detailed OWL ontological model with its 
classes, subclasses, and relationships must be modelled.  
 secondly running the computations from the model (i.e. performing 
reasoning) upon domain specific OWL elements. 
It is important to note that OWL models are always domain specific and therefore 
OWL classes, individuals and constraints may exist only when a domain of interest is 
clearly defined and selected.  In all experiments to examine the applicability of the 
proposed generic model to deliver “a moment” of internet searches to reduce modern IO, 




2011), (Almarri et al., 2012b), (Juric et al., 2013), (Almarri and Juric, 2013a), (Almarri 
and juric, 2015) and (Almarri et al., 2016). 
Early attempts in this research focused on understanding information sources on the 
internet in general and information generated using web 2.0 tools and technologies.   
In Binghubash and Juric, we were motivated twofold:  
1) Primarily wanted to find out if there is a mechanism of managing automatically 
potential matches between member’s expectation when joining SNs and the 
range of SN “services” and “features” which are supposed to be available to 
their members. 
2) Utilise the power of SWT and SWRL enabled OWL ontologies in particular, 
when deciding how to address this matching between potential member’s 
expectations from SNs and the actual values given to them by SNs. 
Hence, the first experiment in this research attempted to examine the applicability of 
the proposed generic computational model in the domain of social intensive environment 
on the internet “SNs” (Binghubash and Juric, 2011).  This because SNs have shaken the 
way of how information seekers/users and service providers create, generate, access, 
process, disseminate and share data and information on the internet.  Hence, they paved 
the way for information seekers/users towards a society that immerse more and more in 
social intensive environments, which generate data on the go (work, play, travel, study, 
entertain, teach etc). 
The investigation on SNs, their features and services was conducted as follows: 
First, search the internet for website or published academic research that lists existing 
SNs on the internet.  The preliminary investigation aimed to collect general information 
on reasons of their existence.  Some of the retrieved information from websites provided 
ranked SNs based evaluation and certain criteria.  Whereas, academic research 
publications in the domain of SNs and white papers provided information on SNs sites, 
users, purpose they exist for and so forth.  There was overlapping information in websites 
and published papers.  Thus, this helped in confirming the truthiness of the contents of 
both websites and research papers.  Therefore, the created spreadsheet combined data 
from both sources to described the characteristics of SNs according to their purpose, 
types, domains, services they offer, audience they target, types of members they attract, 




which exact service SN memberships and collaborations may bring to their 
members, 
(a). which level of security and privacy is guaranteed to them and 
(b). which technical support members may need when using SNs. 
In order to start thinking how to answer (a)-(c) above, it is necessary to consider the 
classification of SNs as the first step, but this is far from a trivial task. 
At the time of investigating this topic it was almost impossible to find surveys of 
SNs, where their general features, types, purposes, services, privacy commitments and 
similar factors are clearly collected and used in categorisation of SNs.  What is currently 
available is the information provided by websites that gives general statistics and surveys 
of “TopTen Reviews, 2011, Love To Know” through criteria such as: 
(i) Overall rating of ten popular SNs as “excellent, very good, good, fair and 
poor” and 
(ii) Evaluation of SNs by looking at “demographics, profile, security, 
networking features, search and technical help/support”. 
The criteria in (i) and (ii) have sub categories which might give more granularities 
when analysing results of such surveys, and probably could then become a good starting 
point in SNs‟ classification. 
Hence, a refined information collected and used to construct the first ontological 
model which delivered information about the purpose of the SNs as follows: 
1) Educational /Academic SNs: have a purpose of collecting members who share 
their joint interests in learning an exchanging knowledge. Their members enjoy 
group membership either in real life or in virtual class rooms. 
2) Hobbies SNs: have a purpose of collecting members with similar interests in life 
and very often offer membership to online communities connected though 
specific hobbies, skills, interests sand activities. 
3) News/ informational SNs: have a purpose of collecting members who are 
interested in finding information about specific topic, commenting on articles, 
sharing knowledge and posting questions that they need to get an answer for, 
4) Professional SNs: have a purpose of collecting members who are interested 
business relations relevant to their professions, which in turn mat result in 
improve customer relationship and increase business efficiency. 
The spreadsheet also contained information about members’ roles, features and so 




The first attempt was primitive and answered questions such as: 
 Which SN would be suitable for a potential member if he/she specifies 
exactly what the purpose of his membership would be (i.e. the purpose of 
SN) 
 Which features SN should have, and how the security and privacy is handled 
in such SNs? 
 Members also have to specify their role within the SN and indicate their 
preferences in terms of receiving technical help and support when using SNs. 
This process was followed in two more experiments (Almarri et al., 2013) (Juric et 
al., 2013) which attempted to model domain-specific problems according to situations 
when information seekers/users search for information on the internet.   
Furthermore, competency question (see section 5.1.2) illustrates how the collected 
information on SNs are modelled to exploit the semantic of the problem domain through 
SWRL enabled OWL ontologies to retrieve information based on user preferences in a 
moment of internet searches. 
Experiments in this research also investigated problems of information retrieval in 
relation to LLL process in the domain of healthcare.  Thus, utilised findings from the 
previous investigation on SNs and were enhanced with data of information sources on 
LLL in healthcare on the internet.  However, the investigation on Healthcare SNs opened 
doors to new research problems which required investigating information sources that 
allowed a mashup of multiple technologies and variety of information seekers/user from 
different competence level.  Therefore, this experiment attempted to address the issue of 
choosing information sources for life-long learners To this point the proposed generic 
computational model showed high re-usability regardless of the problem domain 
(Almarri and Juric, 2013b).   
later attempts to investigate information sources on the internet in this research took 
another direction.  Mahmood et al. attempted to analyse suicidal contents posted by 
member of microblogging systems and have negative influence on other members of the 
system.  Hence, this attempt utilised data extracted by OCR tool (2009).  The extracted 
data was organised based on topic relevance, account owner, and criteria of level of how 
crucial these posts can be when viewed by depressed members.  Hence, this experiment 





Other attempts to model information sources on the internet examined the retrieved 
search results from five search engines.  The appendix provides a sample of the collected 
data from search engine queries.  the process in this attempt involved interviewing a 
student who wish to join piano lessons.  Hence, search the internet for relevance 
information sources which can provide information on location, number of hours, price 
and so forth.  Hence, a search was conducted to examine search results based on collected 
description of the student preferences.  The same query was typed into five different 
search engines to:  
 major relevance in search results. 
 frequency of appearance of certain information sources in the five search 
engines. 
 Analyse how search engines rank search results. 
Hence, based on the retrieved results from information seekers/users queries a 
categorisation is followed to group retrieved results based on relevance to search results.   
In the process of characterising information sources, it was important to investigate 
the role of information seeker/user of these sources.  Therefore, Almarri and Juric, 
investigation explored possible ways to understand information seeker/user behaviour on 
the internet.  thus, the research on UB attempted to itemise characteristics of how 
information seekers/users search the internet to discover information sources (Almarri 
and juric, 2015).   
6.2 RESEARCH EVALUATION/ IMPACT 
This research according to (OB 1), proposed a new type of computational model that 
will help information seekers/users to select relevant information sources and deliver 
search results based on reasoning upon the semantics of the environment where internet 
search happens.  Therefore, the model illustrated in Chapter 5 shows how (OB 1) was 
addressed.  Firstly, the proposed model illustrates that it is possible to select relevant 
information sources from the reasoning process due to semantic overlapping between 
users’ preferences and the description of information sources (see section 4.1.3). This 
means that the way preferences are formulated must be semantically similar to the way 
information sources from search results are characterised.  The technology from the SWT 
stack guarantees that we can create a computational model which will deliver relevant 




preferences and characteristic of information sources from search results (see illustration 
of the proposed generic model in chapter 5) and the output from the model will be a 
selection of relevant information sources from search results according to the semantic 
of user preferences.  It is important to note that 
(a). We cannot talk about “computations” behind our model if the model is not 
domain specific, because of the nature of technologies used when deploying 
the model (all OWL ontologies must be domains specific); 
(b). Case studies show how our proposed model changes when we deploy it: 
Figures 5.1 and 5.10 show how the proposed OWL model changes according 
to the semantic of the environment when Internet searches happen;  
(c). The semantics of the environments where Internet searches happen are 
captured through the CSi classes and the constraints of has_CSi see sections 
4.3.1. and 4.3.2) 
(d). The way we describe the semantics of the environments where Internet search 
happens guarantee semantic overlapping between user preferences and search 
results because of the reusability of has_CSi constraints (see section 4.3.3), 
which is underpinned in Figure 4.10. 
Due to (a) – (d) above, we can conclude that the input to our computational model is 
a set of users’ preferences, which can be captured through various interfaces available 
today.  They can feed our ontological model by using numerous tools, which transfer 
persistent data into an ontological model (Golder and Huberman, 2005).   
The output of our computational model would be a list of relevant search results, 
selected through the reasoning process based on SWRL (see sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). 
We have a freedom of expressing users’ intentions and expectations, as mentioned 
in (a) (see section 4.1) through the options given in the set of CSi classes, constraints and 
inheritance, as described in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 (see section 4.3).  Consequently, (OB 
2) has been met: the model is based on user’s decisions on what is relevant in a particular 
Internet search for two reasons: 
(I) The user supplies the semantics which generate CSi classes and has_CSi 
constraints (see both case studies) (see sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3).  Selections 
of Internet searches may require a different set of CSi classes and has_CSi 
constraints in order to supply the ontological elements involved in the 
reasoning.  
(II) The characteristics of the results of Internet searches before their selection 
takes place should semantically overlap with the way we describe user 




Both (I) and (II) above pave the way towards a higher relevance of the selected search 
results because of the user’s role in the selection.   
In (OB 3), we claimed that we should address a “moment” in Internet searches and 
avoid exploiting past user behaviour when capturing the semantics of the environment 
when Internet searches happen.  We give rationale, which explains how we achieved it.  
(A) The reader should note that in both case studies, we have to delete the result of 
reasoning. 
(B) Our SWRL moves (copies) individuals of OWL classes across the ontology as 
the result of reasoning.  Consequently, these moved individuals have to be 
erased from the classes they are moved to, before a new reasoning take place.  
Therefore, we do not wish to remember the result of previous reasoning. 
(C) OB 2 almost dictates that we address a “moment”.  As we said in (II) above, 
the selections of Internet searches may require a different set of CSi classes and 
has_CSi constraints in order to supply the ontological elements involved in the 
reasoning.  We cannot assume that the semantics of one “moment” in Internet 
searches can be copied to another, because everything depends on how the user 
expresses his/her preferences and the intentions he/she may have (i.e. 
everything is in user’s hands).  
For proving that we have achieved OB 4 and OB 5, we suggest that the reader 
pays attention to all our publications (Binghubash and Juric, 2011), (Almarri et al., 
2012b), (Almarri et al., 2013), (Almarri and Juric, 2013a), (Mahmood et al., 2013), 
(Juric et al., 2013) and takes into account the research output from (Kataria, 2011), 
(Shojanoori, 2013), (Chau et al., 2012), (Juric et al., 2012).  In this research our two 
case studies underpin claims for OB 5, but there are other numerous experiments 
and examples where the proposed model has been implemented across problem 
domains, which can be found in our other publications and available upon request.  
Therefore, we are confident that our proposed model works and it remains to be 
seen if it will have further implications on the way we search Internet. 
Controlling the performance of the proposed generic model through imposed 
restrictions on the OWL concepts, constraints and instances: 
It is common that enforcing restrictions on SE solution is a good practice, this to 
solve many common errors a system may have.  In this research, it was very important to 
follow these rule and common practices were followed to keep maximum integrity of the 




Quantifiers restrictions was used to apply some basic rules which indicates that any 
concept in the OWL model must have “some values from” through a relationship between 
individuals of two classes. In the illustration of the proposed model I also attempted to 
enforce cardinality restriction.  However, this type of retraction did not work well along 
with the concept of “n” number of concepts and relationships.  Therefore, it was omitted 
from further experiments.  
Some other common practices followed in the implementation of the generic 
computational model is enumerated class expression was applied to two main classes of 
the OWL ontological model to indicate that members (individuals) of these two classes 
are distinct.  This therefore, clarified the confusion that if two classes share relationships 
are assumed to be in a subsumption relationship. 
Important comments on the selection of generic model: 
(I). The user role in the proposed generic model is very important.  This means 
that the extracted information from the user’s competency question controls 
(1) - (4) listed in section 4.4.  To be able to design the domain of interest 
correctly and create “a moment” of internet searches it is important to extract 
as much as possible domain knowledge from the competency question. 
(II). The categorisation of classes and their sub-hierarchies is dependent on how 
the domain of interest is analysed.  Again, this step is also dependent on how 
the user described their preference but it also depends on how these 
preferences are interpreted.  Whether the domain of interest is designed to 
include essentials and very precise information or to be more flexible and 
generalise all concepts in a given domain; depends on how each person 
interprets the semantics of the environment.   
(III). Some of the important aspects of the generic model is inheritance of 
proprieties of the generic model main components (classes and object 
properties). 
(a). What happens when one of the four versions of the generic model is 
selected for a certain domain of interest. 
(b). Pressure on relationships (object properties) how do they allow the 
selection of common characteristics of information sources according 




(c). The relationship automatically converts from and to or in inheritance. 
Which is not really good.  
(IV). Although the proposed generic computational model aimed to promote 
simplicity of design.  Most of the work is done in the background as explained 
in the reasoning process in (section 4.4).  
(V). What happens next?   
Problems when interpreting user preferences from the competency question. 
Mostly information seeker/user just provides general information, this leads to 
ambiguity when describing information sources.  Consequently, the selected information 
sources will have some concepts which answers to the user preferences (user queries).  
on the other and if the user provides a detailed description of preferences, it will help in 
constructing semantically rich OWL ontological model that will fully describe the 
semantics of the domain of interest but it will be very difficult to fulfil user’s preferences.  
This means that the only option to match user preference and semantics of the information 
sources is to deploy an OWL ontological model based on the generic model depicted in 
figure 4.9 which stress the use of horizontal hierarchies and their constraints -which 
forces a one to one relationship- between both sources class and CSi classes and User-
Preferences class and CSi classes (not recommended). 
Inheritance of relationships is a complementary advantage of the proposed generic 
model.  It can be useful because it can interpret shallow user preferences and deliver 
relevant information sources.  However, peculiar and precise user preferences might end 
up facing IO.  this is justified due to how SWRL rules will interpret the semantics of user 
preferences.  For example of the user defines many features that utilise the same OP, the 
reasoning process will halt querying characteristics defined through the same OP as soon 
as one condition is fulfilled.  Therefore, the information seeker/user will be forced to filter 
results according to how they are relevant to the search query.    
An alternative direction in this research: 
Another attempt in modeling the semantics of the environment can be done through 
the modeling of User Behaviour on the internet.  In Almarri and Juric, 2015, the focus 
was directed towards modelling the semantics of user behaviour (UB) through OWL 




focusing on users and their (intention), it was possible to come slightly closer to the issues 
of modelling of user behaviour on the internet.  The proposed model in this experiment 
is slightly different from the original idea in the proposal in this research but can be a 
complement.  The experiment takes on board the task of characterizing users behaviour 
on the internet and tries to capture them.  This to describe the semantics of user 
preferences, which are often interwoven with their perceptions and expectations, and 
which dictate how user behaves when searching the Internet.  Therefore, this attempt was 
to get closer to capturing constant changes in the way users use the Internet and perform 
searches on the internet. 
One common problem in all attempts to understand and to illustrate UB in 
cyberspaces is that almost all solutions which claim to capture UB always relay on “what 
happened in the past”.  Therefore, this encouraged me to look at this issue closely in 
parallel with previous attempts to model the characteristics of the environment where 
internet searches happen.  As a fact, it is a common practice to collect data about UB 
through the analysis of system logs because they are an ideal source of information and 
cannot be ignored if we wish to understand user behaviour on the internet.  However, if 
we do not take into account that (a) users may change their mind while searching the 
internet and (b) they can be distracted at the same time by various browser and search 
engine functionalities, then we will definitively not be able to offer a significantly 
different solution to IO caused by internet searches.  In other words, if we do not model 
UB with (a) and (b) in mind, then we will not offer anything new in resolving the problem 
of IO in Internet searches. 
In this research, it is core to provide a moment of internet searches to the users.  
Hence, most of the experiments evolved around the idea of capturing the semantic of the 
“moment” when a particular internet search happens and ignore everything else, which 
might not be directly related to this particular search. Furthermore, because in all 
experiments in this research it was important to avoid remembering what previous 
searches have brought to the same user and insist that their semantics remains present in 
our models.  If we allow for storing “old” semantics from previous searches, we will not 
be able to handle the changes imposed by users and give the user the chance to be able to 




The ontological model in this experiment based on the figure below, use a generic 
model introduced in (Almarri and Juric, 2013b) where user preferences and source given 
by Internet searches (very often containing URLs) are described though characteristics 
of sources (CSi classes) and the way we describe user behaviour (UBi  classes). 
 
FIGURE 6.1 SEMANTIC OVERLAPPING THROUGH INDIVIDUALS 
Like all past experiment, the above model in figure 6.1 must be transformed into 
domain specific environment in order to reason upon the semantics of both the user and 
the domain of interest.  Thus, there must be 
a) A set of individuals, which may populate the SOURCE class 
b) A set of Object Properties, which we should define according to the generic 
model form Figure above 6.1. 
Hence, semantic overlapping was present in a different method.  This method aimed 
at experimenting the method of overlapping through meanings of knowledge extracted 
from user’s query described in competency question with synonyms of words.  The 
experiment was successful because results of the reasoning process provided an 




model guaranteed semantic overlapping through instance of the domain rather than 
semantic overlapping through the re-sue of constraints in the semantic model. 
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 RESEARCH CONCLUSION 
This research, analysed the problem of IO and overviewed approaches to addressing 
it.  It also focused on systems/techniques which claimed to alleviate IO, but it seems that 
they are not very suitable for and successful in addressing the major issues with modern 
IO today.  The reasons are numerous but two of them are obvious:  
(a). IO has changed in the last decade, and  
(b). the way information seekers/users retrieve information in order to alleviate 
IO has moved on from using classical IRS to the deployment of powerful 
search engines in our everyday lives.   
Furthermore, in current information age, IO is more related to the  
(i) vast amount of information on the internet,  
(ii) the results of internet searches delivered by search engines, and 
(iii) information seekers users who create information as soon as they are on the 
internet.  
Therefore, information seekers/users are producers and consumers of information 
sources today, which is likely to be available through the internet, and the results of 
internet searches are likely to create a new IO in our lives.  On top of that there are no 
available mechanisms of expressing users’ preferences when either creating search 
engine algorithms or filtering/ranking search results, as pointed out in (a) (see section 
4.1).  Whichever way user’s intentions and expectations were modelled in the reviewed 
literature, they very often rely on user profiling, their past behaviour, habits and 
similarities of a particular user’s profile with other people.  However, in order to 
understand user’s intentions, expectations and demand it is important to focus on the 
semantics of the environment where internet searches happen.  This may be a very 
complex task, but the semantics should be collected and interpreted before search engines 




This can reduce modern IO because it will allow modelling information seekers/users’ 
intentions, expectations and demands in a particular situation.  Hence, retrieve more 
relevant results of internet searches.  
During the time this research was conducted, it was not possible to find any research 
available that solely focuses on: how do we select or even get relevant internet search 
results when using modern search engines?  Currently, the queries information 
seekers/users impose on search engines, and the ranking of internet search results, given 
by search engines, might produce IO for two reasons: internet search results may be 
irrelevant to the queries and information seekers/user may have too many of them.  
furthermore, add to this problem to the fact that it is sometimes difficult to form queries, 
it is no wonder that we have a very low level of relevance of internet search results that 
in turn might not satisfy information seekers/users expectations. 
7.2 FUTURE WORK 
We believe in a software application which houses our proposed computational 
model.  The issues which are solely associated with its implementations are as follows: 
I) The feeding of our ontological model could be done through either 
a) modern and intelligent interfaces, which would allow users to input their 
intentions and expectation and infer our preference and CSi classes or 
b) a set of drop-down menus in traditional UI which determine the format 
and content of users’ input  
At the moment, we have manual input into our ontology in order to prove 
that the proposed ideas and concepts work, but it is possible to direct the results 
of this research towards highly pervasive environments, where voice and 
multimedia inputs are equally welcome.  In such cases we would need an 
interdisciplinary team which would connect hardware and UI advances with our 
application implementation. 
II) We solely placed our application upon the Internet search results in order to 
make them more relevant to the user.  However, we should assess how efficient 
the same model can be within any search engine in order to improve current 
ranking.  In principle we do not mind using the model upon ranked results 




the result of ranking does not give a single relevant result? We will have nothing 
to select. This is an unusual situation, but it may happen.  Therefore, our model 
should be completely effective as a part of any search engine.  We hope that 
search engine companies would show interest in this work.  Without knowing 
their exact search algorithms, we cannot predict where to place our proposed 
model within search engines. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis provided the reader with an overview of state of the art in 
main areas of this research (see sections 2.1-2.6).  We also elaborated on technologies 
that directly participated on the advances of our research problem.  In chapter 4 (see 
section 4.2-4.5), we itemised the common problems of early solutions of selection of 
information sources on the Internet through a variety of technologies, in general and 
domain specific solutions.  Consequently, we struggled to find a proper solution which 
directly solves the problem of modern IO caused by advances in technology.  Our related 
work in chapter 3 provided a detailed description of research which participated in 
solving a part of objectives in this research. 
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